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The dynamics of inertial particles have a profound influence in countless contexts in thenatural and manmade world. Whether it be droplets of water advected in the atmospherethat cluster and collide to form rain, or volcanic ash clouds carried on the winds that
ground aircraft and block out the sun, inertial particles are prolific in their influence on our lives.
An inertial particle is an object with material density different to the fluid in which it resides.
This density difference causes heavy aerosols to be ejected from vortices, and light bubbles to
migrate towards vortex centres. These behaviours characterise inertial particles and underpin
complex particle processes such as clustering and droplet growth. Due to the breadth of important
length scales in many two phase systems, different models are required for different parts of the
scale space.
We present a hierarchy of modelling approaches that efficiently capture the inertial properties
of particles and can be applied to a wide range of problems. Beginning with comparisons between
Lagrangian particle trajectories and experimental results from the literature, we identify, and
present solutions to, complications in numerical integration of the Maxey-Riley equation. The
numerical model is applied in a paradigmatic vortical flow to help understand the influence of the
Basset history force on particle trajectories. For applications with smaller particles, we develop
an Eulerian description of the dynamics of particle ensembles. The method is a discretisation of a
transfer operator that efficiently captures the important properties of large numbers of particles;
its algorithmic complexity is independent of the number of particles, even when collisions are
considered between them. Two methods for detecting particle collisions that dramatically improve
on algorithmic complexity of pairwise detection schemes are presented and compared. Despite the
philosophical difference between the Lagrangian and Eulerian approaches, comparisons between
them produce remarkably similar results.
Our methods are then applied in a decaying turbulent flow to investigate sedimentation rates
and particle clustering. Throughout, great care is taken to understand the nuances of particle
dynamics, allowing parallels to be drawn between behaviours in steady and turbulent flows.
From the perspective of the particles, we show that there is very little difference between particle
clustering in steady and unsteady flows, provided a range of length scales are present in both.
Work is also conducted that explores the influence of the Basset history force in a range of
contexts: vortex ejection, collision rates, and clustering. In decaying turbulence, the Basset force
is shown to have a significant effect even for dense aerosols. With reference to these results,
we discuss the decay rate of the Basset kernel relative to the decay rate of the turbulence, and
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1.1 A visualisation of the flow around a sphere is shown for increasing Rep. As the
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The natural world is replete with examples of particle advection; mankind is both a beneficiary
from and sufferer of the consequences. Acute economic ramifications can arise from the inability
to control or predict particle behaviour. In 2010 the spread of volcanic ash cost EU businesses
an estimated C2.5bn [8], and has been greatly studied as a result [9–11]. Worldwide trends of
urbanisation indicate that human health will increasingly be affected by atmospheric particle
pollution. In fact, in 2014 the World Health Organisation estimated that 7 million deaths can be
attributed annually to air pollution [12]. Riverbed pollution is strongly affected by patterns of
particulate sedimentation. As of 2015, 159 million people globally depended on untreated surface
water for drinking [13]. Exploitation of particulate transport is a recent innovation in the medical
field for oesophageal and blood-stream drug delivery [14]. In meteorology the dynamics of newly
nucleated cloud droplets have become the subject of much research over recent years [15–17].
Regions of dense clustering in clouds enhances droplet collision rates, accelerating the growth of
raindrops from nucleation diameters to precipitation. Progress in all of these fields is dependent
on understanding particle and fluid interaction.
In each of the cases above, particles of one material density are suspended in a fluid of another.
In such instances the particles are termed inertial and exhibit interesting behaviours. Because
of the difference in their mass relative to a corresponding parcel of fluid, inertial particles do
not follow fluid streamlines; the way in which they deviate from the fluid is dependent on their
relative density. Aerosol particles are ejected from vortices because they are more dense than the
fluid. Bubbles, which are less dense that the fluid, are attracted to the centre of vortices. This
migration to and from the centre of vortices leads to preferential concentration, a phenomenon
that increases particle collision rates and affects the behaviour of the fluid [16, 18]. Preferential
concentration of particles is a key influence on the growth rates of droplets in warm clouds [16].
In the early stages of raindrop formation, the complex clustering and interaction properties of
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the particles increase the collision and growth rates of the droplets. Raindrop formation rates are
an important part of weather forecasting, but are not well understood [19].
Another area that garners significant interest, is the two-way coupling between particle and
fluid. Coupling arises because the particles alter the shape of fluid streamlines, which in turn
act on the particle [18, 20, 21]. Exact effects of large ensembles of particles on the fluid are not
known for all cases, although there are many works that have developed models and experiments
that allow investigation into these avenues [18, 20–24].
Ultimately, we study inertial particle dynamics, not because of their microscopic behaviours,
but because of the range of phenomena that ensembles of them influence: from particle clustering
causing accelerated rain droplet formation [25] to the presence of many small particles causing
turbulence suppression [21]. Increasing our understanding of their micro-scale behaviour leads
to better understanding of a wide range of macro-scale processes in the natural and engineering
worlds.
One mode of investigation is experimentation. Experiments are vital for testing hypothesis,
developing understanding and verifying modelling. However, it is often difficult to realise experi-
ments that can recreate processes in the natural world. Experiments in tanks inherently have
boundaries on the flow that do not reflect real world situations, and wide parameter regimes
take a long time to investigate in a well resolved manner. In cases where we wish to forecast
a process, we require accurate and efficient modelling. We refer to the example of ash cloud
dynamics, where forecasting the particulate density and path taken by the cloud allows informed
decisions to be made about the grounding of aircraft. Predictions of this type cannot be made
through experiment. Not only do accurate and efficient modelling approaches for two phase flows
make forecasting of particulate behaviour possible, but also models provide a versatile platform
for testing hypothesis and developing understanding across wide parameter regimes. Bubbles,
aerosols and neutrally buoyant particles all display different characteristics, and models provide
an efficient way to understand how each of them behave in specific contexts.
Modelling inertial particles requires consideration of the influence of the fluid on a particle,
the influence of particles on the fluid and the influence of particles on one another. Currently, we
lack modelling approaches that satisfactorily deal with all these important dynamics of inertial
particles across the space of particle parameters. In fact, it is not possible to create a model
that can accurately recreate the dynamics of particles at all scales and relative densities. It is,
therefore, vital to choose an appropriate model for the circumstances one wishes to describe.
Often, a wide range of scales are important in problems involving inertial particles. In
many of the contexts we have cited (e.g. volcanic ash cloud dispersion), the fluid flow fields are
turbulent and have a continuous range of important length scales with vortical structures at
each of them [26]. Important scales range from the scales of the largest eddies to the Kolmogorov
length scale, where energy is dissipated into heat [26]. Sometimes it is possible to numerically
simulate all the length scales and to include the presence of particles in the discretisation.
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However, when particles are numerous, attempting to represent each of them in a discretisation
is computationally expensive. Some of the largest simulations that model inertial particles as
fully resolved objects in a flow have only achieved O(1000) particles [24, 27, 28]. Processes in the
natural world which we wish to model, contain many more particles in much smaller regions of
the flow.
Let us take the example of cloud microphysics for which we want to create a numerical
model. First we must consider a reasonable domain size for discretisation. Despite the constant
improvement in computing power, all the important length scales cannot be resolved. The largest
scales in a cloud are of the order of 1km, whilst the newly nucleated droplets are of the order
of 1µm [29]. Such a breadth of scales, covering 9 orders of magnitude, is far from discretisable
with one model. However, it is of little concern to the dynamics of the particles how the fluid
velocity is behaving at the large scales of a cloud. The important concern for the particles are
the small scales close to their own diameter. A discretisable domain can be obtained using
periodic boundary conditions and assuming that a small subsection of a cloud flow is repeated
homogeneously throughout the cloud. However, continental clouds can contain 1000 particles per
cubic centimetre [29]. For a simulation with a periodic domain representing 1cm−3 of cloud, the
number of particles in the simulation is close to the largest simulations of fully resolved spheres
in a flow. Clearly, modelling particles as fully resolved objects in a flow is not suitable for all
applications.
Another consideration for the application of raindrop formation is the interaction between
particles. In warm clouds, particle collisions are of particular concern [25]. Collision detection
algorithms scale poorly with the number of particles, O(N3/2), which dramatically increases the
cost of simulating the process numerically.
In other applications where the fluid velocity field is turbulent, such as sediment transporta-
tion or planetary accretion, predicting trajectories of individual particles is extremely challenging.
Small errors in the calculations of trajectories or poor choice of model, compound to produce
large errors in the final positions of the particles. However, in these cases one is not particularly
interested in the path taken by a single grain of sand, rather it is important to understand how
the whole sand ensemble behaves. For modelling a large number of grains of sand an Eulerian
approach may be more suitable.
Evidently, appropriate model choice for a specific application is vital. Appropriate modelling
is largely dependent on the scales of the particles relative to the scales of the flow. For very small
particles, many orders of magnitude smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale, model choice is
trivial because particles follow fluid streamlines exactly. Large particles, many times larger than
the Kolmogorov length scale, disturb the fluid sufficiently to require particles to be fully resolved
objects in a flow. One example of this being the "direct forcing method" [27, 28]. In between, it is
not always clear which phenomena should be included to achieve accurate models. Particularly




We aim to improve clarity in appropriate model choice, and develop modelling approaches
that allow particle processes to be described more fully. In this thesis two problems are considered
in detail: firstly the sedimentation of inertial particles for application in sediment transport and
seabed dredging, and secondly the early stages of raindrop formation where collisions between
particles are of particular concern. Accurate modelling of these processes requires considera-
tion of the two-way coupling between the particles and the fluid, as well as the interaction of
particles with one another. We present a series of novel modelling approaches that allow these
interactions to be investigated in a computationally efficient manner. In particular we have
developed techniques that improve the scaling performance of collision detection. Throughout
this thesis, particles are assumed to be spherical and the terms ‘particle’ and ‘sphere’ are used
interchangeably.
We begin with a discussion of the details of fluid-particle interaction, starting from the
simple case of a single spherical particle suspended in a fluid flow. The exact nature of the force
contributions imposed on a sphere depend on the fluid velocity relative to it: the combination of
fluid viscosity, relative velocity and sphere radius, change the shape of fluid streamlines around
the sphere.
A key parameter that indicates the type of flow around the sphere is the dimensionless
particle Reynolds number, Rep. Consider a sphere with velocity V(t), traveling in a fluid with
local velocity u(x, t), the particle Reynolds number, Rep, is given by,
(1.1) Rep =
2ρ f rp(V(t)−u(x, t))
µ
,
where ρ f is the density of the fluid, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and rp is the particle
radius. The particle Reynolds number is a ratio of the inertial forces to the viscous forces acting
on the sphere. Figure 1.1 shows how the flow around a sphere changes for increasing particle
Reynolds number. When the relative velocities between the sphere and the fluid are small, the
flow around the object is predictable and laminar, and the dominant force is viscous drag [1].
However, when the relative velocity is large, the flow separates from the sphere entirely and a
turbulent wake forms behind the sphere. The fluid pressure is reduced in the turbulent wake and
the dominant force acting on the sphere is pressure drag.
Other forces play roles in certain circumstances. Asymmetry in the flow incident to the sphere
produces the Saffman lift force [33], and the Magnus lift force is caused by rotation of the particle
[34]. A force called the added mass force arises due to the fluid that a sphere must move in order
to make progress [1]. Oscillatory motion in a particle trajectory can be caused by the vortices
shed behind the particle [35]. When multiple spheres are present in a flow, the flows around each
sphere not only have a bearing on the trajectory of that sphere, but on the trajectory of all other
spheres in the flow.
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Figure 1.1: A visualisation of the flow around a sphere is shown for increasing Rep. As the
Reynolds number increases, vortical structures develop in the wake. a)Rep = 9.15; (b) Rep = 17.9;
(c) Rep = 37.7; (d) Rep = 73.6; (e) Rep = 118; and (f) Rep = 550. The figure was taken from [1] but
originally produced by [2]
To describe all the cases in figure 1.1 accurately, the Navier-Stokes equations must be solved






+ (u(x, t) ·∇)u(x, t)
)
=−∇p+µ∇2u(x, t)+ρg (a)
∇·u(x, t)= 0 (b)
where, u(x, t) is the fluid velocity, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the flow, p is the fluid pressure, g
is acceleration due to gravity and ρ is the density of the fluid. The forces acting on a sphere can
be found by considering how the fluid stresses are distributed over its surface.
Consider a rigid spherical particle advected by the fluid velocity field u(x, t). The equation of
motion for a particle of mass mp, with position Yi(t) and travelling with velocity Vi(t) in the flow













i , is the sum of the forces acting on the particle: buoyancy force and the contributions
from the fluid. In this thesis we use Einstein’s summation notation. For convenience we also
relax the notation that, ui, Vi(t) and Yi(t),must be written as functions of zi and t. From here vi
implies v(x, t), similarly ui implies u(x, t) and Vi and Yi imply Vi(t) and Yi(t) respectively. The
contribution from the fluid can be found by considering how the fluid stresses are distributed
over the sphere. The fluid stress tensor, σi j, is given by,








where δi j is the Kronecker-delta. To find the force contributions from the fluid stresses, we
integrate σi jn j over the surface of the sphere. The equation of motion for the particle is equal to




= mp g i +
Ó
S
σi j ·n jdS,
where n j is the outward unit vector, normal to the surface of the sphere.
In general, it is not possible to integrate the stress tensor around the sphere analytically.
Fortunately, there are numerical approaches that can calculate fluid forces acting on a sphere.
Methods such as immersed boundary methods [36] and smoothed particle hydrodynamics [37],
are good candidates for numerical models of multiphase flows [28]. However, as with analytic
solutions, no numerical method will solve our problem for all possible cases.
As discussed previously, the range of important length scales can be very large. In turbulent
flows particularly, important scales have a wide distribution with no separation between them [26].
It is often not possible to discretise a space that covers the largest scales, whilst simultaneously
resolving the smallest. If however, there is a separation between important scales, separate
models can be used for the large scale and small scale behaviour. In this thesis, we exploit a
separation of scales between the particles and the fluid velocity field. Whilst the smallest scales
in turbulent flows have the greatest effect on the dynamics of inertial particles [7], it is generally
considered that fluid velocity variations are insignificant if they are smaller than the Kolmogorov
length scale [26]. Therefore, in cases where particles are smaller than the Kolmogorov length
scale of a flow, we are able to use one model for the behaviour of the particles, and one for the
fluid.
When particles are small, the flow around them is laminar and a sufficiently good approxima-
tion to the flow around the sphere can be found analytically [38]. In such cases, we can integrate
analytically the fluid stresses over the sphere to find the sphere’s equation of motion. A large
body of literature has developed low Reynolds number approximations to equations of motion
for spheres. In the following section we present a brief discussion of the history of this body of
literature.
The first attempts at low Reynolds number approximations to the description of a rigid sphere
travelling in a fluid came in the 1800s. At the time the work was motivated by improving clock
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accuracy [39–41]. As a clock pendulum follows a sinusoidal path, the early researchers calculated
the forces acting on the sphere for the specific case of sinusoidal motion.
The first equation of motion for a sphere in a fluid was found in 1885 by Boussinesq [42]. His
equation described the unsteady motion of a sphere in a fluid, and was repeated independently
by Basset a few years later [43]. Their derivations were made under the assumption that the flow
around the sphere is laminar and resembles the flow in figure 1.1(a). In the early 20th century,
Oseen worked on improving the drag coefficient for non-zero Reynolds numbers [44, 45].
The early works of Basset, Boussinesq and Oseen, led to the equation of motion for a small
rigid spherical particle in a fluid being termed the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation. A number
of subsequent improvements and extensions have been made to their original equations of motion.
A review by Michaelides gives a detailed account of the history of the Basset-Bousinesq-Oseen
equation (BBO equation) [46]. We focus here on an important contribution from Maxey and Riley,
whose equation of motion is known as the Maxey-Riley equation [47]. Their contribution was to
present a derivation with the limitations, complexities and assumptions clearly stated.
In order to understand assumptions they make, we present in the following section Maxey
and Riley’s derivation, which is the starting point for much of our later modelling. Maxey and
Riley assume that the fluid velocity field can be described by a linear superposition of two flows:
the first flow is the fluid velocity field that would exist in the absence of the particle, which we
call u(x, t); the second flow, which we call the disturbance, is the change in u(x, t) caused by the
presence of the particle. Superimposing the disturbance and the undisturbed fluid velocity leads
to the total fluid velocity, v(x, t). We recall that the forces acting on the sphere are given by the





= mp g i +
Ó
S
σi jn jdS, (a)








where vi is the disturbed flow around the particle. For a sphere of radius rp, at position Y (t),


















v(x, t)=V(t)+Ω× [x−Y(t)] for |x−Y(t)| = rp (c)
vi = ui as |xi −Yi(t)|→∞ (d)
where Ω is the angular velocity of the spherical particle and × denotes the cross product. The
position of a fluid element is given by x, p is the fluid pressure, µ and ρ f are the dynamic
viscosity and density of the fluid respectively and g is acceleration due to gravity. Equation
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1.7(a) is the incompressible Navier-Stokes momentum equation, with the associated statement
of incompressibility given in (b). Equation 1.7(c) ensures that, on the surface of the sphere, the
fluid velocity v(x, t) is equal to the sphere’s velocity. The final condition, (d), assumes that the
disturbance caused by the particle decays to zero far from the sphere: v(x, t), is equal to the
undisturbed background flow as the distance from the sphere tends to infinity.
We make a change of coordinates to a reference frame moving with the centre of the sphere























w(z, t)=Ω×z for z= rp (c)
wi = ui −Vi as |z|→∞ (d).
Maxey and Riley exploit a separation of scales between the disturbance caused by the particle
and the undisturbed fluid velocity field. By assuming a separation of scales, we can describe
w(z, t) as a linear combination of two flows, such that, w(z, t)=α(z, t)+β(z, t). The two flows are
the disturbance caused by the particle, β(z, t), and the fluid velocity field in the absence of the
particle, α(z, t). We will refer to α(z, t) as the background flow, an arbitrary flow which satisfies
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. It can be related to the original coordinate frame
as α(z, t) = u(z, t)−V(t). We will refer to β(z, t) as the disturbance, which is the velocity field
resulting only from the presence of the particle, and is independent of α(z, t). A separate pressure
is also attributed to each flow, pα to the background flow and pβ to the disturbance flow, so that
pα+ pβ = p.

































and must also independently satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations: equation 1.9 can be separated
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The force acting on the sphere from the background flow, Fαi , can be found by integrating the
fluid stress tensor for the background flow over the surface of the sphere. Through the divergence

































By expanding the integrand, ∇·σ, into its components αi = [u,v,w] and zi = [x, y, z] we can see
















































































As we know a separation of scales is assumed between the length scales of the background
flow, and the scale of the particle. By assuming that over the scale of the sphere, the pressure
gradient and spatial velocity derivatives are constant, they can be moved outside the integrand.
















which are the forces acting on the sphere from the undisturbed portion of the flow. Combining

























where m f is the mass of a fluid parcel equal in volume to the sphere. Returning to the original











where mp is the mass of the sphere. We still require expressions for
∑
j F j, which are the forces
imposed on the sphere by the disturbance flow, β(z, t).
We now turn to the disturbance flow β(z, t). As discussed, we are assuming that the flow
around the sphere is laminar. A laminar flow can be described by linear equations in which the
non-linear advective terms from the full Navier-Stokes are assumed negligible and ignored. The
resulting equations are known as Stokes equation and describe an incompressible Stokes flow.
Stokes momentum equation and the Navier-Stokes momentum equation, are shown side by side





+ (u(x, t) ·∇)u(x, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
advective terms




=−∇p+µ∇2u(x, t)+ρg (Stokes flow momentum)
The disturbance flow must satisfy the boundary conditions,
(1.18)
β= (V−u)+Ω×z for z= rp
β→ 0 as |z|→∞
For the disturbance flow the non-linear terms from equation 1.10(b) are neglected and Lorenz
reciprocal theorem is employed. With non-linear terms removed, we define two unsteady Stokes











































































viσ′i j −v′iσi j
)
n jdŜ.
























viσ′i j −v′iσi j
)
n jdŜ.


















viσ′i j −v′iσi j
)
n jdŜ,
Next we take the Laplace transform of equation 1.26. For the Laplace transform of v(x, t), given









]− ṽ′i [sṽi −vi(x,0)])dV̂ =Ó
Ŝ
(















ṽiσ̃′i j − ṽ′iσ̃i j
)
n jdŜ
The flows must satisfy the following boundary conditions,
(1.29)
|v| −→ 0 and |v′| −→ 0 as |x| −→∞
ṽ′(rp, s)= (1,0,0)= e1 where rp is the radius of the sphere,
v′(x, t ≤ 0)= 0
The disturbance flows vi and v′i represent the part of the flow caused by the spheres presence
and so decay to zero far from the sphere. Therefore, only integrals over the surface of the sphere
are important. To find the force acting on the sphere we consider that the sphere starts from
rest at time t = 0 and then undergoes an impulsive velocity [δ(t),0,0]. In the Laplace domain the
11
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impulsive velocity is given by L [δ(t),0,0]= [1,0,0]. Substitution of the boundary conditions in























ρvi(x,0)e(1)i dV̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
.














where λ=√sρ f /µ , ρ f is the fluid density, r =√x2 + y2 + z2 and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the
fluid. We use Burgers solution for the flow ṽ′i, from which it is possible to calculate σ̃
′
i j,
(1.32) σ̃′i jn j =−







On the sphere, Maxey and Riley assume that ṽi has the form,
(1.33) ṽi = Ã i + x jB̃i j + 12 x jxkC̃i jk +h.o.t.
Further, they assume that ṽi(xi,0) = 0, allowing us to find the required product in the only
remaining integral of equation 1.30. It is now possible to find Fi by conducting a series of surface

























































































((x jxkCi jk)ρsxix j e(1)j︸ ︷︷ ︸
integral 1
+ (3x jxkCi jk)µ(1+λrp)e(1)i︸ ︷︷ ︸
integral 2
)dŜ
With help from some computer algebra we arrive at,
(1.38) −r3pπµ(1+λrp)(C̃1 j j)−
r2psρπ
15
(3C̃111 + C̃122 + C̃133 + C̃212 + C̃313 + C̃221 + C̃331)
and combining the terms containing Ã i and C̃i jk we reach an expression for the force acting on
the sphere in the first dimension,
(1.39)





(C̃1 j j + C̃ j1 j + C̃ j j1)
where m f is the mass of a parcel of fluid equal in volume to the volume of the sphere. In Maxey
and Riley’s paper there appears to be a small error at this point. Instead of the expression in
13
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equation 1.39, they obtain,
(1.40)
F̃1 =−Ã1 12 sm f −Ã16πrpµ(1+λrP)





which does not correspond to the subsequent results in their paper. By repeating the steps above
for each dimension we obtain the correct expression for the 3-dimensional force acting on the
sphere,
(1.41)





(C̃i j j + C̃ ji j + C̃ j ji)
By comparing the boundary conditions in equation 1.18(a) with equation 1.33, we can see that
A i =Vi −ui and by extension, Ci jk = ∂
2ui
∂x j∂xk
. Substituting these boundary conditions into equation
1.41, leads to,
(1.42)



















































The equation of motion of the sphere can be found through an inverse Laplace transform of
equation 1.43. Most terms are straight forward apart from those involving
p
s . As an example
we demonstrate the steps to invert −6πr2p
p






µρs (Ṽi − ũi)
]
which can be turned into two solvable problems. The convolution theorem states that the product
of two functions in the Laplace domain, F(s) and G(s), is equal to the convolution of the two
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functions in the time domain [26]. Or written mathematically, L −1[F(s)G(s)] = L −1[F(s)]~



































Each term of of the Maxey-Riley equation in both the time and Laplace domains are given in
table 1.1. Terms dependent on d
2 ũi
dx j dx j
have been omitted for clarity, but these can be found in
exactly the same way and lead to the Faxén corrections.
term Laplace time







Stokes drag −6πrpµ(Ṽi − ũi) −6πrpµ(Vi −ui)
history term −6πr2p
p









Table 1.1: The individual force terms of the Maxey-Riley equation are shown in the Laplace and
the time domain. Faxén corrections, which are any term containing d
2 ũi
dx j dx j
, can be found similarly.













































where W(x, t)=V(t)−u(x, t), µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρ f is the density of the fluid
and τ represents a historical time in the particles’ trajectory. The final term in equation 1.46
is the Basset history force. The Basset history force accounts for the propagation of particle
accelerations through the fluid. As such, the term is an integral of the historical accelerations
of the particle throughout the particle’s history. Similar equations can be found by considering
different initial assumptions. These alternative equations extend the validity of Maxey and
Riley’s work. We will discuss each of the assumptions in turn, along with studies that have
derived equations of motion for each case.
Maxey and Riley’s first assumptions pertain to the physical properties of the particles them-
selves. The MR equation is valid for particles that are small, rigid and spherical. Studies exist
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that have derived equations of motion for particles of alternative shapes, for example ellipsoidal
particles [48]. Others have discussed extensions to particles of finite size [49]. In some cases,
for example where one desires to model the distribution of pesticide sprays, the fluid particles
are not rigid. For such applications works have aimed to produce equations of motion for de-
formable particles [50–52]. Of these, Lovalenti and Brady’s equation was valid for a deformable
and arbitrarily shaped droplet, with finite viscosity [50]. The particles were treated as a fluid
with a no-slip boundary between the particle and the external fluid, whilst Michaelides and Feng
allowed for interfacial slip between the droplet and the surrounding fluid [52].
Maxey and Riley also assumed that the particle Reynolds number was small, Rep ¿ 1.
Assuming that the sphere is small makes the derivation simpler, and the resulting equation
more usable, but it limits the range of applications. Many attempts have been made to extend
the region of validity of the equation beyond the constraint of Rep ¿ 1 [53–55] and see [49] for a
discussion. A common theme in works that consider finite particle Reynolds numbers is that the

















and contains the history kernel 1p
t−τ . The form of the history kernel is altered when finite
Reynolds numbers are considered. Renwei and Mei found a version of the history Kernel for the
case of finite Reynolds number [54]. Mei’s Kernel decays with t−2 rather than the t−1/2 of Maxey













where, Rep = |v(t)−u(x, t)|rp/ν is the particle Reynolds number, rp is the radius of the particle, ν
is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and U is the free stream or strong mean velocity [54].
Figure (1.2) shows the Mei kernel cross plotted with the Basset Kernel for three different
values of Rep. It shows that the larger the particle Reynolds number, the faster the decay of the
history kernel. In all cases the kernel decays faster than the 1/
p
t Basset Kernel.
Mei’s derivation was made for a sphere undergoing periodic oscillations rather than travelling
through an arbitrary fluid velocity field. Lovalenti and Brady extended the finite Reynolds
number equation to the case of an arbitrary time and space dependent flow [53]; their history
kernel decayed at a rate of t−1/2 for a step change from a finite to a zero velocity, t−2 for a step
change from zero to a finite velocity, and exponentially for all cases in between.
In general, extensions to the region of validity of the equation of motion of inertial particles
increases the complexity of numerical implementation, and is often unnecessary. Although
the formal validity of the MR equation is constrained by the assumption that Rep ¿ 1 [47],
comparisons between numerical simulations of equation 2.6 and experiments have demonstrated

























































Figure 1.2: In a comparison between Basset’s 1/
p
t kernel, and Mei’s kernel calculated for three
values of Rep > 0, we can see that the decay rate of the history kernel is influenced by the particle
Reynolds number. Mei’s Kernel decays faster than the Basset kernel for all finite values of Rep.
analysis of the stream function surrounding a sphere at Rep = 16.73, Maxey suggests that
equation 1.46 is a reasonable approximation for small finite particle Reynolds numbers [56]. In
an experiment in which spherical particles were suspended in an oscillating flow, Esperance [3]
demonstrated that the influence of the Basset force could be accurately predicted up to particle
Reynolds numbers of 5. In another study, consensus between prediction and experiment was
achieved for particle Reynolds numbers of up to 0.5 [57]. Further examples of successful studies
demonstrating the accuracy of versions of equation 2.6 derived for finite but small particle
Reynolds numbers can be found in [58] and [59]. We take this evidence on board and in our
simulations we assume that using equation 2.6 is valid up to a particle Reynolds number of
Rep = 5.
In certain contexts the Basset force has a significant affect on the trajectories of inertial
particles [3, 57, 60]. Despite its importance, the significant complication associated with the
inclusion of the Basset history integral means it is often ignored [4, 61, 62]. Efficient numerical
integration schemes for the history force have been developed recently, [30, 63]. Although, as we
shall show in the second chapter, are often used in conjunction with numerical methods that are
unstable when particles are small.
Given an understanding and method for how a single particle behaves in a fluid, we wish
to explore methods for modelling large ensembles of inertial particles. Flows that contain large
numbers of particles are a type of two phase flow and are common in nature. Two phase flows
which consist of a particle or droplet phase are known as dispersed two phase flows, where the
dispersed phase refers to the particles or droplets, and the fluid phase we will refer to as the carrier
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phase. Such flows are generally classified based on two quantities. The first is the material density
ratio of dispersed phase to the carrier phase, ρp/ρ f . The second quantity is the concentration of
dispersed phase, Φp. The greater the concentration of particles, the more the dispersed phase
influences the carrier phase [22]. For high concentrations of particles (Φp > 10−3), collisions
between the particles should also be considered [22]. In such cases, modelling interactions
between individual particles and capturing the interactions between the carrier and dispersed
phases is complicated.
Ardekani and Rangel developed an equation of motion that captures the coupling between
two neighbouring spheres [64]. They provided equations which modelled the particles as a system
of two interacting particles, although it could be extended to further particles. The disturbance
flow caused by a single particle influences the trajectory of the nearby particle leading to coupling
terms in the equations of motion. For further particles, coupling terms are required between each
possible particle pair. When there are many particles, the equations are hard to use: the number
of terms is O(N2), where N is the number of particles in the system. Although Ardekani’s two
particle version is apparently successful, it is not suitable for large numbers of spheres.
Often an Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is utilised (see for example [18, 21, 23, 65, 66]). In
such cases, the dispersed phase is modelled as a host of individual particles (Lagrangian) and
the carrier phase is solved using an Eulerian method such as finite differencing. The influence of
the dispersed phase on the fluid is calculated as a balance of forces. The force exerted on each
particle is in turn imposed on the fluid with opposite effect. Each discrete cellular volume used
for the finite differencing solution of the fluid phase contains a number of particles. The force
acting on the fluid phase in each cell is the sum of the reaction forces for each particle in the
volume [21, 65]. When the number of individual particles in the dispersed phase is large, the
computational cost can become excessive: the computational complexity of pairwise collision
detection scales with the number of particles squared; the complexity of particle binning scales
as NCells ×Nparticles, where NCells is the number of cells in the discretisation and Nparticles is the
number of particles.
When the concentration of the dispersed phase is large (Φp > 10−3), collisions between the
particles becomes a concern [22]. For raindrop [15, 19, 67] or planetary formation [68, 69], particle
clustering and collisions are fundamental mechanisms by which the bodies grow. In the fourth
chapter we investigate methods for modelling collisions between particles. A number of works
have investigated collision statistics through direct collision detection, some in homogenous
turbulent flows [7, 70], and others in the turbulent wake of a larger particle [69]. In such studies
collisions are detected through pairwise collision detection which scales with O(N2).
Turbulence-particle interaction is a prolific field with an enormous breadth of studies. There
is much interest in the way the particles affect the development of the turbulent energy spectrum
and a number of different approaches of investigation: from analytical models with homogeneously
distributed particles like the two fluid approach [71], to the direct numerical simulations of
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Lagrangian particles advected within a numerical fluid simulation [18, 21, 23, 65, 66]. One of the
key factors in the influence of the particles on the fluid phase is the preferential concentration of
the particles [18].
To summarise, in this thesis we develop novel modelling approaches for inertial particles
that are small, rigid and spherical. Although we make the same assumptions as Maxey and
Riley, we point out that all our methods can be adapted for equations of motion that are valid for
different assumptions. We feel vindicated in this decision because, as discussed, there is empirical
evidence that the MR equation is valid for small finite Reynolds numbers. The thesis deals with
the following questions which are divided into separate chapters.
Our first port of call is to deal with the Basset history force numerically. In the second chapter
we review and point out weaknesses in the contemporary approaches to numerical solutions of
the MR equation. We demonstrate that a careful choice of numerical method alleviates issues
of instability. Given a robust numerical approach, a parameter space defined by the Stokes
number, and density ratio ρp/ρ f , is searched for parameter conditions which require the inclusion
of the Basset history force. The parameter space is categorised through comparisons between
simulations, experimental data, and analytic solutions of the MR equation.
In the third chapter we develop a method that captures the inertial properties of the particles
in an Eulerian sense. The advantage of an Eulerian approach is that there is no computational
penalty for increasing the particle concentration. Further, an Eulerian description of inertial par-
ticles can be extended to allow feedback between the particle and fluid phase. Our method models
particles probabilistically, to give a PDF of particle positions in phase space. We demonstrate
that our approach is capable of capturing the inertial properties of the particles in a simple test
flow and give a comprehensive review of its success.
In the fourth chapter we show how our transfer operator approach can be extended to consider
collisions between the particles. We compare our method with an alternative approach using
the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor, and measure the accuracy of both against
the benchmark of a pairwise collision detection scheme. We achieve enormous improvements in
efficiency for small losses in accuracy.
In the fifth chapter we investigate how our transfer operator method performs in turbulent
flows. Our turbulent flow is a good analogue for the flows in a cloud or a turbulent river, allowing
us to give specific focus to two cases: raindrop formation and sedimentation of sand in a river. We
show that our approach accurately predicts the sedimentation rates of particles and captures the
preferential clustering of the particles for certain parameter regimes. We also investigate the
effect of the Basset history force on particle clustering in a decaying turbulent flow and compare











NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF INERTIAL PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
2.1 Introduction
To better understand the plethora of processes that involve inertial particle advection, the
understanding of the advection of the particles themselves must be improved. Regimes in which
the density of the particles differs greatly from that of the fluid, such as in cloud microphysics,
produce different behaviour from regimes where the densities are more similar, such as in
sedimentation.
Particle dynamics vary markedly depending on their length scale, which means models that
describe them must be chosen carefully: very small particles are described by stiff equations
which can present problems with numerical stability, and larger particles can invalidate the use
of the classic differential equation for particle advection entirely. In this chapter we explore the
limitations of contemporary numerical descriptions of particle motion and provide recommenda-
tions for how the dynamics of particles should be described across a well resolved two dimensional
parameter space. The parameter space is defined by particle size, a measure of the degree for
which a particle will follow fluid streamlines, and material particle density. This parameter space
covers most applications of small spherical particles advected within a fluid.
In many applications, a carefully chosen version of the Basset-Bousinesq-Oseen equation
will sufficiently describe the behaviour of inertial particles. Versions have been derived which
are appropriate for finite particle Reynolds numbers [53, 54] or which account for particle
deformation [50]. Under the assumption that particles are small, rigid and spherical, trajectories
can be described by Maxey and Riley’s version, given in equation 2.6. In its entirety, the Maxey-
Riley equation includes an integral term known as the history force. The history force, or Basset
integral, accounts for the delay in propagation of particle accelerations through the fluid. When
the particle accelerates relative to the fluid, the fluid immediately adjacent to it responds imposing
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a force on the particle. The relative acceleration propagates away from the particle through the
fluid surrounding it. Consequently, relative accelerations from the particle’s history affect the
particle in its present.
Due to the complexity of an adequate numerical implementation, the Basset or history force,
is often neglected [63]. When particles are small [4], or density ratios large [7], it is generally
considered safe not to include history in modelling. However, there is strong evidence for its
inclusion in many contexts. Daitche showed that in a flow around a cylinder, the history force
makes a substantial difference to the trajectory of a particle [73]. He also demonstrated that
history reduces the degree of particle clustering within a chaotic flow [7], an observation in
agreement with findings in an earlier work from Olivieri et al. [31]. Guseva et al, showed that
including memory effects can change the number of attractors and their locations in a chaotic
flow [72].
For a particle of radius rp, and density ρp travelling in a fluid of density ρ f , dynamic viscosity









































where g is acceleration due to gravity, t is the current time and τ represents a time in the
particle’s history. For simplicity we have introduced, ŵ(x, t) = v(t)−u(x, t)+ r
2
p
6 ∆u(x, t), where
v(t) is the velocity of the particle. The individual force terms on the right hand side of equation
2.1, from left to right, are as follows: force exerted on the particle by the undisturbed fluid; the
buoyancy force; Stokes drag term; the added mass force due to work done by the particle in
moving parcels of fluid from its path; and the Basset history force. Terms dependant on ∆u(x, t)
are known as Faxén corrections. In general the MR equation is valid only when particle radii are
small relative to the length scales of fluid motion. As all Faxén terms are proportional to r2p it is
often safely neglected [73], although it may be important at the upper limits of validity of the MR
equation [47]. In this work we will specifically focus on the influence of the history force, drag
force and force from the undisturbed flow. Therefore, we neglect the Faxén terms and replace
ŵ(x, t) = v(t)−u(x, t)+ r
2
p
6 ∆u(x, t) with the simpler, w(x, t) = v(t)−u(x, t). Dividing both sides of

























































































































= 3(2ρ f )





1− 3(2ρ f )




2ρ f r2p(2ρp +ρ f )
(w(x, t))−
9pµ (2ρ f )
2rp
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Equation 2.5 can be dramatically simplified by introducing two key parameters: the density
parameter R = 2ρ f /(2ρp+ρ f ) and a size parameter S = 2ρ f r
2
p
9µ . Introducing the particle parameters




























The size parameter has dimensions of time. A dimensionless parameter that is independent of
flow characteristics can be found by defining a characteristic length scale L, and a characteristic
velocity U . The characteristic length, L, is a typical length scale of features of a fluid velocity field
(e.g. the diameter of vortices); the characteristic velocity U is the average fluid velocity. Together,
U and L define a characteristic timescale of a flow, T = L/U .
Using, T, particle behaviour can be described by a dimensionless parameter independent
of the flow characteristics. The appropriate parameter is the Stokes number, St, which is often
defined as a ratio of the particle’s characteristic stopping distance, τp, to a characteristic timescale
of the flow τ f [74]. With a characteristic time scale defined as τ f = T = L/U and the characteristic
stopping distance of the particle given by τp = SR , the Stokes number is equal to St = S/(RT).
Consider a particle with initial velocity v0, decelerating in a quiescent fluid. We can find the
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stopping distance of the particle by setting u(x, t)= 0 and neglecting the influence of history and














where v0 is the initial velocity of the particle and x0 is its initial position. It is now possible to see
that the long time stopping distance of the particle, t−>∞, is given by x(∞)= v(0) SR .
In a fluid that is not quiescent, inertial particles do not follow fluid streamlines. A velocity
difference exists between particle and fluid. The dimensionless parameter, St gives an idea of how
quickly the velocity difference v(t)−u(x, t) decays relative to the timescale of the fluid. Therefore,
St = S/(RT) indicates the degree to which an inertial particle will follow fluid streamlines.
Particles with a very small Stokes number will behave as passive tracers and follow the flow
exactly. Whereas particles with very large Stokes numbers will ignore flow features: they do not
respond to fluid accelerations at the rate at which the fluid evolves [74].
With an idea about how the equation of motion links to aspects of particle dynamics, the
proceeding chapter introduces a hierarchy of approximations to equation 2.6 that can be exploited
to provide computationally tractable solutions. The sensitivity of results to these approximations
is shown to be highly context-dependent. Then, an appropriate method for the numerical inte-
gration of the MR equation is constructed including a method for numerical approximation of
the history force. The stability of the scheme is investigated and then its accuracy is explored
using experimental results and analytical solutions to the equation 2.6. Using this appropriate
numerical method, an investigation is conducted into the influence of the history force across a
well resolved 2 dimensional parameter space. From this, recommendations can be made as to the
appropriate use of each of the equations of motion. To concentrate on the influence of the other
forces, the buoyancy force will be neglected throughout this chapter.
We consider four members of the hierarchy of approximations to equation 2.6: the passive
tracer, the inertial equation, the active tracer, and full particle history in equation 2.6. The
passive tracer is described by,
(2.9) v(t)=u(x, t),
where v(t) is the particle velocity and u(x, t) is the velocity of the fluid. A passive tracer will follow
the undisturbed fluid streamlines exactly, and is approximately valid in cases of neutral buoyancy
where the particle and fluid densities are equal, and when particle diameters are sufficiently
small that their relative inertia to the fluid can be ignored.
Where inertia plays a role, the simplest equation able to qualitatively capture some important











Although this formulation excludes the integral term due to history, it still accounts for inertial
influences arising from both the fluid-particle density ratio, R, and particle diameter given
through the size parameter S. When particle diameters are small, and density ratios large,
the drag term dominates and the influence of the history force is small by comparison. In this
parameter regime, the active tracer will be shown to work well.
The relation between the active and passive tracer can be investigated in detail through the
introduction of the ‘inertial equation’. It turns out that for small SR values the active tracer is just
a correction to the passive tracer that is attracted to a three-dimensional manifold. This relation
has been shown in [4], which we recall here. Equation (2.10) can be rescaled by setting t = τRS
under the assumption that SR is small. Introducing τ allows us to separate the dynamics of the
system into those that change over short time periods evolving with τ, and those that change




















(x,v,φ) ∈R7 : v=u(x,φ)} .
The critical manifold M0 is attracting, which also implies normal hyperbolicity. Due to normal
hyperbolicity the critical manifold persists for 0< ε¿ 1 sufficiently small. This means that there
is a function h(x,φ,ε) such that
Mε =
{
(x,v,φ) ∈R7 : v=h(x,φ,ε)}
is an invariant manifold of (2.11) for 0< ε¿ 1 . The usual way to approximate the function h is





The formal series expansion has been carried out in [4] with the following result
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, k ≥ 2
The final equation that tracks the particle is therefore
(2.13) ẋ=h(x, t,ε).
One advantage of equation 2.12 is that it has a single time-scale. Therefore, solving it
backwards in time eliminates the exponential divergence from the invariant manifold Mε present
in equation 2.10. This is an advantage when we would like to find Lagrangian coherent structures
by calculating finite time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) (see chapter 4). More specifically, if one
aimed to recover the release site of a pollutant into the ocean, then the trajectory of the pollutant
would have to be calculated backwards in time. The exponential attraction to a trajectory on the
manifold forwards in time becomes exponential divergence backwards in time.
We also note that for neutrally buoyant particles when R = 2/3, the manifold simply reduces
to h= u. This manifold exists for all values of ε, but it is no longer attracting for sufficiently large
ε. Conditions for the manifold remaining globally attractive were determined by Haller in [4].






dτ (v−u)dτ cannot be analysed in the same fashion
as the inertial term. The history term is not necessarily bounded and if there is an attracting
invariant manifold it is certainly not normally hyperbolic [32] and does not persist in the same
way as M0 persists for the active tracer.
The inertial equation will prove useful in chapter 3 where it will be used to significantly
improve the computational complexity of one of our methods. In this chapter, we will simply
explore its accuracy relative to the active tracer in equation 2.10. We now turn to the numerical
solution of the Maxey-Riley equation (2.6).
2.2 Numerical Implementations
2.2.1 Basset force
In this section, we present a method for the numerical integration of the history force, FB. The
method is a modest adaptation of the 2nd order approach used by Hinsberg [63]. The Basset
integral, that we seek to approximate, is given by,






where g(τ)= ddτ (v(τ)−u(x,τ) and t0 is the initial time.
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For discretisation of equation 2.14 we introduce a series of discrete time parameters. First is
the history window, twin = t− t0, which denotes the time over which the Basset integral is defined.
Discrete time steps in the particles history are given by τn = t−n∆t, where ∆t is the time-step
and n = 0,1,2,3. . . N enumerates the time steps from the current time step n = 0, to the time step
at the end of the window, n = N.
Hinsberg’s approach for numerically integrating the Basset force is to divide the integral into
a sum of integrals defined over a single time step. Within each time step, g(τ) is replaced by its
linear interpolant such that, g(τ)≈ g(τn)+ (g(τn−1)− g(τn))(τ−τn)/∆t. The notation g(τn) denotes
the value of g(τ) at discrete intervals in time. Following Hinsberg’s approach produces,








providing a sum of integrals that can be calculated exactly. After carrying out these integrals, the
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For efficiency, the calculation of the coefficients cn is conducted once at the start of the simulation.
Each time step, the most costly computation is the evaluation of the inner product
∑N−1
n=1 g(τn)cn =
〈g(τn), cn〉. As the simulation time increases, so does the length of the window. Consequently, the
computational cost of the evaluation of equation 2.16 increases with simulation time. In general,
for large numbers of particles, or long simulation times, storing and evaluating the entire history
of a particle is intractable.
One approach that retains numerical tractability is to constrain the length of historical time
used to update the current state of the system. The integrand in the Basset force includes the
polynomially decaying history kernel 1/
p
t−τ . Although it might be argued that the effect of the
furthest reaches of the particle’s history has negligible influence on the present, we find that we
cannot ignore the end of the history tail completely. Instead we make a compromise. Following
[63], we can account for the recent historical influence by direct computation and approximate
the furthest reaches with a fitted curve with a suitably-behaved integral. In the present work we
use a variation of Hinsberg’s method [63].
The Basset term is split into two integrals: the history window Fwin, and the exponential
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where it is assumed that an exponential kernel, Kexp(t), can be found that suitably approximates
the ‘tail’ of the polynomial kernel, 1/
p
t−τ . Hinsberg et al. provide one such suitable approxima-
tion. In Hinsberg’s work, Kexp(t) is found in terms of a summation of m exponential kernels. The














where the fitting parameters, ai and ti, must be found. These are optimally determined by Hins-
berg for summations up to and including 10 exponentials. It is only necessary for the exponential
kernel to accurately approximate the tail of the history kernel. As such, the parameters are opti-
mally defined such that they minimise the difference between the original kernel, KB(t)= 1/
p
t
and the exponential kernel Kexp, for t−τ> twin.
First, Hinsberg finds the Euclidian distance between the Basset force, FB, and the approxi-









∣∣∣∣=∣∣∣∣ˆ t−twin−∞ (KB −Kexp)(t−τ)g(τ)dτ
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(∣∣KB(twin)− K̃exp(twin) f (t− twin)∣∣+ˆ ∞
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Consider that f (t) is bounded for all time by f (t)≤ ||v−u||∞, where || · ||∞ is the infinity norm. An








∣∣∣∣∣d(KB − K̃exp)(t). dt
∣∣∣∣∣dt
)
Time is scaled by twin to make Kexp independent of the window length, and the magnitudes of the
kernels are scaled by KB(twin) to give: t̃ = t/twin, t̃i = ti/twin and K̃B = KB(t)KB(twin) . Because ||v−u||∞
is a function that depends on the flow and parameters of the particles, it does not influence the
























that minimise equation 2.22.
The minimisation method begins by choosing values of t̃i that are suitably spaced to match
the rate of change of the history kernel. For low values of t̃i the kernel has a steep gradient and
so values must be close together to get a good approximation. For larger values the gradient is
shallower, and fewer points are needed to approximate KB. Given a reasonable range of values
for ti the corresponding values of ai are found by minimising equation 2.22. First, the integral
in equation 2.22 is evaluated, and using the chosen values of ti, a minimum of the function can
be found in terms of the values for ai. Optimum values of ai and t̃i calculated by Hinsberg are












Table 2.1: Hinsberg found values for ai and t̃i which minimise equation 2.22. His values are
presented here for 10 exponentials, m = 10, which we have verified.
Armed with values for ai and ti, a method for numerical integration of the exponential
approximation must be found. Again Hinsberg provides an approach. The tail is approximated by
taking the linear interpolant of the tail for the time period (t− twin −∆t to t− twin) (the time step
immediately after the end of the window). The remaining contribution of the tail can be included
by recursively adding the tail section. See [63] for details. It turns out that the second integral
can be evaluated using a method that is more tractable to higher order methods than Hinsberg’s.
We present our alternative approach in the following lines.
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where we have used the fact that the derivative of a convolution is, d/dt(
´∞
−∞ F(t−τ)G(τ)dτ)=´
F(t−τ)G′(τ)dτ for arbitrary functions F(t) and G(t). We expand κ̇i through integration by parts
to give,






















We take advantage of the fact that κ̇ is now a function of κ,











equation 2.27 can now be solved numerically alongside the the rest of the MR equation to give κ.
Finally, the full system of equations that we aim to solve numerically can be presented. We write
the MR equation as a system of ordinary differential equations together with our approximations























κ̇i =βi g(τN+1)− κi2ti
,











The choice of numerical method to integrate equation 2.28 requires further consideration. In
previous works on the subject the numerical methods chosen to integrate equation 2.6 were the
second and third order Adams-Bashforth linear multistep methods [30, 63]. We will show that
the stability of the second order method used by Hinsberg is dependent on the step size ∆t. We
will then introduce an alternative which does not have the same issues of stability, namely the
2nd order implicit backwards differentiation formula (BDF2) in equation 2.32. We choose the
BDF2 because it was specifically designed for solving stiff systems of equations and the MR
equation is an example of such a system [75].
For a system of equations of the form ẋ = v, ẍ = f (t,x,v) the 2nd order Adams-Bashforth
method is given by,
(2.29)
xn+1 = xn + ∆t2 (3vn −vn−1))




where xn is the current state of the system, ∆t is the time-step and tn is the current discrete time.
The subscript n refers to the nth time step. We use the same time-step, ∆t for the full scheme, as
for integration of the Basset integral. Although different time-steps could be used for each, we
use the same time step for both to ensure the same level of accuracy for the integration of the
Basset force and the particle tracking.
To minimise notational clutter, we allow fn to represent f (tn,xn,vn); similarly, un implies
u(tn,xn). For a linear system such as the active tracer given by equation 2.10, the stability
conditions of the Adams-Bashforth method can be determined. We now substitute the active
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The functions of un can be assumed to be bounded in a realistic fluid flow for all xn, and therefore
will not affect the stability of the method. For stability of the method, we require only that the
eigenvalues of the update matrix lie within the unit circle in the complex plane. The eigenvalues








which all lie within the unit circle provided that the following condition is satisfied. Condition
1: For stability on the global error we require that |1−3∆t RS /2| ≤ 1, or more simply, 0≤∆t RS ≤ 4/3.
From Condition 1, we can see that ∆t must be reduced to maintain numerical stability as
particle diameters get smaller, or the densities of the particle and fluid become increasingly
similar. If one desires to simulate an ensemble of particles with differing parameter values, or
perhaps model a particle growth process, one does not want to have to reduce the step size of the
solver to maintain stability. In the following we demonstrate that using an implicit method solves
this problem.
We now test the second order implicit BDF2, which, when constructed to solve a system of
equations of the form ẋ= v, ẍ= f (t,x,v), is given by [76],
(2.32)
xn+2 = 43xn+1 −
1
3
xn + 2∆t3 vn+2
vn+2 = 43vn+1 −
1
3
vn + 2∆t3 f (tn+2,xn+2,vn+2),
tn+2 = tn+1 +∆t
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and after substituting in the active tracer in equation 2.10, can be written in the matrix form,
(2.33)

1−2∆t3 0 0 0
0 1+ 2R∆t3St 0 0
0 0 1 0













3 0 −13 0
0 43 0 −13
1 0 0 0























where all linear implicit terms have been moved to the left hand side of the equation. By implicit
term, we mean any term dependant on xn+2 or vn+2. Next we multiply both sides by the inverse




























As before, for numerical stability, we require all eigenvalues of the update matrix to lie in the














To ensure we identify all relevant solutions of our stability condition, max |Θi| ≤ 1, i ∈ [1,4], we
conduct a numerical sweep through the space of all reasonable, positive values of S, R, and time
step ∆t: 0≤ St ≤ 10; 0≤ R ≤ 2; 0.001≤∆t ≤ 1. For this parameter range, the eigenvalues of the
update matrices for the BDF2, and the 2nd oreder Adams Bashforth method, are plotted in figure
2.1. It is clear that for this range of parameter values, the BDF2 is unconditionally stable. Clearly
the BDF2 is more suited to solution of the MR equation than the second order Adams Bashforth
method.
Given knowledge that the BDF2 is a suitable numerical method for solution of the MR
equation, we reintroduce our numerical approaches for dealing with the history force FB. Turning
back to equation 2.28, we can see that v̇(t) is a function of itself. Through simple rearrangement
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Figure 2.1: The eigenvalues of the update matrices from the BDF2 and Adams-Bashforth method
indicate the stability of the schemes. Because stability is a function of S, R and ∆t, a large range
of values are plotted for each: 0≤ St ≤ 10; 0≤ R ≤ 2; 0.001≤∆t ≤ 1. Eigenvalues for the BDF2 are
given by Θi, which lie in the unit circle unconditional on values in our parameter range. Values of
Λ, which are the eigenvalues for the Adams-Bashforth method, stray outside the unit circle when
∆tR/S > 4/3. At this point the Adams-Bashforth method becomes unstable.
and the introduction of ζ= 4Rp∆t/(2πS) , this implicit term is moved to the L.H.S leading to,


























where we have also expanded dudt into
∂u
∂t +v.∇u to elucidate all implicit components of the equation
of motion. A second order implicit method such as the BDF2 requires f (tn+2,xn+2,vn+2)= fn+2 =










Dt + RS (un+2 −vn+2)−Fexp −ζ
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∂un+2
∂t +vn+2.∇un+2 + 34
∑N
i=1 ci g i
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Dt + RS un+2 − fexp −ζ∂un+2∂t − 3ζ4
∑N
i=1 ci g i
)]
Our fluid velocity field un+2 could be any nonlinear function of xn+2 and t provided it defines
an incompressible and continuous velocity field. We cannot yet calculate un+2, because we have
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not yet calculated the particle position xn+2. The solution is to find xn+2 by integrating the
velocity with an explicit step and then feeding the new position back into equation 2.38 in a
predictor-corrector type method. The stability problems with the explicit method we discussed
previously do not arise when integrating the velocity to find position. We use the third order
explicit Adams-Bashforth scheme [77] to find xn+2 given by,
(2.40)











In order to test the validity of the scheme in equation 2.38, a comparison is made with an
analytical solution of the Maxey-Riley Equation. For the case of rigid body rotation an analytical
solution is found by Candelier to compare with his experiment [60]. The same solution was used
by Daitche to assess the validity of higher order numerical schemes [30]. It is used again here to
validate our numerical scheme.
We first define the flow Ur = x×ω, where x is the position of a particle, ω is the angular
velocity of the flow and × denotes the cross product. An aerosol particle suspended within the
flow Ur, will migrate away from the centre of the vortex. An exact expression for the trajectory
of an aerosol is found by Candelier in the form of the complex variable Z(t)=ℜ(Z(t))+ℑ(Z(t)),
where ℜ(Z) represents the radial migration of the particle, and ℑ(Z(t)), the angular position. The
analytic solution is given by,





where A1 and X1 are constants dependent on the initial position and velocity of the particle, and
on the values of S and R. See [60] for a full derivation and explanation. Using this solution an
estimate for the error of the numerical method can be obtained.
Figure (2.2a) shows a comparison between the trajectories calculated with equation 2.41,
and numerical trajectories of an aerosol particle advected by Ur. The time step ∆t was changed
between 0.1,0.01, and 0.001 to demonstrate the qualitative difference in accuracy with step size.
The numerical trajectories were simulated using the scheme in equation 2.38.
Figure (2.2b) shows how the global error ε= max(tmax=100)|Z(t)− x(t,∆t)|, and error per time
step, (∆t/tmax)ε, scale with ∆t. The method is second order with respect to the analytical solution
given by Candelier.
A further consideration is that of numerical efficiency. A key motivation for using an expo-
nential approximation to the tail of the history force is to reduce the number of computations
required to simulate trajectories. Figure 2.3a demonstrates how using the exponential tail in-
































































Figure 2.2: We use an analytical description of inertial particles undergoing rigid body rotation
to verify our numerics. In (c) Candeliers analytic solution is cross plotted with our numerics for
three step sizes: ∆t = 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001. Zoomed in views are displayed in (a) and (b) to show the
differences between the trajectories. In d) we see how the global error, ε=max‖(Z(t)−x(t)‖, and
error per time-step, (∆t/tmax)max‖(Z(t)−x(t)‖ scale with ∆t. As expected the method is second
order accurate. The fluid velocity flow field was given by Ur(x) = x×ω with ω= [0,0,1], ρ f = 1,
ρp = 1.5 and rp = 5×10−3. The simulation time was 50 seconds.
the square of the number of time steps, whilst the window method, coupled with Hinsberg’s
exponential kernel, grows linearly. Every time step, the cost of evaluating the inner product ci g i,
i = 1,2,3, ...N grows to reflect the number of historical steps, N. In the Nth time step the total
computational cost is proportional to
∑N
i=1 iβ, where we have assumed that the cost of evaluating
one element of the inner product is a constant β. Therefore, the total computational cost scales as
βN(N +1)/2.Clearly for computational efficiency, we should minimise twin. However, reducing it
too far compromises accuracy.
Figure 2.3b demonstrates how the length of twin influences integration error when compared
to Candelier’s analytic solution. Introduction of the tail approximation significantly reduces the
error of the method even for short twin. Maximum accuracy of the method is achieved for a
window length that is 1/5 of the length of the simulation, the global error of the method does not
improve for further increases in twin.
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(a) The number of operations required to inte-
grate the history window as a function of simu-
lation time.
























(b) Global error with and without the exponen-
tial tail.
Figure 2.3: Including the exponential tail approximation improves accuracy and efficiency. In
(a), we show that when the tail is included, computational complexity increases linearly with
simulation time; when the tail is not used, the total number of operations required to integrate the
history force increases non-linearly. Each line shows the number of operations required to integrate
the history window for different window lengths, Twin ∈ [2000,105]. Shorter window lengths
considerably reduce algorithmic complexity. In (b) we show the global error, max||(Z(t)−x(t)||,
for increasing values of Twin. The simulation time was 10 seconds (tmax = 10) and ∆t = 10−3.
Including the exponential approximation reduces the error by four orders of magnitude for the
same value of Twin.
2.3.1 Comparison with Experimental data
Our numerical scheme compares well with the analytical solution obtained in [60]. To provide a
physical validation we also compare our numerical method against experimental data obtained
by Esperance [3]. Esperance’s experiment consisted of a horizontally oscillating box filled with
fluid of density 1840kg/m3. A sphere was suspended from a light copper wire in the centre of the
box so that the influence of gravity could be ignored.
For an oscillating box, the fluid velocity field is given by,
(2.42) Uω = A cos(Ωt)+ Aisin(Ωt)
where A and ω are the amplitude and frequency of the oscillations of the cell respectively. In such
a flow, inertial particles trace a different path to the fluid in the box. A phase difference between
the particles and the box arises, which we shall denote θ. Amplitudes also vary between the fluid
and the sphere. We shall denote the amplitude ratio between particle and fluid oscillations with
Ap/A, where Ap is the amplitude of particle oscillations.
Esperance used a series of spheres with different material properties, from bubbles to aerosols,
to produce a range of density ratios. Each type of sphere had one set diameter. In an oscillating
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material rp(mm) ρpkg/m3 R
styrofoam 2.23±0.01 140 1.7358
polypropylene 1.98±0.01 860 1.0337
Silicon nitride 1.98±0.01 3270 0.4391
Brass 1.98±0.01 8610 0.1931
Table 2.2: The particle parameters used in Esperance’s experiment.
flow, a variant on the size parameter is used, given by Ŝ = r2pΩ/(9µ). To produce a range of S̃, Ω
was changed in the range 20hz to 70hz. Parameter values for the particles are given in table 2.2.



























(a) The phase difference between the oscillations
of a box and a sphere






















(b) the amplitude of oscillations of a sphere di-
vided by the oscillations of a box.
Figure 2.4: We present a comparison between simulations using the Maxey-Riley equation and ex-
perimental results taken from [3]. The experiment consisted of an oscillating box in which a sphere
was suspended. Amplitude and phase differences arise between the particle and fluid oscillations.
Blue lines represent simulations including history and the red lines represent simulations using
the active tracer. Esperance’s experimental results are represented by the points [3].
Figure 2.4 shows our numerical results cross plotted with the experimental results from
Esperance. Figure 2.4(a) shows how the phase difference φ varies with S̃ and R. Figure 2.4(b)
shows how the amplitude ratio Ap/A varies over the same range of parameters. We find excel-
lent agreement between our numerics and the experimental data when history is included in
simulations (blue lines). When history is neglected, trajectories are materially different (red
line). Clearly, history is essential to get good agreement between simulation and reality in this
instance.
It has been found in the literature that the influence of history is larger in cases of low density
ratio [7, 31]. The largest density ratio used here was relatively low (max(ρp/ρ f ) is O(10)); it is
expected that history is influential. For larger density ratios, history is expected to have a lesser
effect.
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2.4 When should each Equation be used?
Armed with a stable numerical method for the solution of the Maxey Riley equation, we now aim
to understand the qualitative differences between the trajectories described by the active tracer
2.10, the inertial equation 2.12 and the full Maxey-Riley 2.6. In some parameter regimes, particle
dynamics described by the three equations of motion are very similar, in others they differ greatly.







where A and B are flow constants that govern vortex symmetry and fluid velocity. Equation
4.30 defines an incompressible velocity field containing two vortices; it gives a good example of
the qualitative differences between the particle descriptions in different parameter regimes. We
chose A = 1 and B=p2 for the flow parameters to produce an asymmetric flow. With these values,
the characteristic velocity of the flow U = 1.66m/s. The length scale, L, is equal to 2π, because the
flow is periodic in squares of 2π by 2π and the characteristic time scale T is equal to L/Uo = 3.78s.
In the velocity field described by equation 2.43, we simulate trajectories with parameter
values from four distinct regions of the parameter space: two correspond to bubbles, their density
is smaller than the surrounding fluid, and two represent aerosols, where the particle density is
greater than that of the surrounding fluid. Vortices behave like centrifuges, which cause aerosols
to migrate to the edge of a vortex. Conversely, bubbles migrate towards the centre of vortices.
Trajectories are plotted in figure 2.5 for the passive, active, and history tracers. Trajectories are
also plotted using the inertial equation. Radial migration of particles can clearly be seen in each
case, apart from the passive tracer, which follows fluid streamlines.
For dense aerosols, representative of sand in air, similar trajectories are traced by each of
equations (2.10), (2.6) and (2.12). For less dense aerosols, for example sand in water, the trajectory
including history migrates towards the edge of the vortex more slowly than trajectories described
by the active tracer and the inertial equation. For bubbles, the effects are more pronounced still:
including history significantly reduces vortex migration.
In each case in figure 2.5 the parameter R/S is fixed at 10, but the differences between
trajectories described by each of the four equations of motion are clear. We can see that changing
the density ratio, R, and particle size parameter, S, produces different behaviours for each of the
equations of motion. The vortex ejection rate is not constant for constant R/S, but scales with a
more complicated function of both parameters.
It is interesting to see how these two parameters affect the behaviour of a particle when
they are considered separately. In figure 2.6 particles were initialised again from the top of
a vortex and trajectories were simulated using the full MR equation in (2.6). In figure 2.6a)
trajectories have been simulated with size parameter ranging from 1.5×10−6 to 1.5×10−4. In
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Figure 2.5: Each of the four versions of the equation of motion are used to calculate a trajectory
in the flow given by equation 2.43. The particle was released at the top of a vortex with initial
velocity equal to the local undisturbed fluid velocity. Each of the four subplots represent behaviour
in different parameter regimes: a) a very dense aerosol - sand in air with R = 3× 10−4 and
S = 2.96×10−5; b) a lighter aerosol, sand in water with R = 0.4568 and S = 0.0542; c) a bubble
half as dense as the fluid it is advected in with R = 1.084 and S = 0.023; d) a bubble that is many
times less dense than the surrounding fluid with R = 1.997 and S = 0.099, St = 0.057.
Figure (2.6b) trajectories have been simulated with R ranging from 0.095 to 2. Both R and
S influence the rate of divergence from the underlying fluid velocity. A fixed S and varied R
can produce dynamics ranging from rapid migration towards the centre of a vortex to rapid
ejection. The density parameter, R, influences both the rate, and direction of radial migration.
The direction of migration can either be towards the centre of rotational flow features or towards
the edge. Varying S while keeping R constant changes only the vortex migration rate, but not
the direction.
Having established the qualitative differences between the approximations to the equations
of motion, we now attempt to quantify the differences in an idealised vortex filled flow. From
figure 2.2 it can be seen that, for a time step of ∆t = 10−3, the error per time-step of the numerical
method is O(10−8). When this is multiplied by the number of time steps in one characteristic time
period, namely 3786, we arrive at the expected global error of the simulation. If the difference
between trajectories exceeds the expected global error, we assume they are materially different
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Figure 2.6: Both the particle diameter and density ratio influence the behaviour of particle
trajectories around a vortex. Trajectories described by the full MR equation in equation 2.6 are
released from the top of the vortex at the velocity of the fluid. The underlying fluid velocity is
described by equation 4.30. In a), the particle diameter is increased leading to rapidly increasingly
vortex ejection rates. In b), we vary the density parameter R, which affects both the rate and
direction of radial migration of particles.
trajectories influenced by our modelling choices rather than numerical errors.
Using the error threshold of ε= 1.154×10−5 = 3786×10−8, we now explore the parameter
space for regions in which model refinement offers significant improvement. The parameter space
is defined by (ρp/ρ f ) and S and is populated by a grid of points at discrete intervals in each
dimension. For each grid point [Si, (ρp/ρ f ) j], a simulation is run for one characteristic timescale
in the fluid velocity field in equation 4.30. We recall that the characteristic timescale is T =U /L.
We treat the problem as though we were investigating the error produced by a numerical
method. In such cases, the maximum difference between an analytic solution and the numerical
approximation are often taken as the error of the method. The base assumption is that the full
Maxey-Riley equation is the best approximation to the behaviour of inertial particles on offer. As
such, the discrepancies of the various approximations will be made with reference to this relative
truth. For each model, 50 trajectories are released from every position in the parameter space
defined by [Si, (ρp/ρ f ) j]. We calculate the maximum Euclidian distance between each model pair
simulated with parameters from each position in the parameter space. The average is then taken
over each of the 50 initial positions in the flow. For every position in the parameter space, we now
have a difference between each of the models. We plot the results in figure 2.7.
Each subplot in figure 2.7, represents a colour map plotted over the parameter space described
above. Figure (2.7a) shows the maximum distance between the passive and active tracers defined
as, d1 = max(|passive− active|,T). Similarly, figures (2.7b) and (2.7d) show max(|passive−
inertial,T), and max(|history−active|,T) respectively. Figure (2.7c) shows how the particle
Reynolds number, Rep varies over the same parameter space. On each of these subplots are a
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Figure 2.7: We compare each of the models with one another across a well resolved parameter
space defined by the size parameter S and the density ratio, ρp/ρ f . In a) we plot log10 of the
maximum displacement between the active and passive tracer as a colour map. In b), we show
the displacement between the inertial equation and the passive tracer and in d), we show the
displacement between the active tracer and the history tracer. In c) we show the particle Reynolds
number as a function of S and ρp/ρ f . The region between the blue and green lines indicates the
region for which history should be included.
series of lines defining boundaries between different regions of interest in the parameter space.
The first of these, plotted in cyan on figures (2.7a) and (2.7b), shows where the difference between
the passive and active tracers exceeds the numerical error of the method. The dashed grey line
plotted on figure (2.7b) indicates where the difference between the inertial equation and passive
tracer exceeds the model accuracy. These lines mark the location in the parameter space where
inertial effects exceed numerical errors.
The dashed black line, plotted on Figures (2.7a), (2.7b) and (2.7d), shows where equation
2.30 loses stability for a time step of 10−3. A trajectory would be numerically unstable if it were
simulated using equation 2.30 from a position in the parameter space with smaller size parameter
than this line. The magenta line plotted on figure (2.7a) indicates where the inertial equation
begins to differ significantly form the active tracer. This is very similar to where the stability of
equation 2.30 is lost.
The green line plotted on figures (2.7b), (2.7c) and (2.7d) marks the boundary in the parameter
space for which the influence of history exceeds numerical errors. Finally, regions where the size
parameter is greater than the blue line in Figures (2.7b) and (2.7c) are regions where the particle
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Reynolds number exceeds 5. We assume the Maxey-Riley equation to be invalid for larger particle
Reynolds numbers. We can find an approximate expression for the line of blue line for the case of
aerosol particles. Each line in figure 2.7 approximately satisfies a power law in S. For aerosols
we find that ρp/ρ f ≈ 0.0045S−1.4038. So to ensure the particle Reynolds number does not exceed
5, we must ensure that ρp/ρ f < 0.0045S−1.4038.
An important observation from this analysis is that inappropriately neglecting the history
force produces the same numerical errors for all density ratios, it simply occurs for different size
parameters. In figure (2.7d), the distance between the green and blue lines remains approximately
parallel as a function of ρp/ρ f . Between the two lines the influence of the history force exceeds
numerical errors.
Often, the important parameter when investigating the behaviour of inertial particles is the
Stokes number, St = S/(RT). Particle clustering, for example, reaches a maximum for St ≈ 1 in
turbulent flows. In figure 2.8, we investigate how the Euclidian distance between the active and
history tracers changes with the Stokes number ST. In figure 2.8(a) we see that the influence of
history on aerosol particles reduces for increases in the density ratio ρp/ρ f . Bubbles in figure
2.8(b) display the same behaviour. Interestingly, the maximum difference between history and
active tracer trajectories occurs for St ≈ 1 in all cases.
(a) aerosols (b) bubbles
Figure 2.8: History is not equally influential for all density ratios. The smaller the density ratio
the more active tracer and history tracer trajectories diverge. Euclidian distances between the
trajectories described by each of the models reaches a peak at St ≈ 1 for all density ratios. For
increasing density ratios ρp/ρ f and a constant Stokes number, history is less influential.
2.5 Conclusions
We have shown that using an explicit method to integrate the MR equation fails for small particles.
Although deviations from fluid velocities are limited for small particles, we have shown that
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particles display inertial properties below the limit of instability. By using an implicit method
such as the BDF2, problems of instability can be circumvented.
Using the window method, coupled with Hinsberg’s tail approximation, produces the best
trade off between accuracy and numerical efficiency. In fact, no accuracy is lost by using the tail
approximation, provided the history window is long enough.
Simulations have been compared both against analytical solutions of the MR equation and
against experimental data. Our numerics perform well in both tests, allowing it to be used as a
benchmark against which to test further methods in the following chapters.
There is a clear region of the particle parameter space, defined by S and R, for which the
history force should be used. The specific combination of S and the density parameter R should be
considered when deciding whether or not history is important for a specific application. History is
apparently influential on simple particle trajectories for all density ratios. We defined history as
being influential when it altered trajectories by more than the magnitude of numerical errors. Of
course, exceeding numerical errors for a single trajectory does not necessarily mean that history
will be influential on an ensemble of particles. For an ensemble of particles, it is the statistical
properties that we are interested in. Subtle deviations from fluid streamlines shown here may
not translate into differences in statistical properties, such as the degree of particle clustering or
rate of collisions. In later chapters we will investigate particle clustering and collision rates in
the presence of history.
We also demonstrated that, for all density ratios, the maximum influence of history occurred











A TRANSFER OPERATOR METHOD FOR INERTIAL PARTICLES
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we explore a method for capturing the ensemble behaviour of inertial particles
in a computationally efficient manner. In the first chapter, the dynamics of individual particle
trajectories in steady flows were investigated. Whilst such analysis is useful in understanding
dynamics on the micro scale, in most real world applications inertial particles are part of larger
ensembles of particles with their own macro-scale dynamics. In fact, many real world examples of
inertial particle advection involve large numbers of particles that interact both with one another
and the surrounding fluid. Attempting to simulate such processes numerically requires large
amounts of computing power.
An example of a process that carries a high simulation cost is raindrop formation. In the early
stages of raindrop formation billions of particles are advected by the turbulent vortices of the
cloud. The number of particles per unit volume of fluid can range from 50 cm−3 in ocean clouds,
to 1000 cm−3 in continental clouds [29]. Newly nucleated droplets are of the order of microns in
diameter, but by the time they fall as raindrops, they have increased their diameter to the order
of millimetres. The increase in droplet diameter occurs through a number of processes, but in
warm clouds a primary mechanism is through droplet collisions [15]: two particles collide and
coalesce to form a single larger droplet. Simulating this phenomenon in a cubic metre of cloud,
even at the lower end of the scale for spatial density, requires the simulation of 5×107 particle
trajectories. Between each time step, collisions must be searched for; when undertaken naively, a
task that scales as the number of droplets squared. It is clear that a more sophisticated approach
to modelling the process is desirable over pairwise collision detection of billions of individual
trajectories.
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In other examples, the ensemble behaviour, rather than the behaviour of individual particle
trajectories, is the important concern. In sediment transport it is of little consequence where an
individual grain of sand comes to rest upon a riverbed, but in regions of the flow where fluid
velocities are low, increased particle sedimentation leads to significant inhomogeneities in the
depth of the river [78]. Similarly, in the transport of a volcanic ash cloud the important factor is
the spatial density and trajectory of the ash cloud in general, not the path of a single soot particle
[10]. If it is possible to capture the emergent behaviour of the ensemble, caused by the individual
inertial properties of the particles, it would lead to significant computational savings.
Our aim is to provide a tool that efficiently captures the clustering behaviour of inertial
particles. It is also important that the method can be extended to allow investigation of processes
that involve particle interactions or two way coupling between the particles and the fluid. In
applications such as raindrop formation, the sedimentation of silt or sand in a river, or the
effluence of sewage from a pipe, the inertial properties of the particles play a role. However, to
capture the problems in their entirety the forcing on the fluid from the particle phase must be
considered. Further, in the application of raindrop formation, the particle collision rate is of
specific importance: it is a major control on the growth rate of the particles [15].
Inertial particles appear in a range of contexts. The level of model complexity required to
accurately capture particle dynamics is dependent on the appropriate particle parameters for
the specific application. Instances when the influence of the Basset force is significant, present a
considerable complication to modelling. In the first chapter, the influence of the history force on
individual particle trajectories was ascertained for a range of parameter regimes. When history
is included, it significantly increases the cost of simulations: both computationally and in terms
of complexity. When inclusion of history is not necessary, the door is opened to a wider range of
modelling tools; the computational cost, both in terms of memory use and simulation time, is
reduced. It is important to understand exactly what effect the Basset force has on the ensemble,
to develop better understand of when its inclusion is necessary. We also investigate whether our
approach can be augmented to include the influence of history.
We begin our journey by breaking down the fundamental properties of an inertial particle. In
many instances, the complicated and nuanced behaviour of a fluid flow can be condensed into a
series of vortices. For this reason, we develop our method in a simple flow comprising a series
of periodic vortices. Within such a flow, inertial particles cluster either between the vortices, or
within the vortex centres, depending on their relative density to the fluid. The general behaviour
we wish to capture, is demonstrated in figure 3.1. The figure shows the distribution of inertial
particles in a 2-dimensional space at three instances in time: after 2.4T, 4.8T and 7.2T, where
T is a characteristic timescale given by T =U/L. We use the root mean square velocity for U
and the domain size for L. Particles were advected in a flow containing periodic vortices. As the
particles are more dense than the fluid in which they reside, the particles migrate towards the
boundaries between the vortices.
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Figure 3.1: Inertial particles that are more dense than the fluid migrate towards the edge of
vortices. Three snapshots of a simulation demonstrating this behaviour are shown for ρp = 1000,
ρ f = 1 and S = 10−4. Initial positions of the particles are displayed as small blue points. Particle
positions after 2.4, 4.8 and 7.2 characteristic timescales are plotted in red in each subplot. As time
progresses, particles move closer to the edges of the vortices; after 7.2 characteristic timescales the
particles line up along the separatrices.
It is the ensemble radial migration towards the edges of the vortices, shown in figure 3.1,
that any method we develop must capture. Without requiring the simulation of each individual
trajectory, we desire a continuous representation, both in space and time, of the evolution of the
particle concentration field. This particular goal provides a series of advantages. Because the
method assumes the continuum limit of particle concentration, increasing the represented number
of particles has no increase on computational cost. Information is provided about the whole flow,
not just the region surrounding a trajectory, which allows the consideration of the feedback
between the fluid phase and particle phase. This feedback becomes increasingly important as the
concentration of the particles increases [22].
One potential solution to our problem is to simulate large numbers of particles and bin
their spatial locations throughout the simulation; providing information about the particle
concentration field throughout the flow. However, spatial binning of particles provides spatially
biased information about the particle concentration field, because regions where particles are
unlikely to go are sparsely sampled.
We desire a continuous representation of particle concentration that retains the inertial
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properties of the particles. In the following, we investigate using a transfer operator method for
inertial particles to track the particle concentration field. In the lecture notes from Omri Sarig on
the “introduction to the transfer operator method" [79], is a simple thought experiment. “Can you
predict where individual ink particles will end after one minute? NO: the motion of ink particles
is chaotic. 2. Can you predict the density of the ink particles after one minute? YES: it will be
nearly constant, equal to |mass of ink|/|volume of water+ink|.". Whilst it is not our desire to
describe such a simple mixing problem, the example points out that the least predictable part
of the system is of little consequence to the general macro scale behaviour of the system. When
numerically simulating the trajectories of particles in a chaotic system, the final locations of the
particles can be plagued by errors: small deviations in their trajectory imposed by numerical
errors results in particles ending up in vastly different locations. It is possible however, to predict
the spatial density of the particle ensemble and to quantify the errors on its prediction.
Consider the active tracer description of an inertial particle,








where R is the density parameter 2ρ f(2ρp+ρ f ) and S is the size parameter
2r2pRe
9L2 , ρp and ρ f are the
particle and fluid material densities respectively and rp is the radius of the particle. The position
of a particle at time t is given by y(t) and v(t) is their velocity. The undisturbed fluid velocity
field in the absence of a particle is given by u(y, t). We define a Reynolds number Re as LUρ f /µ,
where L and U are a characteristic length scale and velocity of the flow respectively and µ is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid.
Equation 3.1 can be integrated to move an initial particle position, x0 = [y0,v0] to give a new
position in phase space, x(t), after some time t. The active tracer is a function that takes an
individual particle position, and moves it in phase space. We denote the phase space of the active
tracer system as, M ∈Rd, where d is the number of dimensions. Imagine that instead of a way of
moving individual points in M , we want to operate on a continuous function over M . Instead of
evolving the trajectories themselves, we act on the spatial density of trajectories, ρ(x, t).
We consider that M is partitioned into infinitesimal subsets, Mi ⊂M , each with a probability
of containing a particle [80]. The probabilities across the subsets together form the probability
density function ρ(x,0). We want a way of mapping some initial probability distribution of
particles, ρ(x,0), to some new distribution ρ(x, t) at time t. Of course, the action on ρ(x,0) must




A transfer operator is exactly what we seek. It evolves a scalar field in time, and is defined
over any arbitrary phase space. Often referred to as the Perron-Frobenius operator, Φt can
be thought of as an infinite dimensional transition matrix which encodes the flow of particles








where in our case gt(x0) is the solution of the active tracer system and δ is the Dirac delta [80].
To acquire a more physical understanding of the definition, equation 3.3 can be transformed













=⇒ ρ(x, t)∣∣det[∇g−t(x)]∣∣ = ρ(x0,0),
which tells us that the new density in a location is dependent on the change in volume of that
location. If the size of the determinant of the Jacobian is less than one, then the region has
contracted and the density has increased, if the determinant of the Jacobian is greater than one,
the region has expanded and the density reduced.
A similar result can be obtained by considering conservation of trajectories. Because the same





















=⇒ ρ(x0,0)∣∣det[∇gt(x0)]∣∣ = ρ(x, t)
which is equivalent to equation 3.3 forwards in time.
To summarise, the transfer operator Φt, takes the initial probability density function of
particle positions ρ(x0,0), and maps it to a new state at time ρ(x, t). The mapping can be based
on an arbitrary dynamical system, but in our case gt(x0) is generated by the active tracer system
in equation 3.1. We seek a transfer operator for inertial particles because a transfer operator acts
on the whole particle phase space simultaneously, providing particle information everywhere
in the flow. Where the feedback on the fluid phase is important an Eulerian approach is vital,
providing significant advantages over Lagrangian approaches which only provide information
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around particle trajectories. Further, as the transfer operator acts on the PDF of particle positions,
ρ(x, t), a transfer operator can be used to represent any arbitrary number of particles with no
increase in complexity. The transfer operator evolves ρ(x, t) such that the attractive regions of
the space will emerge.
In the following we will be dealing with higher dimensional spaces. To help with explanations
we will use the term configuration space to mean the physical space occupied by particle positions.
Phase space denotes the space encompassing both the position and velocity of the particles, and
velocity space will be used to refer to just the velocity dimensions.
3.2 Construction of the transfer operator
We now turn our thinking to the discretisation of a transfer operator in an arbitrarily high
dimensional space. The transfer operator, Φt :Rd →Rd, is an infinite dimensional operator acting
on a d dimensional phase space. We seek a finite dimensional linear operator, Wi j : Rd → Rd
which is a discretisation of Φt [81]. An appropriate discretisation will take an infinite dimensional
operator, Φt, which acts on a continuous space, and create a discrete, numerically realisable
operator.
Commonly, a transfer operator is discretised using Ulam’s method [80–83]. Recall that Φt acts
on the spatial density of trajectories ρ(x, t) in the particle phase space, M , which is partitioned
into infinite subsets, given by Mi ⊂ M . The crux of Ulam’s method is that instead of dividing
M into infinitely many subsets, it is discretised into a finite set of subsets. We assume that the
particle density is uniform within each subset, producing a discrete probability density function
of particle positions in phase space, P j. Ulam’s method produces an operator Wi j that maps Pnj to
Pn+1j , where n is the current time step and j is the cell index of the discretised space.
By considering the indicator function 1Mi(x),
(3.6) 1Mi(x) =
[




we can rewrite equation 3.3 in the discrete form [80, 81, 83],





1g−1(M j) · 1Mi dxdx0,
From equation 3.7, we can see that the form of a discrete transition matrix Wi j is,
(3.8) Wi j =
|Mi ∩ g−1(M j)|
|Mi|
,
where | · | denotes the volume of a set. With a matrix formulation of the Perron-Frobenius operator
we are able to write,
(3.9) Pn+1i =Wi jPnj .
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A good way of visualising the idea is to consider each of the subsets, (which we will now refer to
as cells) as a node in a graph, and Wi j as the matrix of weights linking the nodes. The operator,
Wi j, is constructed based on the flux of P j through the faces of the cells.
Figure 3.2 gives an example of a graph over a 2-dimensional Cartesian grid with weights
between nodes representing fluxes through the faces of cells. The weights are displayed as
numbers adjacent to their corresponding red flux arrow and take arbitrary values to illustrate
the idea. There is a flux of Pnj through every face indicated by a weight. The picture changes from
































Figure 3.2: A discretised transfer operator encodes the flow of the probability distribution of
particle positions between cells in a discretised space. Red arrows indicate the direction of the
fluxes through cell faces and edge weights represent the proportion of the origin cell that is
transferred through the indicated face. Although the dimensionality of the space is arbitrary, the
diagram shows an example in a 2-dimensional space for simplicity.
The projection of Φ from an infinite dimensional operator onto a finite dimensional operator
Wi j must satisfy certain conditions. The method for calculating the values in Wi j must be simple
enough to be tractable in higher dimensions. It must also be conservative: globally the number of
particles in the system must not change. This is achieved by restricting the sum of each column
of Wi j to 1. Further, Wi j must be a stochastic matrix. In a stochastic matrix all matrix entries are
non-negative real numbers between 0 and 1.
We can see from equation 3.8, that Wi j is the proportion of trajectories that originated in cell
M j and arrived in cell Mi based on the pre-image of the dynamical system. Each cell, M j, can be
thought of as representing a host of initial particle positions in phase space, which are evolved
in time. Final particle positions that intersect cell Mi, indicate the movement of density from
cell j to cell i. Generally, the evolution of trajectories is conducted backwards in time. However,
inertial particle trajectories are unstable backwards in time as they diverge exponentially from an
inertial manifold [4]. Therefore, we evolve particle trajectories forwards in time from their initial
positions in phase space. The final positions of the particles are distributed over the neighbours of
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the cell from which they originate. The proportions with which trajectories are divided amongst
the neighbourhood of their originating cell defines the weights of the edges linking the nodes. For
example, if 50% of particles arrive in the cell to the right of their original cell, then the weight
between those cells would be 0.5. The calculated weights represent the probability of a particle
from one cell, arriving in another cell after time ∆t.
It is commonly suggested that the weights linking the cells can be found as follows: a number
of particle trajectories are initialised from within each cell; after the particles are advected by the
fluid for some time, ∆t, the number of particles residing in each cell is recorded [81, 84, 85]. The
proportion of particles residing in each cell, after the short advection, denotes the weight of the
link between the original cell and each of its neighbours. Figure 3.3 illuminates the remapping
process: the blue points represent the original positions of the particles and the red points
represent their positions after ∆t seconds; The weights have been calculated and displayed as
fractions in the corners of their respective cells. Each weight represents the link from the central







Figure 3.3: A common approach for the construction of a discrete transfer operator is to first
initialise particles from the blue positions labelled Â. After a short integration period ∆t, the
particles occupy the new red positions labelled B̂. The proportion of the red positions in each new
cell, denotes the weights on each of the edges leaving the original cell. The weights are denoted by
the fractions in rectangular boxes.
Counting the particles in each cell has advantages: particles can end up in any cell and
the corresponding flux can be readily incorporated in the transfer operator; it is simple to
implement; and sub-grid level flow features can be captured (provided they are resolved by
the flow field u(x, t)). A problem with the method is that its accuracy is not only dependent on
the grid resolution, but also on the number of particles simulated from within each cell. In a
higher dimensional implementation, where the number of cells is large, increasing the number
of particles is computationally costly. Instead, we propose a method in which the accuracy will
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Figure 3.4: In our approach for calculating the transfer operator, particle trajectories are evolved
from the corners of grid cells. After a short integration period, ∆t, the particles define a new shape,
B̂. The new shape, B̂, is projected onto the original grid and distributed according to the grid cells
it overlaps.
In our alternative method, which we define the inertial remapping method (IRM), the weights
on the edges are realised by evolving trajectories from the corners of each cell. After a short
integration in time, the particles define a new shape overlapping the old grid. The original
shape defined by the grid is denoted by Â, and the new shape, defined by the final positions
of the particles, is denoted by B̂. The locations of the particles now define the new shape, B̂,
overlapping several of the original grid squares. The particles from within the original grid square
are redistributed based on the proportion of the new shape that overlaps each of the neighbouring
grid squares. Figure 3.4 gives a two dimensional example of the IRM process. A trajectory from
each corner of Â is evolved forward in time for ∆t seconds to create the new shape B̂, which will
be redistributed over the cells beneath it.
A simple first order mechanism is utilised to calculate the proportion of shape B̂ that overlaps
each of the cells beneath it. We first calculate the centroid of shape B̂ and denote it with B̂c. The
centroid of shape Â we denote with Âc. We now take the difference between the centroids of
shapes Â and B̂, and denote it with the vector xc = B̂c− Âc. Next xc is divided by ∆x, where ∆x is
the grid spacing, to find the proportion of a cell for which the particles have moved. The process
is repeated for each dimension separately, and the product of the results from each dimension,
give one element in the jth column of Wi j.
The algorithm for the calculation of the columns of Wi j, in a phase space discretised into
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N cells, is given in equation 3.10. For each dimension the calculation depends on whether the
translation of the centroid has been positive or negative. We make use of the heaviside step
function, H(x), to incorporate the direction dependent element of the algorithm. We iterate
through the cells as follows:
(3.10)
for i = 1,2,3...N
if i exists in the first order neighbourhood of cell j
then























Wi j = 0
, where | · | denotes the absolute value. The algorithm loops through the cells in P j. We are
calculating how each cell in P j is distributed amongst its order 1 neighbourhood. The diagram in
figure 3.5 demonstrates how the algorithm in equation 3.10 works in 2 dimensions. Originally,
particles on the corners of the central cell form shape Â. We will calculate how shape Â is
distributed amongst its surrounding cells to create a set of weight components, wdk . In this case,
we have two dimensions, so d can take two values: x, for horizontal components and y, for vertical
components. For each dimension, the central cell has three neighbours: one in the negative
direction, one in the positive direction, and itself. Each of these directions is represented by k:
k = 1 indicates the row or column either above, or to the right of the central cell; k = 2 denotes the
row or column containing the central cell; and k = 3 denotes the row or column of cells to the left,
or below, the central cell. Because we have two dimensions, there are two steps to the remapping
process. First wyk is calculated, then the result is multiplied by w
x
k to give the non-zero elements
of Wi j.
The calculation of each component of wdk is commutative and works identically for up to
n dimensions. Our approach also ensures that
∑
i Wi j ≡ 1 which ensures that the number of
particles in the simulation is conserved.
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(a) step 1 (b) step 2
Figure 3.5: Calculating the redistribution of a cell over its neighbours consists of a series of
processes equal in number to the number of dimensions. In two dimensions, the first step is to
calculate the distribution of B̂ over the neighbours of Â in the vertical direction, based on the the
translation of the cell centroid. In step 2, the translation of the centroid is used to make the same
calculation in the horizontal. The results, wxk, and, w
y
k, are multiplied together to give the non-zero
elements of one column of the discrete transfer operator Wi j.
3.2.1 Maximising algorithmic efficiency
We now briefly discuss how to achieve an efficient numerical implementation. In the proposed
IRM method, trajectories drawn from the corner of each cell can be used for every cell sharing
that corner. By sharing trajectories between multiple cells, the number of required particles in a
cartesian grid is reduced to (m+1)d, where m is the number of cells in each dimension, and d is
the number of dimensions.
The discussed alternative of counting particles residing in each cell, requires the simulation
of Npmn particles, where Np is the number of particles per cell. As m →∞, the computational
benefit of the method utilising cells placed on corners, approaches the factor Np. Both methods
scale linearly with the number of grid cells and therefore have the same algorithmic complexity.
The advantage of the IRM is that it can be conducted to higher orders of accuracy based on the
complexity of the calculation of the intersecting volumes. Counting particles in cells will always
be a first order method.
Memory usage is also an important factor. Consider a 2-dimensional space partitioned into N
cells, arranged as in figure 3.6. The neighbourhood of the jth cell is indicated by the light blue
cells. When the discretised PDF of particle positions, P j, is translated into a vector in row-major
form, the neighbourhood of the jth cell is not exclusively adjacent to the jth cell in the vector.
Where there is no link between the cells, the corresponding elements of Wi j are equal to zero. As
the neighbourhood of each cell is limited to first order, the non-zero elements of Wi j are sparse,
and appear in predictable diagonal stripes. When constructed in full, Wi j consists of N2 elements,
where N is the total number of cells in the discretisation of the particle phase space. However,
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Figure 3.6: The discretisation of the PDF of particle positions in phase space is given by P j. Cells
that are adjacent spatially, are not necessarily adjacent in the discrete vector, P j. The figure shows
the relationship between the spatial location of cells and their position in P j. The positions are
stretched out in a reverse concertina to produce P j.
when the matrix is stored for computational use, the diagonal strips of zeros need not be stored.
By taking advantage of its sparsity, the required memory to store Wi j is reduced from N2, to
N times the number of neighbours of each cell. Each cell has 3d first order neighbours, where
d denotes the number of dimensions for which the transfer operator is constructed. A limiting
factor of our implementation is that the cells can only be redistributed amongst their first order
neighbourhood. Particles can move by no more than one cell per time step and so we must limit
the time-step ∆t. Having a constraint on the minimum time-step limits potential computational
efficiency. However, when the method is combined with a numerical solver of the Navier-Stokes
equations in the later chapters, the limitation on the step size is in line with limits on the solution
of the fluid phase.
3.2.2 Boundary conditions
The PDF of particle positions in phase space is the solution of a partial differential equation
(PDE). A PDE requires boundary conditions. We limit the dynamics of the system such that
particles remain within some domain G for all time. That means that for g(x), which is the
numerical solution of the active tracer in equation 3.1, {x, g(x)} ∈ G∀t. This condition can be
enforced either by applying periodic boundaries, in which case x ∈G and g(x)= mod (g(x),G), or
by enforcing that there is no flux through the boundaries of the domain.
For a box of size L, a no-flux condition requires ẋ(t,L) ·e⊥ = ẋ(t,0) ·e⊥ = 0, where e⊥ denotes
a unit vector perpendicular to the boundary. Whilst a no-flux condition would be imposed by
the underlying fluid velocity field, inertial particles do not follow fluid streamlines. Under the
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influence of a gravitational field, for example, aerosol particles will travel vertically relative to
the fluid and pass through the bottom boundary of the domain. Therefore, our method must
enforce its own boundary conditions.
Although boundary conditions could be imposed on the particles themselves to prevent them
from leaving the domain, they are instead incorporated into the method through the use of ghost
cells. Ghost cells form a frame around the domain into which fluxes are allowed to pass. After
one time-step, and before the next, the concentration of particles that reside in the ghost cells
are redistributed according to the type of boundary conditions that are proscribed by the specific
problem. In a sedimentation problem, the bottom boundary will naturally be solid to simulate a
river or sea bed. In a simulation of water droplets in a cloud, where only a small subsection of the
cloud is simulated, periodic boundaries are applicable. Ghost cells are useful because they allow
the same algorithm to be employed across the whole domain without requiring exceptions at the
boundaries.
Two types of boundary condition are currently supported by computational implementations
of the method: The first is a type of Neumann boundary condition we call a slip wall. When
slip-walls are employed, fluxes parallel to the boundary behave as normal and fluxes through the
boundary are set to 0. Slip walls are incorporated by adding the concentration of particles in the
ghost cells to the next outermost column or row of cells. The diagram in figure 3.7 demonstrates
the slip wall process. The outermost right column of cells is added to the next outermost column.
Next, the bottom row is added to the penultimate bottom row. Any flux of particles through the
boundary walls has been reversed, whilst fluxes along the boundary remain unchanged.
Figure 3.7: One of the boundary conditions implemented in the transfer operator code is a ‘slip
wall’. Around the domain are a series of ‘ghost cells’ marked by the dashed lines. The concentration
of particles in the ghost cells (outermost cells) are added to the next outermost cells to reverse any
fluxes through the walls. In a sedimentation problem, the bottom row of cells fills with particles.
The second type of boundary condition supported by our numerical implementation of the
IRM is a periodic boundary condition. For periodic boundaries, the PDF of particle positions
fluxed into the ghost cells is moved to the next outermost column or row on the opposite side of
the grid, as shown in figure 3.8.
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ghost cell
internal cell
Flow out of 
the domain
They then re-enter the domain G
on the opposing side.
The domain G
Flow back into 
the the domain
Particles enter ghost cells One dimension at a time.
Figure 3.8: The transfer operator code can be used with periodic boundary conditions. Particle
concentrations in the outermost column are moved to the second outermost column on the opposite
side of the grid, and particle concentrations in the bottom row are moved to the second from top
row. This process is repeated for each dimension in turn.
3.3 A comment on the nature of inertial particles
A transfer operator uses only the previous state of the system to determine the next state. The
idea of a chain of states, the previous state, determining the next, is the definition of a Markov
process. For this to work with inertial particles, the next state of the probability density field of
particle positions must depend only on its previous state. In the case of inertial particles this is
not necessarily an accurate assumption.
In general, the future position of a particle is dependent on its historical trajectory: an
infinitely long memory of fluid and particle interactions that has a bearing on the particles
current and future position and velocity. It would be theoretically possible to include the influence
of history through use of a transfer operator Φt. By considering a limited history window that is
discretised into a finite set of previous states of the system, as in the second chapter, the particle
phase space including history becomes finite dimensional. However, producing a discretisation
of Φt in a high dimensional phase space is numerically intractable. In the previous chapter, we
demonstrated that there are instances where the history of a particle can be neglected. We limit
ourselves to regions of the parameter space defined by S and ρp/ρ f , where the Basset history
force is insignificant.
Despite ensuring that the method is applied only in cases where the history force is insignifi-
cant a further complication remains. The future position of a particle is not only dependent on
its current position in space, but also its current velocity. Figure 3.9 illustrates this last point.
Three trajectories are simulated in the ABC flow with ρp = 1000,ρ f = 1 and S = 10−4. The black
dashed line is an active tracer trajectory. The green line is a passive tracer started from the
point X. The red line is a second active tracer trajectory. The second active tracer has been
initialised at the velocity of the fluid at the point X. Clearly, the future trajectory of the particle
is strongly dependent on its initial velocity: our transfer operator method must include particle
velocity. More explicitly, each state in our Markov process must be 2n dimensional, where n is
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the dimensionality of the particle configuration space.
Figure 3.9: The initial positions and velocities of inertial particles are vital to describe their future
trajectories. Three trajectories have been simulated in the chaotic ABC flow with different initial
conditions and modelling choices. First, an active tracer trajectory is calculated (black dashed
line). Then, from a point intersected by the black dashed line (black cross), a passive tracer (green
line) and a further active tracer (red dotted line), are initialised at the local fluid velocity. The
three trajectories are markedly different. The particle parameters were given by S = 10−3, and
R ≈ 10−3.
3.4 Method Verification
In the previous sections, we showed how a transfer operator for inertial particles could be
constructed. In this section, we test our method in the simple 2-dimensional flow used in the
second chapter, given by,
(3.11) u(x, t)=
[
A cos y+Bsin y
Bcos x+ A sin x
]
,
where A and B are constants governing the magnitude of the fluid velocity and the symmetry of
the vortices. The flow consists of two periodic vortices and is therefore a good candidate to produce
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particle clustering. Further, using a two dimensional flow is advantageous from the perspective of
numerical complexity. As discussed previously, the position of a particle in configuration space is
insufficient to uniquely determine its future trajectory. It is important that both the velocity and
position of the particle are considered when constructing Wi j. A transfer operator constructed to
act on particle position and velocity has twice the dimensions of the flow it seeks to approximate.
When a flow, u(x, t) :R2 →R2, has a two dimensional configuration space, a 4-dimensional particle
phase space is required to uniquely determine particle trajectories. Restricting ourselves to a
2-dimensional flow helps limit computational demands.
The four dimensional particle phase space associated with u(x, t) is defined and discretised
as follows. The position of a particle in phase space is given by x= [x, y,u,v], where x and y are
coordinates in configuration space, and u and v are coordinates in velocity space. Because the
flow is 2π periodic, x and y are limited to 0< x < 2π, 0< y< 2π. The velocity space is limited so
that −λU < u < λU and −λU < v < λU, where λ is a factor that depends on the particle Stokes
number St = S/(RT), and U is the maximum domain wide fluid velocity. For large St, particle
velocities deviate further from the fluid velocity, and the velocity dimensions must encompass a
correspondingly wider domain. For all Stokes’ numbers used in this study, λ= 1.3 was empirically
determined to sufficiently cover all possible particle velocities. Finally we introduce the discrete
variables defining the discretisation. The particle phase space is discretised into nx×ny×nu ×nv
cells, where each of nx, ny, nu and nv denotes the number of cells in the x, y, u and v directions
respectively. The grid resolution parameters, i.e the size of the domain divided by the number of
cells in each respective dimension, are given by ∆x, ∆y, ∆u and ∆v.
To test our linearisation of a transfer operator for inertial particles, we produce a relative
truth. The relative truth is a particle distribution generated through simulation of a large
number of Lagrangian particle trajectories. Because the accuracy of our Lagrangian particle
simulations was verified in the second chapter, it allows them to be used here as a benchmark
for Wi j. We simulate 4×106 particles using equation 3.1, in the flow described by equation 3.11.
The simulation is conducted for 0.5 characteristic timescales with flow parameters, A and B, set
to 1 and 1.14 respectively. The particles are binned spatially over a cartesian grid consisting of
64×64 square cells to produce a distribution that can be compared with Wi j.
Distributions have been produced for a range of particle diameters and times, so that the
accuracy of the transfer operator as a function of S/R can be assessed. To ensure that sufficient
particles were simulated, we investigated how the distribution statistics changed with the
number of particles. It was found that the skewness, mean, mode and standard deviations of
the distributions had all converged for Np > 106. For comparisons with the discretisation of the
transfer operator we use distributions generated from simulations with Np = 4×106.
An example of the distribution resulting from the binning of particle positions is shown in
figure 3.10 with particle size parameter equal to S = 1.07−4 and density parameter R equal to
R = 2ρ f2ρp+ρ f = 10−3. The number of particles in each cell is normalised by the total number of
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particles in the simulation to produce a PDF of particle positions. We denote the resulting discrete
PDF of particle positions with X̂i, where i indicates the cell index.
(a) Before binning (b) After binning
Figure 3.10: Particle positions from Lagrangian particle simulations are binned to allow compar-
ison with predictions made by the transfer operator. The figure shows the spatial distribution of
particles before and after binning over a cartesian grid consisting of 64×64 cells. Over 90% of the
particles have been excluded from (a) to improve clarity. In (b) the concentrations of particles have
been normalised by the total sum of particles to produce a discrete PDF which can be compared
directly with the transfer operator predictions.
To investigate the velocity of particles across configuration space, a second particle distribution
is produced. The second particle distribution consists of the average of the velocity difference
v(t)−u(x, t) for each spatial grid cell. The velocities are attained by calculating the difference in
velocity between each particle and the undisturbed fluid velocity in its location. The mean velocity
difference is then calculated for each cell. Figure 3.11 shows an example of the velocity surface
produced at the end of a 0.5 second simulation. The vertical positions of the particles are the
y component of the velocity difference v(t)−u(x, t). The particle size parameter was S = 1.07−4
and the density ratio was set to R = 2ρ f2ρp+ρ f = 10−3. Figure 3.11 (a) shows the difference between
the local fluid velocity and the velocity of each particle before binning; figure 3.11 (b) shows the
surface constructed from the average velocity difference in each bin. The cell wise particle velocity
used to produce the surface in figure 3.11, will be denoted by Vi, where i is the cell index.
In the following, the two reference distributions, Vi and X̂i will be used to investigate the
accuracy of the IRM. To summarise, we have simulated a large number of active tracer particles
in a steady 2-dimensional flow described by equation 3.11. The particles are assigned to discrete
cells in configuration space to produce a discrete particle probability distribution given by X̂i.
The velocity of the particles in each bin, which produces a velocity surface over configuration
space, is denoted by Vi. The undisturbed fluid velocity is denoted by u(x, t).
A further point of useful comparison is the inertial equation derived in [4], and presented in
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Figure 3.11: For small enough S/R, particle velocities are predictable and it is possible to produce
a velocity surface over configuration space. (a) The y component of the particle velocity, vy, minus
the y component of the fluid velocity, v across the 2π×2π space reveals a smooth surface. (b) The
smooth surface can be binned spatially over a 64×64 cartesian grid by finding the average particle
velocity in each grid square. A surface of the average value of vy −v is useful for comparison with
the transfer operator simulations.
equation 2.13. Haller and Sapsis, motivated by problems of source inversion for inertial particles,
derived an equation, called the inertial equation, that describes the velocity of an inertial particle
given the local fluid velocity. The inertial equation represents a manifold in phase space to which
particle trajectories are attracted. A particle released from some position x(0) and velocity v(0),
will be attracted exponentially towards a trajectory on the manifold. Figure 3.12 gives a visual
representation of the concept. A family of initial conditions, linked by a stable fibre, converge to a
particle trajectory on the manifold. The surface in figure 3.12 is known as an inertial manifold
which is a perturbation of the underlying fluid velocity. The size of the perturbation is determined
by the small parameter ε= S/R. For very small particles, the manifold is simply given by the
undisturbed fluid velocity. For larger particles, the shape of the manifold becomes less similar to
undisturbed fluid velocity. Parallels between the surface the inertial manifold and the velocity
surface in figure 3.11 should be immediately obvious. In fact, for modest S/R the two surfaces
are equivalent. The velocities of particles described by the inertial equation will be denoted by
m(x, y).
Each of the measures above, the binned Lagrangian particle velocities, Vi(t), the undisturbed
fluid velocity u(x, t) and the velocity field predicted by equation 2.13, will be used to assess the
accuracy of Pnj .
First we assess the ability of the IRM to predict particle velocities over configuration space.
Consider the planar slice through the velocity dimensions shown in figure 3.13. The slice through
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Figure 3.12: The velocity surface in figure 3.10 is an example of a slow stable manifold. Two
inertial particle trajectories are shown approaching a manifold, Mε, forwards in time. The particle
trajectories converge exponentially to a trajectory on Mε; a stable fibre, intersecting Mε, represents
a family of initial conditions that converge to the red trajectory on the manifold. The diagram is
inspired by a similar diagram in Haller and Sapsis [4].
by the red point, and the average particle velocity from the particle simulation, V([π,π], t), is
marked by the black point. The velocities of each individual Lagrangian particle are also shown,
marked by the smaller grey squares, and the velocity on the manifold, m(x, y), is indicated by the
green cross. Finally, P([π,π],u,v) is represented by the colour map. In figure 3.13, P([π,π],u,v)
has a maximum at the same particle velocity as predicted by the particle simulation and the
inertial equation, indicating both that Wi j is working, and that the inertial equation is a good
representation of particle velocities for this value of S/R.
For every point in configuration space, a similar figure can be produced. From each similar
slice of P j, a single velocity coordinate can also be obtained. We use two methods to derive a
single velocity coordinate for each slice: the first is the velocity position of the maxima of P j as a
function of configuration space, given by Qi(x, t)= argmaxv (P(x,v, t)); the second is the centroid




. Here we allow Pik to
denote the probability density at the position [xi,vk], where i = 1,2,3...nx and k = 1,2,3...nu.
Errors on the velocity will be given by the Euclidian distance between the transfer operator
measures, Qi and Q̂i, and the particle velocity distribution Vi, predicted by the particle simulation.
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Figure 3.13: We can investigate how well the transfer operator predicts particle velocities by
plotting a velocity plane for a point in configuration space, [x = π, y = π]. The discretised PDF,
P(x,v, t) is at a maximum close to the average Lagrangian particle velocity (black point). The
velocity on the manifold (green cross), predicted by equation 2.13, is also a good approximation of
the Lagrangian particle velocity, whereas the undisturbed fluid velocity is a poor approximation
(red point). The number of grid cells in each dimension is given by nx = ny = 20, nvx = nvy = 100.
Inset a: shows the position of the velocities with respect to the whole velocity space. Inset b:
shows an enlarged view of the maximum of P([π,π],v, t). The distribution of Lagrangian particle
velocities around their mean is plotted as smaller grey points.
The error is a function of configuration space, and varies depending on the local undisturbed fluid
acceleration. We define the local errors as δi = ‖Qi −Vi‖ and δ̂i = ‖Q̂i −Vi‖, where ‖ · ‖ denotes
the Euclidian norm. The global errors we define as the spatial maximum of δi and δ̂i, and denote
these by εi =maxi(δi) and ε̂=maxi(δ̂i) respectively. The errors here are not normalised as the
values of the velocities are all O(1).
Figure 3.14 shows how ε and ε̂ vary with grid resolution. Both the spatial resolution of the
grid ∆x and the resolution of the grid in the velocity dimensions ∆u have been investigated. The
thick black lines in each of figures 3.14(a) and (b) are plotted as useful reference points. One
shows the maximum difference between the undisturbed fluid velocity and the velocity predicted
by the manifold, maxx (‖u(x, t)−m(x, t)‖). The other shows the maximum difference between Vi
and the velocity on the manifold, maxx (‖Vi −m(x, t)‖). The error of the transfer operator has
been plotted as a function of both ∆x and ∆u. A minimum in the error is reached for figure 3.14
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(a). For greater accuracy, we require further increases in spatial resolution, but are limited by



























Figure 3.14: We are interested in how the difference between the transfer operator and the
Lagrangian particle simulations changes as a function of the two numerical parameters: the cell
size in configuration space ∆x, and the cell size in velocity space, ∆u. (a) The total error on the
particle velocity falls for increasing resolution in the velocity dimensions, up to ∆u = 0.1. (b) The
total error on the particle velocity predicted by the transfer operator continues to fall for increasing
spatial resolution.
3.4.1 Reducing the dimensions
Whilst discretising phase space is feasible when the configuration space is only 2-dimensional,
(4-dimensional transfer operator), the tractability to a 3-dimensional configuration space (6
dimensional transfer operator) is limited. Discretising a 6-dimensional space results in large
numbers of cells. We take the example of blue crystal, the University of Bristols high powered
computing resource. Each processor on phase 3 of blue crystal has a memory capacity of 4GB. In
the most efficient implementation of the transfer operator, we require a minimum of 2 doubles per
grid cell to store the new and old state of the grid. If each dimension contains the same number of
cells, m, the total number of cells in the discretisation is m6. A double requires 8 bytes and so, in
total, we require 16×m6 bytes. Therefore, the maximum number of cells in each dimension on an





6 = 25. Even for a four dimensional
phase space, the achievable resolution is limited. As demonstrated in the previous section we
require more than 64 cells in the velocity dimensions to achieve greater velocity accuracy than
provided by the inertial equation. Clearly this is not the computational efficiency we sought.
Fortunately there is a better solution.
Within the particle phase space there are regions that are more likely to be occupied by
particles than others. In fact, for weakly inertial particles, the particle velocity can be uniquely
defined everywhere in space as a subtle deviation from the fluid velocity. The inertial equation,
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derived in [4], and given in equation 2.13, defines the particle velocity deviation from the fluid
velocity everywhere in configuration space. By assuming that the particle dynamics lie close
to the invariant manifold described by the inertial equation, the dynamics of particles can be
assumed to be Markovian; the velocity dimensions can be collapsed. For small Stokes number
problems, such as the early stages of raindrop formation, the “inertial equation" is a globally
attracting surface [86]. For some applications then, where particles lie within a specific parameter
regime, the inertial equation is sufficient to capture the inertial behaviour of the particles.
The validity of a dimensionality reduction is dependent on the Stokes number of the particles.
For small particle diameters, the particle velocities form a surface over the configuration space as
in figure 3.11: a surface that closely matches the invariant manifold described by the inertial
equation. Figure 3.16 shows the surface ‖v−m‖(x, t) for two values of S/R, 0.027 and 0.671. For
S/R = 0.027 the surfaces are closely matched and errors are of the order of the grid resolution,
10−3. For S/R = 0.671 some regions produce large differences between the two surfaces. For
parameter regimes where the two surfaces are closely matched, the inertial equation can be
exploited to allow the future trajectory of an inertial particle to be determined without knowledge
of its past velocity. With unique knowledge of a particle’s velocity, a transfer operator can be
constructed that acts only on the particle configuration space.
(a) S/R = 0.027 (b) S/R = 0.671
Figure 3.15: The Euclidian distance between Lagrangian particle velocities and the velocity
calculated using equation 2.13, represented as a colour map, is a function of S/R. Values are
calculated by binning Lagrangian particles in discrete cells and calculating the average velocity
in each cell. The accuracy of the inertial equation is expected to have a strong dependance on S/R,
as equation 2.13 was derived using a power series expansion around S/R = 0 [4].
In this section we assess how the accuracy of a transfer operator, acting only on the PDF of
particle positions in configuration space, changes with increasing values of the parameter S/R.
As before, the space is discretised into a regular cartesian grid and particles are initialised on the
corners of the grid cells. However, rather than discretising the velocity dimensions, the initial
velocity is calculated using the “inertial equation". In some instances reducing the dimensions
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will prove successful, in others the assumption that the particles lie close to the manifold breaks
down.
Figure 3.16 shows how the velocities of particles in a particle simulation are attracted to the
manifold for a range of size parameters. The particle initial conditions are randomly sampled
from a uniform distribution over the range 0 < x(0) < 2π, 0 < y(0) < 2π, −λU < u(0) < λU and
−λU < v(0) < λU. Taking a wide range of initial velocities allows us to assess the decay of the
velocity difference ‖v−m‖(x, t) as a function of space and time. Figure 3.16 (b) shows the decay of
‖v−m‖(x, t) averaged over the configuration space. For small S/R the attraction to the manifold
is rapid. For S/R < 0.1 the velocity difference ‖v−m‖(x, t) reaches a steady state within 0.12
characteristic timescales. For larger S/R the attraction is slower. For S/R = 0.10732 and 0.16769
the decay is too slow to reach a minimum. As expected, the velocity on the manifold is further
from the actual particle velocity for larger S/R.























(a) average difference between the particle and
fluid velocity.





















(b) average difference between the particle veloc-
ity and the manifold.
Figure 3.16: The Euclidian distance between Lagrangian particle velocities and the undisturbed
fluid velocity (a), and velocities predicted by equation 2.13 (b) are plotted as functions of time.
Velocity differences decay more slowly as particle diameters increase. For large particles, S/R > 0.1
the manifold is a poor prediction of the particle velocity. Initial particle velocities are taken from a
uniform distribution over the interval [−U −0.3< v0 <U +0.3].
A uniform distribution of initial particle conditions across phase space is not a realistic
assumption: in reality, particle velocities are likely to be close to the fluid velocity. By initialising
the particles at the local fluid velocity we can reach the average, domain wide, steady state
velocity error within 0.12 characteristic timescales for the full range of particle parameters.
Figure 3.17 demonstrates this result.
The inertial equation is a good prediction of the local particle velocity. We are now able to
justify the dimensionality reduction for S/R . 0.1. In the following, we investigate the accuracy
of our transfer operator approach for modelling particle clustering.
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(a) average difference between the particle and
fluid velocity.























(b) average difference between the particle veloc-
ity and the manifold.
Figure 3.17: In figure 3.16, the decay of velocity differences between Lagrangian particles and
velocities predicted by equation 2.13 (b), did not reach their minimum. To remedy that, particle
velocities are initialised at the at the local fluid velocity to produce this figure. Particle velocities
diverge from the local fluid velocity; for all S/R the inertial equation is a considerably better
prediction of particle velocities.
3.4.2 Results
Our motivation for a transfer operator approach is to be able to describe the particle concentration
everywhere in space in a computationally efficient manner. Given an understanding of the
accuracy of the inertial equation at predicting the particle velocity, we now investigate the degree
of clustering predicted by the transfer operator in the simple flow described by equation 3.11. As
a comparison we use the degree of clustering predicted by the particle simulation for a range of
values of S/R. Particle clustering is a measure of the degree to which particles group together in
certain regions of the flow.
A good measure of particle clustering is to compare frequency distributions created from P j
and X j. To create frequency distributions, P j and X j, are sorted in ascending order, and binned,
with a count associated with each bin. The degree of clustering displayed in each distribution is
encapsulated in the distribution skewness and mode. The further skewed to the left the frequency
distribution, the greater the degree of clustering. When clustering is pronounced, more cells exist
with few particles and so the peaks of the frequency distributions move to the left. Similarly, there
are some rare cells that contain very many particles which produces long tails in the positive
direction. Figure 3.18 shows how the clustering shown in Pnj and X j vary with the parameter
S/R. The distributions match well for small diameters, but become less accurate as the parameter
S/R increases. The degree of clustering is well maintained for S/R ≤ 0.168.
By extracting characteristics of the frequency distributions in figure 3.18, we can compare
the clustering predicted by Wi j, with the clustering from the Lagrangian particle simulations,
in a more quantitative manner. Figure 3.19 shows how the modes, skewness and standard
deviations of the frequency distributions change as a function of S/R. At approximately S/R = 0.1,
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(a) S/R = 0.007 (b) S/R = 0.027 (c) S/R = 0.06
(d) S/R = 0.107 (e) S/R = 0.168 (f) S/R = 0.671
Figure 3.18: A comparison between frequency distributions of P(x, t) and X(x, t) allow us to
investigate the success of Wi j as a function of S/R. The distributions were created after 0.5
characteristic timescales in the flow described by equation 3.11 with A = 1 and B = 1.14. The
number of cells in P(x, t) was nx = ny = 1024 which has been resampled to match X (x, t), where
nx = ny = 64. The two match well visually up to approximately S/R = 0.1. For S/R = 0.671 the
discrepancies are marked.
discrepancies begin to appear between distribution measures of Pi and X i, indicating that the




































































Figure 3.19: Extracting the skewness, modes, and standard deviations of the distributions in
figure 3.18 give us a clearer picture of the accuracy of Wi j. The distributions show good agreement
up to a value of S/R ≈ 0.1. For S/R > 0.1 the behaviour of the particles begins to change.
For very small S/R, where there is almost no vortex ejection, the modal bin in figure 3.18(a)
is more heavily filled by Wi j than by the Lagrangian particle simulation. The cell concentration,
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N p/cell, in the particle simulation is closer to a gaussian distribution than the cell concentration
predicted by Wi j. Hint of a gaussian distribution is evidence that the Lagrangian particle spatial
statistics display randomness. If we are to compare local values of the PDF produced by the
transfer operator with the PDF from the Lagrangian particle simulation, as one would with error
analysis of a PDE, we desire greater spatial smoothness of Lagrangian particle positions. To
reduce issues of noise from the particle simulation, we investigate the efficacy of a simple, centre
weighted, moving average smoothing. The scheme is given by,
(3.12) N̂(i,j)p =
2N(i, j)p +N(i−1, j)p +N(i, j−1)p +N(i+1, j)p +N(i, j+1)p
6
where N(i, j)p denotes the number of particles in cell (i, j) of the discretisation and i and j denote
the row and column index respectively. The values in N(i, j)p are the same as those as in Xi although
N(i, j)p has been transformed to a matrix so that the positions of its elements are aligned with their
corresponding position in space. We use one iteration of the smoothing algorithm in equation 3.12,
to smooth the particle positions in space. Further iterations of smoothing serve only to smear
features in the particle distribution. The sharpness of clustering along the separatrix is reduced






















Figure 3.20: The accuracy of predictions made with Wi j is a strong function of S/R. The figure
shows the difference between the Lagrangian particle distribution, X j, and the distribution
predicted by Wi j, P j. At S/R ≈ 0.1 smoothing no longer serves to reduce the error implying
that errors are no longer related to randomness in the particle distribution. At this point, the
linearisation of the transfer operator begins to misrepresent particle dynamics.
With a smoother particle distribution, we now compare the local values of P j with X j. Our
error measure is given by,
(3.13) εmean =
∑
j |X j −P j|∑
j P j
, j = 1,2,3...N,
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where we have normalised the absolute difference between the PDFs, with the average of P j.
Figure 3.20 shows that the average difference between the two PDFs is a strong function of
S/R. In fact, at S/R ≈ 0.1 we see again a clear change in behaviour. For S/R > 0.1 smoothing of
the particle distribution has no influence on the accuracy of our method, which implies that at
this point, the particle behaviour begins to change. We will investigate exactly how the particle
behaviour changes in the later sections.
3.5 Particle behaviour for large S/R
In the previous section, we saw that at approximately S/R = 0.1, the accuracy of Wi j starts to
reduce dramatically. We want to understand exactly what it is about the particle dynamics that
cause the accuracy of our method to be reduced.
In our method, we use Haller’s inertial equation to calculate initial particle velocities. We are
therefore reliant on the inertial manifold in figure 3.12 remaining an attracting surface for all
space and time. In general, the manifold is not always an attracting surface. Conditions on the
stability of the inertial manifold were derived in [4] for the case of neutrally buoyant particles
(R = 2/3). Conditions of stability are based on the rate of strain tensor E =∇u(x, t)+∇u(x, t)T ,
where superscript T denotes the matrix transpose. The rate of strain tensor is used to construct
the matrix M= [E(x, t)+ 23S I], where I is the identity matrix. The inertial manifold will locally
repel nearby trajectories if,
(3.14) λmin(M)< 0,
where λmin(M) represents the smallest eigenvalue of M. Instabilities in the inertial manifold
occur either when fluid accelerations are large, or S/R is large. For small values of S/R, particle
trajectories lie close to the inertial manifold, but as S/R increases in value, the particle velocity
deviates from the manifold. The question is, what does that mean for the particle dynamics?
Figure 3.21 shows the probability density function of particle positions for four values of
S/R. The panels in the vertical show the PDF predicted by Wi j operator (top), the binned
particles (middle row), and the binned particles after one iteration of smoothing (bottom row).
For S/R = 0.0067, S/R = 0.0604 the behaviour of the particles is well represented by Wi j. For
S/R = 0.167, whilst qualitatively similar, the rate of vortex ejection is underestimated by the
transfer operator, a behaviour that can be attributed to numerical diffusion. However, when
the particle diameter is increased further still, the orbits taken by the particles fundamentally
change. For the case of S/R = 0.6707 the Lagrangian particles are attracted to a range of orbits.
Particles travel along a number of different paths, close to, but not along the separatrix. The
transfer operator on the other hand predicts that particles will be attracted to the separatrix, so
that they are concentrated along it.
The behaviour displayed in figure 3.21(d) explains why the errors in figure 3.20 are so large
for larger values of S/R. The maximum domain wide error occurs in regions for which the transfer
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operator predicts there to be no particles, but in reality the particles are travelling down one of
the alternative orbits close to, but not along, the separatrix.
(a) S/R = 0.0067 (b) S/R = 0.0604 (c) S/R = 0.1677 (d) S/R = 0.671
Figure 3.21: A visualisation of the PDFs of particle positions provide a physical understanding
of why the accuracy of predictions made with Wi j decrease with increasing S/R. The distribution
of particles is shown after 0.5 characteristic timescales for a range of size parameters. Particles
with large size parameters do not line up along the separatrix, but instead are attracted to a band
of orbits. The transfer operator is unable to capture this behaviour.
3.6 Grid convergence study
In this section we conduct a grid convergence study comparing a series of lower resolution
simulations to a high resolution benchmark. The convergence study has been carried out for
steady flows in both two and three dimensional configuration spaces. For the 2-dimensional case,








where A, B and C are flow constants that control the velocity of the flow. In this case we set A = 1,
B =p2 , and C = π. For comparison between simulations of differing resolution, values in the
cells from the high resolution run are summed to match the number of grid cells of the lower
resolution runs.
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Let the hatted variable P̂ j, represent the discrete PDF of particle positions from the highest
resolution simulation. The PDF for a lower simulation run is represented by P j. The error
measures are defined as the maximum, max j[|P̂ j −P j|], and average, mean[|P̂ j −P j|], domain
wide difference between the high resolution simulation and a lower resolution simulation. For the






















Figure 3.22: Method convergence is investigated through a comparison between the PDF of
particle positions from a high resolution simulation, and a series of lower resolution simulations.
Tests were conducted both in the three dimensional flow given in equation 3.15, and the two
dimensional flow given in equation 3.11. In two dimensions, the high resolution run consisted
of 20482 cells, and in three dimensions the domain was divided into 2563 cells. The particle size
parameter was 3.5×10−4, the density parameter was R = 10−3 and the flow constants were given
by A = 1, B =p2 and C =π.
Figure 3.22 shows how the error scales for increasing spatial resolution.Interestingly, the
error converges more quickly in three dimensions than in two. In three dimensions, the method
convergence is between 1st and 2nd order, whereas in two dimensions, the method is clearly 1st
order. In 2-dimensions the flow includes a saddle point; the maximum error in the domain always
appear over it. Consider the saddle point in figure 3.23. The centroid of a cell with vertices that
encompass the saddle will remain fixed in its original location. Because the centroid remains
fixed, mass congregates in the cell and is not transported along the separatrix. The ABC flow has
no such saddle point and as such the cells perform homogeneously throughout the domain.
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initial positions
new positions
Figure 3.23: When a cell encompasses a saddle point, the first order remapping method fails
to capture the redistribution of mass along the stable manifold. Despite particles moving, the
symmetry of their movement means that the cell centroid remains in place. Higher order remapping
processes would remove this source of error.
3.7 Eigenfunctions of the transfer operator
An attractive property of a transfer operator is that the long term behaviour of the system is
captured in the eigenfunctions of the operator. The long term probability distribution of the
particle positions can be found in the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
Wi j. For large matrices, power iteration of the linear system, Pn =Wni jP0, provides an efficient
approach for finding the dominant eigenvector of Wi j. In a steady flow, repeated multiplication
of the vector of particle cell densities by the transfer operator provides an efficient method for
determining the long term clustering regions of the flow.
Reducing the dimensions of the system such that only configuration space is discretised,
allows us to construct Wi j in 3-dimensional flows. Figure 3.24 shows the dominant eigenvector of
the transfer operator applied to the steady ABC flow defined in equation 3.15. The particle size
parameter was S = 10−5 and the density ratio was R = 10−3.
3.8 Considering the history force
In the second chapter it was shown, as has been found in the literature [7, 31, 72, 73], that the
history force plays a significant role in particle behaviour for some regions of the parameter space.
In this section, we demonstrate that the shape of the inertial manifold changes when history is
included for the small density ratio case of sand in water.
We simulated 105 inertial particles in a fluid velocity field given by equation 3.11, with and
without history. As before, the particle positions have been binned over a regular cartesian grid.
After binning, the average velocity difference between the particles and the inertial manifold
has been calculated for each cell. The velocity difference between Lagrangian particles without
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Figure 3.24: An advantage of a transfer operator approach is that long term system dynamics can
be found by calculating the eigenvectors of Wi j. The long term particle spatial density is shown
in a box of 2πm3 with a fluid velocity field described by the ABC flow, with A = 1, B =p2 and
C =π. The particle parameters are S = 10−5 and R = 10−3. The colour scale represents the number
of particles in each cell; initially, each grid cell contained 1 particle. Particles are ejected from
vortices, which can be seen as blue tubular structures.
history is given by ‖v̂−m‖(x, t), and the average binned velocity difference including history is
given by ‖v̂h −m‖(x, t). Because the computational requirements of including history are large, a
smaller number of particles have been simulated. Some cells contained no particles when the
averages were taken and resulted in a small amount of noise in the surfaces.
We consider here a special case of particle advection including the history force in which the
particles are released at the local velocity of the fluid. The influence of history, therefore, starts
from zero and grows over time as the historical tails of the particles grow. It is therefore expected
that the shape of the particle velocity surface, ‖v̂h −m̂‖(x, t) will change over time.
Figures 3.25 and 3.26 demonstrate that when history is required, the inertial equation does
not necessarily provide accurate initial conditions for the particle velocities. In order to extend
the use of a transfer operator to cases where history is important, a method must be devised that
discretises the historical behaviours of the particles in the same way that we have discretised the
particle phase space.
3.9 Conclusions
We have successfully demonstrated that a transfer operator approach can be used to describe the
dynamics of inertial particles. A linearisation of a transfer operator, Wi j was first constructed that
discretised the entire particle phase space, but discretising the entire particle phase space was
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(a) after 0.12T (b) after 0.36T (c) after 0.72T
Figure 3.25: The difference in velocity between Lagrangian particles described by equation 3.1
and the velocity described by equation 2.13, reaches an approximately constant value after 0.12T.
Each subfigure shows the same shape and magnitude of the velocity difference. The particle
parameters were given by S/R = 0.0419 with R = 0.4.
(a) after 0.12T (b) after 0.36T (c) after 0.72T
Figure 3.26: The velocity difference between the Lagrangian history tracers and the inertial
manifold evolves over time. It implies that either the shape of the manifold is unsteady in the case
of the history tracer, or that the attraction towards an inertial manifold is much slower when
history is included. Again S/R = 0.0419 with R = 0.4.
algorithmically inefficient. By reducing the dynamics of the particles onto an inertial manifold
we can produce a more computationally tractable approach.
However, reducing the dynamics onto an inertial manifold causes the accuracy of our method
to become dependent on the parameter S/R. The parameter S/R governs the degree to which
particles follow the fluid. We have been able to identify the region of the parameter space for
which our efficient approach is valid, by investigating the dynamics of Lagrangian particle
trajectories with respect to the small parameter, S/R.
For S/R < 0.1, clustering is slightly under predicted by Wi j because the first order remapping
approach suffers from numerical diffusion. For larger S/R, we showed that particle behaviour
fundamentally changes, and the separatrix running between vortices in our test flow is no longer
the only attracting orbit. Particles are attracted to a band of orbits that run either side of the
separatrix, a behaviour that is not captured by our discretisation of the transfer operator.
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The remapping approach we used is approximately first order with the grid spacing parameter
∆x, as was shown in figure 3.22. We deliberately used a simple remapping procedure to allow Wi j
to be constructed in higher dimensions.
Our method has advantages over simulating large numbers of Lagrangian particles. Far
fewer particles are required to reach statistical convergence when a transfer operator approach is
utilised. In steady flows, our approach is incredibly efficient, because the long term dynamics of
the system are captured by the eigenvectors of Wi j. Further an Eulerian description of particles
allows us to model particle collisions very efficiently, as we shall see in the next chapter. Feed
back on the fluid can also be modelled effectively using an Eulerian approach, something we
would like to explore in future work.
In the final section we showed that the history force changes the shape of the surface onto
which particle trajectories are attracted. For certain values of S and R, specifically larger values
of both, the requirement to include history for accurate modelling means that the transfer
operator approach cannot be used. However, we identified clearly the regions for which history
was important in the second chapter. By adhering to those findings we know exactly by how much
not including history is affecting our results.
Finally we remark that our method is certainly effective in some cases, but that care should













In some instances, interactions between particles are an important concern. For example, in
raindrop formation in warm clouds, collisions between droplets of water are an important
mechanism by which raindrops form [15]. Any process which involves large numbers of colloidal
particles is expensive to simulate computationally. The complexity arises from the requirement
to conduct distance comparisons between each possible particle pair. For a simulation containing
N particles, roughly N2 operations must be performed each time step to test for collisions.
In this chapter, we investigate methods of collision detection that have better algorithmic
complexity than order N2. These range from methodologies that exploit particle concentration
fields to implicitly map collisions, to those that subtly modify explicit collision detection algorithms
to reduce complexity. Reducing algorithmic complexity without compromising accuracy allows a
wider range of natural processes to be modelled and understood.
We compare three methods: the cell method, which improves on pairwise collision detection
through subdivision of the domain into smaller cells; the strain tensor approach, an apparently
novel approach which makes use of eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor to track
volumes around trajectories; and the transfer operator method, which approximates collisions
probabilistically based on the local concentration of particles. Each method is compared in terms
of predicted collision locations and times, and algorithmic complexity. We also provide general
comments on the difficulty of implementation. Our key finding is that both the transfer operator
method and strain tensor approaches are able to model collisions with algorithmic complexity
independent of the number of particles in the simulation.
For each method we conduct particle simulations in the 2-dimensional test flow utilised in
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the previous chapters. The flow consists of two periodic vortices and is given by,
(4.1) u(x, t)=
[
A cos y+Bsin y
Bcos x+ A sin x
]
,
where A and B are constants that govern the vortex symmetry and characteristic velocity of the
flow.
4.2 Collision detection methods
4.2.1 Collisions through direct numerical simulation: The cell method.
A straightforward method for modelling collisions is to compare particle positions every time
step. A collision is an instant in which two particles are closer together than the sum of their
radii. Consider two particles, particle A and particle B, with positions pA and pB, and diameters
dA and dB. A collision is defined as an instance that satisfies ‖pA −pB‖ < (dA +dB)/2, where
‖pA −pB‖ is the Euclidian distance between the two particles. Such an approach requires the
calculation of pairwise distances between particles each time step. When conducted naively, this
method of collision detection has algorithmic complexity of O(N2), where N is the number of
particles in the simulation. The N2 complexity arises from requirement to compare position
between each possible particle pair. The algorithmic complexity can be significantly improved
using the cell method first suggested in [87].
We will refer to the space of particle positions as the “configuration space", which may be 1, 2,
or 3 dimensional. In the cell method, the configuration space of the particles is divided into m
equal and overlapping cubes as in figure 4.1. The small cubes must overlap by at least 1 particle
diameter to ensure that collisions between particles in adjacent grid cells are included. Collisions
are then detected only between particles within each of the sub-cells, reducing the algorithmic
complexity.
Algorithmically, the process is as follows. First, each particle is assigned to a cell based on
its position in space, which requires N ×m operations. Then, collisions are checked for within
each cell. If we assume that particles are homogeneously distributed in space then the number
of particles in each cell is equal to N/m. Therefore, the number of operations required to check
for collisions within a single cell is equal to (N/m)2. For a domain spilt into m cells, we require
m× (N/m)2 operations to check for collisions across the whole space.
In total, the algorithm requires N × m operations for assigning particles to cells and an
additional m× (N/m)2 operations to check for collisions within each cell. The total number of
operations required by the algorithm is given by,
(4.2) Noperations = N ×m+m× (N/m)2.
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Figure 4.1: The first algorithm we investigate for collision detection is the cell method. Configu-
ration space is divided into overlapping cells as is shown in (a). Collisions are then searched for
between particles in each of the cells. The cell method has considerably more favourable algorith-
mic complexity than pair wise collision detection. Through careful choice of the number of cells m,
we can minimise the number of operations required to detect particle collisions. A numerically
optimum choice for m is given by m =pN , which can be seen in b).





= N − N
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m2






we can see that the most efficient choice for m is
p
N , a well known result [88]. The algorithmic
efficiency is plotted as a function of m in figure 4.1b). Clearly, sensible choice of m leads to
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dramatic improvements in efficiency. For an ideal distribution of particles in space, i.e. particles
distributed evenly amongst the m sub cells, we can calculate the algorithmic complexity of the
cell method. Substituting the optimal number of boxes, m = pN , into equation 4.2, leads to
Noperations = N
p
N +pN × (N/pN )2 =pN +pN ×N which scales with N3/2.
A further concern is the time frequency with which collisions are checked. When collisions are
detected by comparing instantaneous positions, particles cannot be allowed to move by more than
one particle diameter between each collision sweep: two particles may pass through one another
within one time step and the collision be missed. Recall the two particles, Particle A and particle
B. Their positions are given by pA and pB, their diameters by dA and dB, and their velocities by
vA and vB. For simplicity let us assume that between time steps particles travel along straight
paths. In order to capture a collision between particle A and particle B, the component of their
relative velocities along the line of their centres, (vA−vB)·(pA−pB)‖pA−pB‖ , must satisfy,
(4.4)
(vA −vB) · (pA −pB)
‖pA −pB‖
∆t < da +db,
where ∆t is the time between sweeps.
In our particular application of the algorithm, there are conditions on the velocities of the
particles. The conditions on the particle velocities mean that for certain parameter regimes
missed collisions will not be a problem. Conditions on the particle velocity difference are imposed
by the particle Reynolds number, Rep, which must remain small. In the first chapter, with





In the first chapter, we also investigated the parameter space defined by the particle size
parameter and the density ratio ρp/ρ f . In the parameter space we indicated the set of parameters
that caused the particles to exceed the limit Rep > 5. We found that in the case of aerosol particles,
ρp > ρ f , the line of limiting particle Reynolds number, i.e. the line through the parameter space
that defines the region Rep > 5, is approximately given by ρp/ρ f = 0.0045S−1.4038. Choosing
parameters that represent water droplets in air from the line of maximum Rep, we can calculate
the maximum possible velocity difference, ‖va −vb‖. Choosing ρ f /ρp = 1000, the corresponding
size parameter is 1.5445×10−4. The size parameter is given by, S = d
2
aρ f
18µ , where da is the diameter









substituting 4.6 into 4.5 gives,
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For the test flow in equation 4.1, with A = 1 and B =p2 , and the example of water droplets in air,
L = 2π, U0 = 1.66 and µ= 1.57×10−5. Substituting these and our previously calculated value of Ŝ
into 4.7 we calculate that,
(4.8) ‖v−u‖ < 0.1931,
is the maximum velocity difference that satisfies Rep < 5. Taking the worst case that va −u =
0.1931 and vb − u = −0.1931, the maximum difference between va and vb that satisfies all
our constraints is va − vb < 0.3863. With these parameters, da = 4.0646×10−4. Recalling our
constraint for identifying all collisions, (vA−vB)·(pA−pB)‖pA−pB‖ we can now calculate ∆t required to capture
all collisions. Assuming again the worst case that the velocity difference acts along the line of
centres of the two particles, ∆t < 0.0021. Although this approach is not mathematically rigorous,
it effectively demonstrates that, even with our constraints on the particle velocities, it is possible
for collisions to be missed between time steps. It is therefore prudent to take steps to eliminate
missed collisions.
To improve our approach we assume that between time steps particles follow linear paths.




where t0 is the time at the beginning of the time step. To search for collisions between time steps,
we look for instances in which,
(4.10)
0< t <∆t
‖∆x+ t∆v‖ < (dA +dB)/2,
where t is the time relative to the start of the timestep, ∆x=pA(t0)−pB(t0) and ∆v= vA(t0)−
vB(t0). Squaring both sides gives,




which can be solved for t. If there are solutions of 4.11 which satisfy 0≤ t ≤∆t, then a collision
will take place in the next time step.
Our approach assumes that between time steps the inertial particles follow linear paths.
Whilst the collision detection scheme is first order, compared to the second order integration
scheme, we are confident that results will be unaffected by the simplification. Differences in
collision rates between particles tracing linear and quadratic paths are thought to be minor for
the small time step used. Sigurgeirsson et al. [88] provide further methods for improving between
time step collision detection by also considering the particle acceleration between time steps. For
our purposes, the assumption of linear paths between time steps is sufficient.
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4.2.2 Collisions using the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor.
Particle collision rates can be approximated based on local particle concentration. Here we
demonstrate an approach for modelling collisions based on the rate at which nearby particle
trajectories diverge from one another. Regions of a flow in which particles move away from one
another are unlikely to produce collisions. Conversely, particles are likely to collide in regions in
which particle trajectories move towards one another. A commonly used measure of the nature
of attractors in dynamical systems are Lyapunov exponents. Lyapunov exponents measure the
average growth rate of small perturbations to orbits around an attractor. Large positive Lyapunov
exponents indicate a system is chaotic and negative exponents indicate predictable attraction to
an equilibrium point or an orbit.
In our case, we are interested in the relative behaviour of nearby particle trajectories at finite
time instances. We use an approach similar to finite time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE), which
denote the exponential rate at which two nearby trajectories diverge. Initially, two points may be
infinitesimally close, but as the flow evolves, the distance between the points can shrink or grow.
finite time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) are commonly used for identifying transport barriers in
flows [89]. Ridges in the FTLE field indicate barriers between regions which are seldom crossed.
Two points that start either side of a transport barrier will move away from one another, resulting
in large positive FTLE in that location.
Given assumptions about initial distances between trajectories, the FTLE can also be used to
query the distance between trajectories at a specific instance in time and space. Knowledge of the
distance between trajectories provides a tool for detecting collisions.
In the proceeding section we introduce the Cauchy-Green strain tensor, the eigenvalues of
which provide information about the stretch and compression around a trajectory much like the
FTLE. We show how the Cauchy-Green strain tensor can be used for collision detection and
extend the method to apply to the MR equation with history. Our approach provides an efficient
method for investigating the influence of the Basset history force on the divergence rate of nearby
particle trajectories, and a method for modelling particle collisions.
We consider the flow map Ft0 , which may represent the active tracer, history tracer or passive
tracer systems. Two particle trajectories can be described by, x̂(t)=Ftt0(x0) and ŷ(t)=Ftt0(y0). If
initially the distance between the two particles is δx0 = ‖x̂(0)− ŷ(0)‖, then the particles can be
approximately expected to diverge such that,
(4.12) ‖δxt‖ ≈ ‖δx0‖eΛ(t−t0),
where the exponent Λ is the the exponential divergence rate we wish to calculate.
Initially the positions of the particles are related by y0 = x0 +δx0. Therefore, under the flow
map Ftt0 , the distance between x̂(t) and ŷ(t) at time t is given by δx(t) = Ftt0(x0 +δx0)−Ftt0(x0).
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δx0 · (∇Ftt0(x))T (∇Ftt0(x))δx0
For simplicity in notation we now introduce the symmetric matrix, C(x0, t0, t)= (∇Ftt0 (x))T (∇Ftt0 (x)),
known as the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor, where superscript T denotes matrix trans-
position. The Cauchy-Green strain tensor gives the growth factor of the initial distance δx0
after t − t0 seconds. To find the magnitude of maximum stretch in one direction, we find
max
(p






By recalling our initial statement that the exponential growth rate, Λ, must satisfy ‖δxt‖ ≈
‖δx0‖eΛ(t−t0), then we can see how Λ must relate to C. If,
(4.16) ‖δxt‖ ≈ ‖δx0‖eΛ(t−t0) = ‖δx0‖
√
λmax(C)




So to summarise, information about the expansion of the volume surrounding a trajectory is
contained within C(x0, t0, t). The magnitude and direction of maximum stretch is given by the
maximum eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of C. To calculate the exponential growth
rate we take logarithms of the eigenvalues of C and normalise by the integration period t− t0.
In practice, we calculate C by first calculating the tangent space of the original system.
The tangent space sits tangent to the velocity surface given by the original system, and has
dimensionality equal to the number of velocity dimensions. By investigating how vectors in the
tangent space deform, we can construct a matrix equivalent to C. The principle can be readily
visualised for a 1−dimensional flow.
As an example we choose ẋ = cos(x). The tangent space is found by linearising the original
velocity field. In this case, the tangent space equation is given by δ̇x = −sin(x)δx, where δx
represents a small perturbation away from a trajectory in the original system. We now have a
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Solving the coupled system from the point (δx0, x0) not only gives a trajectory in the original
system, but also indicates how trajectories close to it behave.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates how a trajectory and the corresponding tangent space behave in the
flow ẋ = cos(x(t)). A trajectory is evolved from the point x(0)= 0, and alongside it, δx(t) is evolved
from the point δx(0)= 1. As the trajectory approaches the attractor at x(t)=π, δx(t) approaches
zero. Similarly, the value of the exponential divergence rate Λ approaches −1. Essentially, Λ is
telling us that trajectories move closer together at the attractor, which is exactly what one would
expect.















































Figure 4.2: The eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor indicate the contraction of volumes
surrounding particle trajectories. An attractor is present in the velocity field given by u = cos(x). As
a trajectory (dashed black line) approaches the attractor, δx shrinks, indicating that trajectories
move closer together. inset: we can see that as the trajectory reaches the attractor at x = π/2, δx
approaches zero, whilst Λ(t)= 1t ln(δx(t)) approaches −1. Negative values of Λ indicate attractive
regions.
In higher dimensions, the tangent space is used to evolve a set of orthonormal basis vectors
and produce a matrix equivalent to C. The eigenvalues of C are used to calculate what is known
as the Lyapunov spectrum. To demonstrate the process we use the example of a passive tracer
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particle in the steady ABC flow, given by
(4.19) u(x)=





where, Â, B̂ and Ĉ govern vortex symmetry and fluid velocity.
As before, the tangent space describes a linearisation of the velocity field that can be integrated
alongside the particle equations of motion. The linearisation around the ABC flow is given by,




0 −C sin(y) A cos(z)
Bcos(x) 0 −A sin(z)
−Bsin(x) C cos(y) 0

where Ż, are the tangent space equations: a set of first order linear ODEs that describe a
linearised velocity field Z= limδx→0(x+δx), close to the original passive tracer system [90]. We
are interested in how small perturbations away from a trajectory behave with respect to each
basis direction of the coordinate system. We therefore use the tangent space to evolve each of
the initial perturbations, ex = (1,0,0), e y = (0,1,0) and ez = (0,0,1) alongside a passive tracer
trajectory. In total a system of 12 coupled equations are integrated numerically, the solutions of







where the subscripts x, y and z indicate the directions of the perturbation with which the tangent
space was initialised. For example, the top row of M shows how the tangent space evolves with a
perturbation in the ex direction. M is therefore equivalent to ∇Ftt0(x) and the eigenvalues of the
matrix MTM can be used to approximate the exponential divergence rate Λ.
Figure 4.3 shows a planar slice through Λ(x), calculated for a field of points using equations
4.21. Evolution of the tangent space was conducted for 0.7240 characteristic timescales and the
planar slice was given by z = π. The ABC flow contains toroidal vortices between which run a
series of chaotic trajectories. Ridges in Λ(x) pick out the boundaries of the toroidal vortices that
define boundaries through which there is no fluid transport. However, inertial particles within
the ABC flow will be ejected from the vortices and concentrate in the chaotic region between
them.
Including inertia complicates the calculation of the matrix M. Because the active tracer is a
second order system, the entire phase space should be considered in the calculation of M. The
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Figure 4.3: Plotting a planar slice through a field of Λ values reveals transport barriers in the
ABC flow. Passive tracer trajectories were calculated backwards in time for 0.7240 characteristic
timescales from z =π for a well resolved grid of (x, y) positions. The blue ridges mark the boundaries
between vortices in the ABC flow.
matrix M becomes a d×d matrix where d is the number of dimensions in the system’s phase
space. When history is included, the phase space of the system becomes infinite dimensional.
The current state in the system is dependent on a continuum of previous states. Therefore, the
tangent space of the full MR equation is also infinite dimensional and is given by,
(4.22)
δẋ1 = δx2
























Equation 4.22 can be reduced to a finite dimensional equation and solved using the numerical
method in the second chapter. The basset integral is discretised into a vector of previous system
states at discrete intervals in time. To construct the matrix M in full, we require a set of tangent
space equations for each entry in the vector of previous system states. Such a matrix is extremely
large. Fortunately we are only interested in the relative behaviour of particles in configuration
space. Because each set of tangent space equations are independent of one another, we are
required only to consider certain columns of the matrix M. Columns which do not correspond to
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initial perturbations in configuration space can be ignored and the exponential divergence rate Λ
for the full MR equation can be calculated.
We now demonstrate how the Cauchy-Green strain tensor can be used for detecting collisions
between particles. We will refer to this approach as the strain tensor approach. As we have
discussed, the exponential divergence rate Λ can be used to track the compression of the velocity
field surrounding trajectories. By making assumptions about the initial particle distributions,
it is possible to use the degree of compression to indicate likely collision locations and rates. To
model collisions using Λ, we assume that initially particles are homogeneously distributed in
configuration space. Collisions will occur when there has been enough compression around a
trajectory for a particle to collide with its nearest neighbour.
We assume that the distances to a particle’s nearest neighbour are distributed like a spatial
poisson process. The distance to a particle’s nearest neighbour is then given by,
(4.23) P(r)=
[
2ρπrexp(−ρπr2) n = 2
4ρπr2 exp(−4ρπr33 ) n = 3
]
where r is the radial distance from a particle’s centre, n is the number of dimensions, and ρ is
the spatial density of particles [91]. Initially, we assume that the distance of any particle to its
nearest neighbour, is given by the mean of P(r). The mean of P(r), which we denote with σ, is the
expected distance between a randomly selected particle and its nearest neighbour.
Given assumptions about the initial distance between particles, we can define a collision
condition. For a collision to occur a particle of radius rp must be
2rp
σ
times closer to its neighbours
than it was at the start of the simulation to result in a collision. The question is, how many times
closer together are particles at time t?
As we know, the compression around trajectories in phase space is given by the eigenspectrum
of M(t0, x0, t). In this case however, we are interested in how trajectories approach each other
only in configuration space. As such, we do not calculate Λ for the full 6-dimensional phase space.
Instead we calculate the compression in configuration space alone. A matrix is constructed from
small perturbations evolved by the tangent space equations, as before, but the perturbations
are only defined in the spatial dimensions. We denote the matrix containing the subsample of





tells us the scale factor on the volume surrounding a trajectory.
To help us illustrate the idea let us consider an example. In two dimensions, a tangent
space can be imagined as a plane tangent to a surface, as in figure 4.4. The size of the initial
perturbations denote the initial volume of the tangent space. After some time t1 − t0, the initial
perturbations have been deformed as they followed a trajectory over the surface. The product of




and give the scale
factor on the volume surrounding the trajectory. If we assume for simplicity, that the distance
between particles changes by the nth root of the volume scale factor, where n is the number of
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Figure 4.4: In higher dimensions the tangent space can be used to track volumes surrounding
trajectories. a). A particle traces a trajectory on the surface of a sphere. As the particle moves, the
size and shape of the tangent space changes. At time t1 the original perturbations have deformed.
The product of the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2, give the scale factor between the new and old shapes. b)
Although the compression has been mapped around only one trajectory, within it can be imagined
a host of trajectories that converge or diverge. Using one trajectory to represent many increases
computational savings.






] ) 1n ≤ 2rp
σ
.
We found that it is important to consider the change in volume predicted by the tangent space,
rather than considering only maximal compression associated with the largest eigenvalue of MTM.
When only maximal compression in one direction was considered, our approach overestimated
the collision rates between particles. The collisions were assumed to occur when the eigenvalues
of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor indicated sufficient compression in one principle direction,
regardless of the stretching in another. Whilst particles were closer together in that direction,
they were often further away in another. This point is illustrated by figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) show the maximum and minimum values of Λ, Λmin and Λmax, calcu-
lated from the Cauchy-Green strain tensor. The simulation was run backwards in time using
the active tracer and the flow field given in equation 4.30 introduced in the following section.
Figure 4.5(c) shows the product of the two eigenvalues of MTM = λmax ×λmin for the same
simulation. We have chosen colours which make the compression and expansion regions clear.
Blue indicates that a region is compressive and dark grey indicates the region is expansive.
Recall that Λmax = ln(λmin) /(t1− t0), where (t1− t0) is the integration period. Therefore regions of
compression correspond to negative values of Λ. The separatrix along which Λ predicts collisions,
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is the region of greatest compression in the direction perpendicular to the separatrix. However,
it is also the region of greatest stretch. The stretch runs parallel to the separatrix. The particle
field is compressed in the direction perpendicular to the separatrix, but stretched in the direction
along it. As a result, the real probability of collision is much lower than our original predictions
using Λ.
(a) minimum value of Λ (b) maximum value of Λ (c) λmin ×λmax
Figure 4.5: In the two dimensional flow in equation 4.1, regions of compression in one direction,
coincide with expansion in the perpendicular direction. We can see this by plotting both values
of Λ over a field of points. Regions of compression are indicated by negative values of Λ (a), and
expansion by positive values of Λ (b). Calculating the product of the eigenvalues of M reveals the
regions in which volumes surrounding trajectories have shrunk. Simulations were run backwards
in time from 10000 starting positions using the active tracer. The simulation was run for 0.5
characteristic timescales.
We now have a method of predicting when a specific trajectory will collide with its neighbour
given an initial distribution of particles. Crucially, our approach negates the need for pairwise
collision detection. Further, by assuming that compression around one trajectory gives an idea
about how a number of trajectories behave, we are able to make even greater computational
savings. Provided we have a good spread of initial conditions, we are able to approximate collision
rates for much larger numbers of particles than are simulated. Each trajectory around which
the compression is calculated can represent a family of trajectories as in figure 4.4(b). When the
distance between trajectories within the family satisfies equation 4.24, all particles in the family
collide. Once collided, the particles are removed from the simulation.
4.2.3 Collisions using the transfer operator
In the previous chapter we introduced a probabilistic approach for modelling the dynamics of
inertial particles using a transfer operator. The transfer operator acted on the probability distri-
bution of particle positions in an Eulerian sense and provided local information about particle
concentration everywhere in space. Here, we show how knowledge of the local concentration of
particles can be used to predict collision rates between particles.
Collision prediction using the transfer operator is bound to a discrete series of integration
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points in space. Assumptions about concentrations at the sub-grid scale must be made. The
most obvious assumption is that within cells the particle concentration is uniform. Given this
assumption, we are interested in the probability that a particle chosen at random is closer
to its nearest neighbour than one particle diameter. This information is contained within the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of pairwise distances between particles. The concentration
of particles varies in space: the probability of collision will be evaluated cell-wise to provide an
expected number of collisions for each cell in our discretised space. As such, we require the CDF
of pairwise distances between particles in a regular cube.
Surprisingly, it turns out that the probability distribution of pairwise distances between
particles in a box, is both complex and the subject of recent research. The motivation of much of
the recent research has been for application in network theory where the distances between nodes
in higher dimensional spaces is relevant. For our problem, we desire the probability distribution
for pairwise Euclidian distances between particles in 2 and 3 dimensional spaces. Assuming
that particles are initially uniformly distributed, Johan Philip [5] provides this for cuboids with
arbitrary sides of length a, b and c. The distribution is a function of y= ‖pA −pB‖2, where pA
and pB are the positions of two particles selected at random from within a cell. The resulting
expression is long and presented piecewise: broken where the random variable y exceeds various
combinations of the three side lengths a, b and c. In our problem, the cells will always be
regular squares or cubes, simplifying the expression for the PDF significantly. Through use of the
algebraic manipulation program Maple, it was shown in [5] that the PDF of pairwise distances
between particles in a 2 dimensional space was given by,
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0< z ≤ b2
b2 < z ≤ 2b2
2b2 < z ≤ 3b2

where z is the euclidian distance between two randomly selected points in a three dimensional
space, z = ‖pA −pB‖2.
To test these distributions, and our implementation of them, we generate 3600 random
particle locations along a unit line, within a unit square and within a unit cube respectively. The
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positions are taken from a uniform distribution sampled using the MATLAB default Mersenne
twister algorithm seeded with the current time. The pairwise distances between the particles
are then calculated giving Nd = N2/2− N/2 distances to analyse, where Nd is the number of
unique pairwise distances and N is the initial number of randomly generated positions. The
expression for Nd is arrived at because the distance between each pair is only counted once, and
the distance between a particle and itself is not required. A histogram H of the pairwise distances
is constructed and normalised such that its total area is equal to 1. The normalistation is required
so that the histogram is comparable with a PDF. Figure 4.6 shows H(x), H(y) and H(z) for the
pairwise distances in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions respectively. The average pairwise distance between
the particles increases with the number of dimensions.
Figure 4.6: To get an estimate for the distribution of pairwise distances between particles, we
generated 3600 points from a uniform distribution over a unit line, a unit square and a unit cube
respectively. The random variable y represents the pairwise distances between each of these points.
Each distribution is the discrete probability density function of y for 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. The
distributions can be used to find the probability of collisions between particles.
The analytic expressions in equations 4.25 and 4.26 are defined for the square of the pairwise
Euclidian distances. The histograms are therefore recalculated based on the square of the pairwise
distances and replotted in figure 4.7. The piecewise distributions calculated in [5] are plotted
over the top. The agreement is obvious and excellent.
To calculate the probability of a collision from the PDFs in equations 4.25 and 4.26, we require
their corresponding CDFs. The probability of a collision is found by evaluated the CDF at rA + rB,
where rA and rB are the radii of two particles.
To find the required CDFs we calculate the integrals of equations 4.25 and 4.26 to give
F(y) = ´∞−∞ f (y)d y and G(z) =
´∞
−∞ g(z)dz respectively. We calculate F(y) and G(z) using help
from computer algebra. A result can only be attained for 0< y≤ b2 and 0< z ≤ b2. Fortunately,
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(a) Two dimensions (b) Three dimensions
Figure 4.7: A comparison can be made between analytically obtained PDFs (red and black
lines)[5] and discrete PDFs generated numerically (filled distributions). The distributions match
very closely.
in our simulations, the particle diameter dp << b. Therefore, a CDF defined over the interval
0< y≤ b2 is sufficient.
The calculated CDF for two dimensions is given by,
(4.27) F(y)=3y
2 −16by 32 +6πb2 y
6b4
, 0< y≤ b2















, 0< z ≤ b2,
where as before b is equal to the length of one side of the box. Figure 4.8 shows how the
analytical expression for the CDFs, F(y) and G(z), compare with the cumulative sum of the
discrete distributions H(y) and H(z) respectively. As discussed, the analytical expression was
only successfully obtained for z ≤ b. Our analytical distributions match exactly the discrete
distributions. From the CDFs, the instantaneous probability of a collision between particles of
diameter dp can be calculated. In two dimensions, the probability of a collision, P(c), is given
by F(d2p), and in three dimensions by, G(d
2
p). We make the assumption that collision events are
independent, and can only occur in a pairwise sense (i.e. not in groups of three or four etc.).
Therefore, the expected number of collisions, Φ, is given by Φ= NdF(d2p), where Nd is the number
of possible particle pairs.
We recall that the PDF of particle positions predicted by our discretisation of the transfer
operator is Pnj , where n is the current time step and j indicates the cell index. The expected
number of particles in the jth cell, N j, is found by multiplying Pnj by the total number of particles
in the system, Np, so that N j =Pnj Np. With a local expected number of particles, the expected
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(a) Two dimensions (b) Three dimensions
Figure 4.8: The cumulative frequency distributions for the pairwise Euclidian distances between
particles in two and three dimensions have been compared with numerically obtained distributions.
Again, good agreement is achieved between analytical expressions and randomly generated points.






where we have approximated the number of unique collision pairs as, (N2i )/2. To get an expression
for the number of collisions per time step, we multiply Φnj by
U∆t
∆x , which is the average number
of new configurations of particles passing a cell in one time step.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Comparing the methods






where A and B are flow constants set to A = 1 and B =p2 . A two dimensional flow is chosen
because collisions occur readily in a 2-dimensional space. In three dimensions, many more
particles are required to produce the same number of collisions.
Within the flow field we simulate Np = 5×104 particles with initial positions drawn from a
uniform distribution. Where the cell method is used, this translates to 5×104 particle trajectories;
collisions are detected between the particles once every time step. Where the transfer operator
approach is used the densities are initially constant across configuration space and set in each cell
to 5×104/(nx×ny) where nx ad ny are the number of cells in the x and y directions respectively.
Where the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor are used, we track the compression
around 2.5×104 individual trajectories: each trajectory is representative of 2 particles. In all
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cases the time step ∆t is set to 10−3. For the cell method and transfer operator approaches,
collisions are assumed to occur in a pairwise manner so that a collision always involves exactly
two particles. When a collision occurs both of the particles involved in the collision are removed
from the simulation. In the case of the the method using the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green
strain tensor, all particles within the collided trajectory are removed. The simulations continue
for 7.24T, where the characteristic timescale is given by T = L/U . The characteristic velocity U is
the root mean square velocity, and L is chosen as the domain size, L = 2π. We will compare our
three different methods based on the predicted collision times, the predicted collision locations,
and the algorithmic complexity of the methods.
First, we will investigate the collision locations of the particles. In figure 4.9, the location
of collision events are plotted for each of the three methods. The strain tensor approach and
cell method produce very similar collision locations, whilst the transfer operator approach
predicts collision regions of a different shape. Predicting collisions based purely on local particle
concentration, as we do with the transfer operator method, means that particle velocities are not
taken into account. In regions where particles are diverging, but are still abundant, collisions are
over predicted by the transfer operator.
(a) Cell method (b) Strain tensor approach (c) Transfer operator
Figure 4.9: Collisions occur for all three methods where particles cluster on the boundaries
between the vortices. Collision regions are shaped subtly differently for each case. The transfer
operator predicts collisions based purely on local particle concentration, whereas the other two
approaches take into account particle velocities.
Figures 4.10(a) and (b) show respectively, the number of particles remaining in the simulation,
and the probability distribution of collision times. Collisions occur when particles are sufficiently
concentrated around a small region either side of the separatrices. In all cases, collision times
are governed by the vortex ejection rate. Provided each of the modelling approaches accurately
predicts the rate at which particles approach the clustering regions, collision times should be
reasonably accurate. For all three cases, good qualitative agreement is achieved although the
strain tensor approach slightly under predicts collision rates relative to the cell method. Our
strain tensor approach uses the expected initial particle distribution to predict collisions, which
results in under prediction of collision rates at the start of the simulation, and over prediction of
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collision rates at the end of the simulation. When the cell method is used, particles with nearest
neighbours much closer than expected, collide with their neighbours early in the simulation,
whereas particles with nearest neighbours further away than expected collide much later in the
simulation. Because the strain tensor approach does not take the variation in initial distances
into account, the distribution of collision times is narrower, and the curve in figure 4.10(a) steeper.
The transfer operator approach gives slight over prediction of collision rates, but predicts
the distribution of collisions over time remarkably well. It should be noted that the success
of the transfer operator approach is dependent on sufficiently high collision rates to achieve
reasonable comparisons with the other methods. Further, because collisions occur solely along
the separatrices, cell sizes must be chosen that produce suitably high particle concentration along
the separatix. Improvements to the method are required to extend its validity to more general
cases.















(a) The number of particles remaining in the
simulation.
(b) Distribution of collision times
Figure 4.10: We have used three methods for detecting collisions between inertial particles: the
cell method, eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor, and the transfer operator. In (a) the
number of particles remaining in the system is cross plotted for each method. Qualitatively similar
results are obtained for all three approaches. In (b) we investigate how collisions are distributed
in time. We can see that the strain tensor approach slightly under predicts collision rates, whilst
the transfer operator produces a reasonably accurate distribution. Particle parameter values are
representative of sand in water and given by, R = 0.4, S = 0.0671, and S/R = 0.1677.
Let us now consider the algorithmic complexity of the methods. As discussed previously, the
existing cell method has complexity of O(N
3
2 ). Whilst being considerably more efficient than
pairwise collision detection across the whole space, the cell method pales in comparison next to
the efficiency of the other two methods. When the transfer operator and strain tensor approach
are used, the complexity of the simulation is independent of the number of particles represented.
With the transfer operator, an unlimited number of particles can be modelled, as the operator is
evolving probability densities rather than particle trajectories. The method complexity is instead
dependent on the number of cells into which the state space is divided. With the strain tensor
approach it is possible to represent more than one particle per simulated trajectory. Again, the
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complexity is related to sufficient covering of the particle phase space. The more initial positions
evolved using the tangent space equations the better the accuracy of the method.
Despite its algorithmic advantages, the strain tensor approach requires the calculation of
the tangent space. The tangent space of the active and history tracers comprises a system of 6d
equations where d denotes the number of spatial dimensions, which makes trajectories more
expensive to simulate. The strain tensor approach also only provides information about the
regions through which trajectories have passed. As such, it suffers from issues of statistical
convergence. On the other hand, the transfer operator provides a prediction of collision rates
throughout the flow in a probabilistic sense. The information about the concentration of the
particles is available everywhere and is as valid in regions of low concentration as it is in regions
of high.
A weakness of both the strain tensor approach and the transfer operator approach is that
they only model collisions between particles of the same diameters. The mass of the particle has
a large bearing on the strength of attractors within the flow and will influence collision rates.
When attempting to model a process such as raindrop formation, an ability to capture collisions
between particles of different sizes is important. After droplets have been growing through
various mechanisms for some time, the distribution of droplet masses can be wide, and the flow
can contain some significantly larger droplets. This problem can be alleviated by introducing a
multi-scale, multi-model approach to modelling raindrop formation, which describes particles of
different sizes using different models.
The main advantage of the cell method is that it provides flexibility in both the distribution
of particle sizes used, and the types of collisions that can be modelled. When particles collide they
can be modelled so that they coalesce or bounce off one another. Models could be devised which
incorporate both types of collision in the same simulation depending on the relative velocities of
the particles.
In terms of complexity of implementation, the requirement for calculation of the tangent
space of particle trajectories makes the strain tensor approach the most difficult. There are
approaches to approximate the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor that are easier
to apply to complicated flow fields. By simulating a quartet of trajectories, initially displaced
so that they reflect the initial perturbations evolved by the tangent space, an approximation to
the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor can be found. However, over long integration
times in chaotic flows, the particles will diverge from one another exponentially, leading to poor
approximations to the growth of infinitesimal perturbations offered by the tangent space. The
transfer operator provides a straight forward and efficient method for collision modelling. For
small size parameter problems with a small range of particle diameters, the transfer operator is
the best choice. For larger particles or applications with a wide range of particle diameters the
cell method offer the most flexibility.
A clear advantage of both the strain tensor approach and cell method, over using the transfer
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operator, is that they can be incorporated into the numerical method detailed in chapter 1. Being
able to include history is important in some contexts, as we shall see in the following section.
4.3.2 The influence of the history force on collision rates
It has been shown that including the history force in particle models reduces collision rates in
turbulent flows [7]. We argue here that the influence of the history force is due to the reduction of
vortex ejection rates. Particles cluster and predominantly collide between the vortices of a flow.
If the history force acts to reduce the vortex ejection rates of the particles, then the degree of
clustering will be reduced, and hence the number of collisions.
Daitche found that the history force reduced collision rates differently for different density
ratios. Here, we investigate two different parameter regimes: a large density ratio example,
ρp/ρ f = 1000, as is relevant to cloud micro-physics, and a lower density ratio example, ρp/ρ f = 2,
corresponding to sand in water. To make a meaningful comparison, we fix St = S/(RT) to a
constant value of 0.167688, whilst changing the density parameter R. The size parameter must
be changed to maintain the value of St. Whilst this can be achieved by changing the particle
diameter, the particle diameter has a separate bearing on collision rates. In our simulations, we
keep the particle diameter fixed at 5×10−4m, whilst varying the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, µ.
The fluid density, ρ f , is fixed at 1.
In figure 4.11, we see that particle collision rates are significantly reduced by the inclusion of
the history force when density ratios are small. However, when the density ratio is larger, history
has little bearing on the collision rates. This result agrees with work in the literature where
history was found to reduce collision rates for low density ratios, but increase it for larger ones
[7].
A simple 2-dimensional flow gives a clear understanding of why clustering and collision rates
are reduced by the history force. When history is included, vortex ejection rates are reduced;
particles take longer to reach collision regions between the vortices.
What is more difficult to explain is why history influences the shape of collision regions. In
figure 4.13, collision locations are plotted with history (blue circles) and without (red circles). For
the case of sand in water in figure 4.13(b) history causes collision regions to spread out in a wide
region around the separatrices. When the density ratio reflects water in air, history has little
bearing on the locations of collisions.
In figure 4.14 we compare the collision regions predicted using the strain tensor approach.
As with the cell method, the history force has little bearing on the collision regions for the large
density ratio case shown in figure 4.14(a). However, for sand in water, shown in figure 4.14(b),
the strain tensor approach exaggerate the influence of the history force. Much wider collision
regions appear.
For both modelling approaches, collision regions are larger with the history force included.
It appears that the history force can cause trajectories to move closer together in regions of the
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(a) PDF of collision times














(b) particles in the system
Figure 4.11: Collision times and number of particles remaining in the system are shown with and
without history. Fluid and particle densities were representative of sand in water, R = 0.4. History
significantly reduces particle collision rates for this low density ratio case. Particle parameters
were given by S = 0.1676, S/R = 0.4190, St = 0.1011 and particle diameter equal to 5×10−4m.
(a) PDF of collision times














(b) No. particles in the system
Figure 4.12: For a larger density ratio example, collision times and number of particles remaining
in the system are unaffected by the inclusion of history. Simulation parameters were representative
of water in air with R = 0.001, S = 0.000419, S/R = 0.4190, and particle diameter equal to
5×10−4m
flow that would not necessarily be expected to be collision regions. Because the history force is
dependent on long term particle acceleration differences with the fluid, local fluid accelerations
are relatively less important than they are for the active tracer. Two history tracers that reach a
similar region in the flow, but come from different initial positions, will react differently to the
local fluid dynamics because they have a different history of fluid interactions.
4.4 Conclusions
We have compared three collision detection algorithms. One is an existing method from the
literature, the cell method, and two are new approaches: the first, which we refer to as the
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(a) collision locations for water in air.















(b) collision locations for sand in water.
Figure 4.13: Collision locations are shown for a simulations lasting for 7.2 large eddy turnover
times. Collision regions are clearly influenced by the choice to include the history force in modelling
for certain parameter regimes. In (a) parameters are representative of water in air corresponding
to raindrop formation, R = 0.001. In (b) parameters were representative of sand in water, R = 0.4.
In both cases S/R = 0.4190. The particle diameter was set to 5×10−4m in both cases. Including
history in the low density ratio case significantly spreads the collision regions.





























Figure 4.14: Collision location comparison between models utilising the strain tensor approach
and the cell method reveal that collision regions are influenced by history for the case of sand in
water. When history is included the strain tensor approach overestimates the size of the collision
region and over predict the collision rate. When history is not included the strain tensor approach
predicts the collision locations accurately. Particle parameters were given by R = 0.4 (representative
of sand in water), S = 0.1676, S/R = 0.4190
strain tensor approach, makes use of the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor to
track compression around particle trajectories; the second uses our discretisation of the transfer
operator derived in the previous chapter. The transfer operator approach models collisions based
on local particle concentrations, whilst the strain tensor approach predicts collisions based on
compression of infinitesimal volumes surrounding trajectories. Both approaches compare well
with the cell method in terms of collision locations, and for the example shown, in terms of
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collision rates. However, the accuracy of predictions of collision rates using the transfer operator
is reduced for lower collision rates, and is affected by the grid resolution. Further work is needed
to extend its validity to more general cases, although its potential as a philosophy is clear.
In terms of algorithmic complexity, the transfer operator approach is by far the most successful,
as it is able to model collisions between any number of particles independent of the number of
particles in the system.
However, both our novel approaches are less flexible than simulating Lagrangian particles.
Where the distribution of particle sizes is wide, the cell method is most appropriate. Where
particles are small, and similar in diameter, for example in the early stages of raindrop formation,
the transfer operator approach is effective.
The history force is also shown to reduce collision rates and change the shape of collision
regions when density ratios are small. For larger density ratios, models that do not include










APPLYING OUR METHODS IN TURBULENT FLOWS
5.1 Introduction
We have developed a transfer operator method that is capable of capturing the preferential
concentration of inertial particles in steady flows. However, applications of interest often involve
more complicated flows. In applications such as sewage pipe outflow, sedimentation, or raindrop
formation, the fluid flow field is a complex picture of turbulent vortical structures. These vortices
eject aerosol particles and cause them to preferentially cluster in regions of low vorticity and
high strain rate [18]. In regions of high particle concentration the interaction between particles
is increased, and the interaction between the particles and the fluid is also affected. Small scale
velocity fluctuations are excited by the particles changing the form of the turbulent energy
spectrum [20]. A method capable of capturing the inertial behaviour of the particles in the
continuum limit, allows these phenomena to be investigated efficiently.
Appropriate choice of particle model is a concern for turbulent flows, as it has been throughout
the document. Specifically, questions arise over when it is necessary to include the Basset history
force. Despite there being many studies that investigate the influence of the history force in
complicated turbulent flows, the subject remains an open research area. An early example of work
on the simulation of inertial particles in turbulence was conducted by Elghobashi and Truesdell
[92], at a time when computing resources were scarce. Elghobashi and Truesdell investigated
the behaviour of inertial particles in homogenous and isotropic turbulence simulated over a
coarse grid. They investigated the relative importance of each of the forces acting on the particles
and found that in general the Basset force was approximately 1/10 of the the magnitude of
the drag term. When gravity was included, the buoyancy force was the most important force.
However, a relatively small parameter sweep was conducted. For each density ratio, only one
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particle diameter was investigated. Armenio and Fiorotto [93] investigated the relevance of the
forces acting on inertial particles in a turbulent channel flow, and found the Basset force to be
significant for all parameter values. In neither case was the clustering behaviours of the particles
investigated.
Recently, the interest in the area has been reignited and a number of studies have been
concerned with the influence of the history force on the ensemble behaviour of inertial particles
[7, 31, 72, 73]. Anton Daiche investigated the influence of history for a range of density ratios
and Stokes numbers [7]. Daitche found that the history force significantly reduces clustering
and collisions for small density ratios, but had a lesser effect for large density ratios such as in
raindrop formation. Olivieri also found that the history force reduced preferential concentration,
but found that history played a role even in the larger density ratio case of raindrop formation
[31]. Both Daitche and Olivieri neglected gravity in their simulations. The influence of history in
the presence of gravity was investigated by Guseva et al. [72]. A chaotic flow with well studied
attractors was used as a paradigmatic example. The behaviour of the particles with respect to the
attractors in the flow had been studied in the absence of the Basset force. Guseva showed how the
Basset force changed the nature and number of attractors in the flow when history was included.
Further, she showed that vertical trapping of particles occurred in the absence of history, but
leaked from the attractors when history was included. In all cases, the influence of history is
found to increase for larger particle diameters. For further examples of studies concerned with
the preferential concentration and dispersion of inertial particles in turbulent flows, see [94] for
a recent review.
In this chapter, we investigate the efficacy of the transfer operator approach in turbulent flows.
We compare the results of the preferential concentration predicted by the transfer operator with
the clustering of simulations of Lagrangian particles. For our fluid flow, we choose the turbulent
breakdown of the ABC flow. For the particle parameters we investigate two cases representative
of interesting natural world phenomena. The first is the large density ratio case of raindrops in
air, where ρp/ρ f ≈ 1000. The second is analogous to the sedimentation of sand in water, where
ρp/ρ f ≈ 2. Armed with an understanding of how the method behaves in more realistic flows,
we will be able to apply it to our original motivating modelling problems, sedimentation, and
raindrop formation.
We also investigate the influence of the Basset history force on the clustering of inertial
particles. We compare our results with the recent studies of Daitche, Olivieri and Guseva
[7, 31, 72]. Because our transfer operator approach is designed to capture the behaviour of
particles without history, it is important for us to understand how the history force influences
inertial particles in turbulent flows. With said knowledge, applications in which the transfer
operator is most useful can be identified.
First, the integration of the transfer operator with a numerical scheme for the solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations is discussed. We then show how the particle parameters can be extracted
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from a turbulent energy spectrum. Our transfer operator approach is then compared with
simulations of large numbers of Lagrangian particles, in a flow initialised with a superposition of
ABC flows. Finally we use the same flows to investigate the influence of the Basset history force
on the preferential clustering of the particles.
5.2 Numerical Implementation
5.2.1 The fluid phase
Our transfer operator method is integrated with a numerical solver of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. We use a finite volume, incompressible flow solver called MOBILE, which is designed to
handle multiple miscible fluids. To deal with multiple fluids of different density, the Boussinesq
approximation is made. Starting from the compressible form of the Navier-Stokes equations,
under the Boussinesq approximation, the fluid density is assumed constant in all terms except
the buoyancy term. The approximation leads to the incompressible form of the Navier-Stokes

















where ui is the fluid velocity in the ith dimension, ρ f is the constant density of the fluid, p is
the fluid pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, g i is gravity and ρ is the variable
component of the density in the buoyancy term.
Studying equation 5.1 we can see that we have two unknowns and only one equation contain-
ing both. As such we have no method for updating the pressure. To produce an equation for the
































Under the Bousinesq approximation, derivatives of ρ are equal to zero. Through the product rule,
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A numerical solution of equations 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) provides a method for updating the pressure
and velocity whilst incorporating the condition of incompressibility implicitly through 5.4(a) [95].
MOBILE follows the implicit large eddy simulation (ILES) approach to solving the Navier-




is neglected. The viscosity forcing is instead incorporated implicitly through numerical diffusion



















Equation 5.5 is solved numerically using a third order, finite volume, monotonicity preserving
upwind scheme [95]. For further specific details on the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes
used in this work see [95], and for studies verifying the numerical scheme see for example [96].
5.2.2 The particle phase
We now discuss the integration of the particle phase with the Navier-Stokes solver MOBILE.
Both the transfer operator method detailed in the third chapter, and the numerical solution of the
MR equation introduced in the second chapter, have been linked with MOBILE. The program flow
can be described as follows: the fluid phase is updated each time step using MOBILE. For each
new value of the fluid velocity, the transfer operator is recalculated using the method detailed
in the third chapter. Specifically, particles are initialised on corners of each grid cell with initial
velocities predicted by the inertial equation. The particles are then advected for a short time and
their new positions define a shape with a new centroid. Each cell is then redistributed over its
neighbouring cells based on the translation of the cell centroid.
The three step update process, (fluid -> particle -> remapping), requires three discrete time
parameters. The first of these is the time step used to solve the fluid phase, ∆t f . The fluid
time-step is limited to ensure that parcels of fluid are not transported by more than one cell in a
time step. This condition is known as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition and ensures





≤ Cmax, where ∆xi is the cell




The second discrete time parameter, ∆tp, is the time period over which particles are advected
before remapping. We will refer to ∆tp as the operator time step. Recall that the transfer operator
is a linear operator Wi j, which acts on the discretised PDF of particle positions Qnj , such that,
(5.6) Qn+1i =Wi jQnj
where superscript n denotes the current time step. The operator time step, therefore, corresponds
to one multiplication of the PDF of particle positions by the transfer operator. Or, in other words,
the operator time step corresponds to the length of time between time steps n and n+1.
In general, ∆tp is set equal to ∆t f . However, inertial particles do not follow fluid streamlines
exactly. In some instances it is possible that particles are displaced by more than one cell in
within a fluid time step. To prevent particles from travelling by more than one cell per time step,
the particle phase includes its own CFL condition. Conditions on the time step must be enforced
based on the maximum particle velocity in the domain. The maximum particle velocity in the
domain, max{v(x)}, must satisfy ||max{v(x)}∆tp|| < 0.75∆x, where x is a position in the domain
and ∆x is the grid resolution. If the particle CFL condition is violated, ∆tp is set to the highest
possible factor of ∆t f that satisfies the condition.
The third discrete time parameter is the time step used for the particle trajectory integration,
∆t. We will refer to ∆t as the particle time step. The particle timestep is the time step used for
the numerical method detailed in the second chapter and is set for all time to ∆tp/5.
The transfer operator method is defined over a regular cartesian grid in space. In a numerical
simulation over a regular grid, the fluid velocity is only available at discrete integration points in
space and time. To attain the continuous velocity field required by the Maxey-Riley equation, we
use trilinear interpolation to determine the within cell fluid velocities. To find the fluid velocity
between fluid time steps, the fluid velocity field is interpolated linearly in time. By using both
interpolation schemes together, we are able to calculate the velocity required by the particle
phase. Let us consider that the point x= (x, y, z) is within a cell with vertex positions given by
v j = (x j, yj, z j). With knowledge of the fluid velocity at the vertices, v j, the fluid velocity at time t,















where n is the current sub time step, n ∈ [0,1,2,3,4], δu(v j, t) is the velocity difference between
time steps given by δu(v j, t)= u(v j, t)−u(v j, t−∆t f ) and N j is a vector of weights. For a particle
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at position x, the vector of weights, N j, is given by,
(5.8)
N0 = (x1 − x)(y1 − y)(z− z0)
δV
, N1 = (x1 − x)(y− y0)(z− z0)
δV
,
N2 = (x− x0)(y1 − y)(z− z0)
δV
, N3 = (x− x0)(y− y0)(z− z0)
δV
,
N4 = (x1 − x)(y1 − y)(z1 − z)
δV
, N5 = (x1 − x)(y− y0)(z1 − z)
δV
,
N6 = (x− x0)(y1 − y)(z1 − z)
δV
, N7 = (x− x0)(y− y0)(z1 − z)
δV
,
where δV =∆x∆y∆z, x0 = (x0, y0, z0) and x1 = (x1, y1, z1) are positions in space and ∆x, ∆y, ∆z
are the grid resolutions in each respective dimension [98]. Each of the vertex positions can be
seen in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: The velocity of the fluid between integration points is found through trilinear interpo-
lation. Black points in the figure mark positions of the vertices used for trilinear interpolation.
The velocity at the marked point x is a linear combination of the velocities at the vertices v0 to v7,
which is found using equations (5.7) and (5.8).
For further information on the code produced to model the particle phase, a user guide has
been presented in the appendices.
5.2.3 Characterising the fluid velocity field
Modelling inertial particles requires certain knowledge about the flow in which they reside. Here,
we discuss how best to characterise the flow and how to extract the parameters relevant to the
particles. Characteristic time and length scales are well defined for steady flows. Often, the
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diameter of flow features is easy to extract and the time over which they evolve calculable. In
turbulent flows however, a range of length and time scales exist. The length scales range from
the Kolmogorov length scale η [26], to the scales of the largest eddies. In the cases of cloud flows,
the largest scales can be of the order of kilometres whilst η is of the order of millimetres. The
Kolmogorov scale is the scale at which viscous forces dominate and the energy in the flow is
dissipated into heat. Small inertial particles interact with the smallest scales in the flow and the
parameters of the particles must be defined accordingly.
The Stokes number St, previously defined as
2r2pRe
9RL2 , is defined differently for turbulent flows
such that it reflects the Kolmogorov scales. The Stokes number is the decay rate of the velocity
difference v(t)−u(x, t), divided by a timescale of the fluid. In the previous chapters, this ratio was
found using the large eddy turnover time T =U/L, where U is the Urms of the steady flow field,
and L is a characteristic length scale. In the previous chapters the largest eddies were of the
order of the domain size and so the domain size provided a natural length scale. In turbulent
flows, the Stokes number is given by St = τp/τη where τp = 2r
2
pρ f
9Rµ is the particle response time,
and τη is the Kolmogorov timescale. The Kolmogorov timescale is given by τη =
√
µ/(ρ f ε) = η/uη,
where ε is the mean energy dissipation of the flow, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, ρ f is
the fluid material density and uη is the Kolmogorov velocity scale. The Kolmogorov scale must
be used for turbulent flows: it is the timescale over which the smallest flow features evolve, and
small inertial particles are influenced by the smallest length scales in the turbulent flow.
Whilst it is important that the flow is resolved close to the Kolmogorov length scale, it is
computationally impractical to simulate all length scales. Simulating all scales from smallest
to the largest, in a flow with parameter regimes akin to a cloud or a turbulent body of water,
requires a simulation able to resolve scales that cover 6 orders of magnitude. Instead, we must
make a compromise. By simulating a flow in a cube with periodic boundary conditions, a small
domain is able to represent a small section of a cloud-like flow. Because only a small section of
the cloud is simulated, we sacrifice the largest scales in the flow in favour of an ability to resolve
the smallest.
A Stokes number defined as,
2r2pρ f
9Rµτη
, is dependent on both the density parameter and the
particle diameter. To elucidate the influence of density from that of the particle size, we recall the
size parameter, S. The size parameter, S = 2r
2
pρ f
9µ , is dependent only on the particle diameter and
not the density ratio. In our simulations we do not non-dimensionalise the equations of motion
during the simulation. Effectively the parameter τη is set to 1. Instead, we use the size parameter
S and density ratio R throughout.
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where, v(t) is the particle velocity, u(x, t) is the velocity of the fluid and DuDt = ∂u∂t +u ·∇u is the
material derivative.
In our simulations we choose to investigate the behaviour of inertial particles in a decaying
turbulent flow. A decaying flow allows investigation into the degree of preferential concentration
as the energy in the flow dissipates. In such flows, the effective Stokes number changes throughout
the simulation. We show that preferential concentration plotted as a function of S/R varies
throughout the simulation, but when S/R is normalised by U, the results collapse onto the
same curve. By not including U, L or τn in the parameters of our particles during simulation,
comparisons can be readily made with the sedimentation rate of, for example, particles settling
under gravity in a quiescent fluid where the choice for U and L is unclear.
Despite not requiring the characteristics of the turbulent flow for calculation of our particle
parameters, it is important to accurately characterise the turbulent flow field. Knowledge of
the defining features of the flow field will allow comparison with other studies. Many of the
parameters that classify a turbulent flow can be calculated from the turbulent energy spectrum.
The energy density E i j(k, t) of the flow is given by,
(5.11) E i j(k, t)= 12 R̂i j(k, t),
where we require Ri j(r) and its Fourier transform R̂i j(k). The function Ri j(r) is the autocorrela-










where, k is the wave vector and denotes a position in the Fourier domain, î is the
p−1 and x
and r are positions in space [26]. By making use of the autocorrelation theorem it is possible to
find Ri j(r) as a product of two Fourier transforms. The auto correlation theorem states that in a
















where û is the Fourier transform of u(x, t) and û∗ is the complex conjugate of û. To take advantage
of equation 5.13 we calculate the 3-dimensional Fourier transform of u(x, t). The Fourier transform







where u(x, t) = [u(x),v(x),w(x)]. The total energy density is the sum of the contributions from
each component of u= [u,v,w] so that R̂ j(k, t)= (ûû∗) j + (v̂v̂∗) j + (ŵŵ∗) j.
We now have the energy E j(k, t) in wave number space, as a function of the wave vector
k. However, we desire the 1 dimensional energy spectrum given by E(||k||, t), where ||k|| =√
kx2 +ky2 +kz2 . The contributions of E j(k, t) to E(||k||, t) exist in spherical shells of thickness
δk. Numerical integration over the spherical shells is conducted to find the total energy as a
function of ||k||. By finding the average energy contained within each shell and multiplying it by
the surface area of the shell, we can find the energy contained within each shell. The surface area
of each shell is simply the surface area of a sphere, 4π||k||2. Finally, the 1-dimensional energy
spectrum is given by E(||k||, t) = 2π||k||2R̂(||k||). Figure 5.2, inspired by [26], illuminates this
process. A shell of thickness δk is highlighted in light blue. The average of the values in the light
blue shell is found to give a value of E(||k||, t).
 spherical shell
Figure 5.2: To find the energy density as a function of ||k||, the average energy is found within a
series of spherical shells of thickness δx. The figure shows a spherical shell in the Fourier domain.
The values contained within the blue band are averaged over to give E(||k||, t).
Using E(||k||, t) we define the flow parameters as follows. Following [7], we define a character-





V |u(x)|2dV , where V is the volume
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, where k is the spatial frequency or wavenumber, and E(k, t) is the energy spec-
trum as a function of wavenumber [99]. The integral length scale corresponds to the reciprocal of
the centroid of the energy spectrum, E(||k||, t). If Kc were the centroid of the energy spectrum,
then L = 1/Kc.
To quantify the decay of energy in the flow, we calculate the mean energy dissipation rate ε.
The dissipation rate can be calculated following several different approaches. Here we calculate ε
as ε= dE(t)/dt ≈ E(t+∆t)−E(t)/∆t. It has been shown that ε can also be calculated as ε= CεU3/L
where Cε is some Re independent constant. See [6] and the references therein. We compare both
methods whenever ε is calculated.
5.2.4 Initial and boundary conditions of the fluid velocity field.
We choose two distinct tests for the transfer operator. Each acts as an analogue for a different
natural phenomenon. The first is the decay of turbulent vortices in a periodic cube, which
stands in for a cloud like flow. A decaying flow allows us to investigate both the clustering and
sedimentation properties of the particles as the turbulent intensity decreases. The second test
uses the same turbulent vortices, but includes gravity and represents the sedimentation of sand
particles in a river. Such a flow is the perfect analogue for a tidal river basin. In a tidal river
basin, the sediment is lifted up and carried when the tidal current is strongest. As the the flow
subsides closer to slack tide, the sediment is deposited by the flow.
Following the work of Teitelbaum and Mininni [99] and Rorai et al. [100], we investigate the
turbulent breakdown of the ABC flow. Initially, the fluid velocity field is given by a superposition
of ABC flows which quickly decay into turbulence. We choose the superposition of ABC flows to
allow comparison with previous works. In future work we would like to investigate the influence of
the particle phase on the turbulence. A reference point in the literature allows robust comparisons









where A = 0.09, B = 0.1 and C = 0.11. A combination of fourteen ABC flows is used to match the
work of previous authors.
The flow defined by equation 5.15 contains a range of length scales due to the superposition of
ABC flows of differing initial spatial frequency, k0. The initial structure in the velocity field decays
quickly into a homogenous and isotropic turbulent flow. The first few seconds of the decay are
shown in figure 5.3 for the case of periodic boundary conditions. Figure 5.3 shows the magnitude
of the velocity, ||u||(x, t) in the x-y plane at z = 0.5 for three instances in time: t = 0.5, t = 1 and
t = 2.5 seconds. Initially, the flow has clear periodic vortices and a root mean square velocity of
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A B C ∆x η domain ρ f τη U0 µ
0.09 0.1 0.11 0.00390 3∆x 1 1000 η/uη 0.3754 1.003×10−3
Table 5.1: The model parameters used for both the unbounded (excluding gravity) and bounded
simulations (including gravity).
U = 0.3754. After 2.5 seconds the flow has become turbulent and much of the initial structure
in the flow is gone. In all simulations the number of cells is N = 2563, the fluid density is set to
ρ f = 1000, and the dynamic viscosity is µ= 1.003×10−3.
(a) t = 0.5 (b) t = 1 (c) t=2.5
Figure 5.3: The magnitude of the velocity field in the x-y plane at z = 0.5 is shown for three
instances in time. The fluid velocity field was initially given by equation 5.15, but quickly turns to
a turbulent flow. The flow constants were given by, A = 0.09, B = 0.1, C = 0.11, and the number of
cells is equal to N = 2563.
In the second example we demonstrate the application of the transfer operator to a sedimen-
tation problem. The flow field is initialised with the same initial conditions, however, as the
simulation is designed to represent sedimentation, the boundary conditions are modified. The
flow is bounded in the vertical by two walls. At the bed a no-slip boundary is implemented, whilst
at the surface the velocity is restricted only in the vertical. For a velocity field u= [u,v,w], the
boundary condition at the bed is given by, u([x, y,0], t)= [0,0,0] and the boundary condition at
the surface is given by w([x, y,1], t)= 0. Again the domain is a 1 metre cube and A, B and C, in
equation 5.15, are set to A = 0.09, B = 0.1, C = 0.11.
Tables (5.1) and (5.2) detail the flow parameters used in all simulations in this chapter. The
values for the particle phase are chosen so that St = SRτn ranges from 1×10−3 to 100. The largest
values of Stokes will certainly cause the particle Reynolds number to exceed a safe value, but are
included to show how the Maxey-Riley equation predicts the destruction of clustering for large
particles. The parameters in table 5.1 and table 5.2 are used for three distinct modelling cases.
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S R Representative of:
∈ [10−4, 40] 0.4 sand in water
∈ [2.5×10−7, 2×10−2] 0.0012 rain droplets in air
Table 5.2: The range of particle parameters used in all simulations.
First we model individual particle trajectories described by the active tracer given in equation 5.9.
Second we use the same parameter ranges for simulations calculated by the transfer operator
method introduced in the third chapter. Finally, we investigate the individual particle trajectories
including the history force. We use the numerical method detailed in the second chapter to
calculate the particle trajectories.
All three modelling approaches will be compared in the proceeding sections. First, we calculate
the energy spectra of the two flows, E(||k||, t), from which the remaining flow parameters can be
calculated. We calculate the energy spectra of the flows using the method detailed in the previous
section. The resulting energy spectrum for the bounded flow is shown in figure 5.4 and figure 5.5.
Spectra have been plotted for a number of instances in time between 0 and 30 seconds. The inset
shows how E(t) = ´∞−∞ E(||k||, t)dk evolves with time. Using E(||k||, t) we can approximate the
integral length scale L, the Kolmogorov length scale η, and the mean energy dissipation rate ε.
As discussed in earlier sections, small inertial particles are influenced by the smallest
length scales in a turbulent flow. The smallest scales in time, length, and velocity are known as
Kolmogorov’s micro-scales [26]. Given the energy dissipation rate,
(5.16) ε(t)= dE(k, t)
dt

















By plotting each of the micro-scales on the same graph as the large scales, L and U , we can get a
clear picture of the characteristics of the flow. Figure 5.6 shows the characteristic flow velocity,
length scales, and energy, calculated using Kolmogorov’s arguments as functions of time.
It is clear from figure 5.6(b) that the Kolmogorov length scale calculated using equations 5.17
and 5.16 is smaller than the resolution of the simulation. Under the ILES approach, not all the
length scales are resolved. Because we are interested in the behaviour of inertial particles that
are influenced by the smallest scales in the flow, unresolved flow scales are problematic. The






































Figure 5.4: The energy spectrum E(||k||, t) for a simulation with a velocity field initially given
by u(x,0) in equation 5.15 is plotted for a series of instances in time. A spectrum is plotted for
every 3 simulated seconds, from t = 0s (red solid line) to t = 30s (black solid line). Intermediary
spectra are plotted with dashed lines that progressively approach the colour and position of the
spectrum at t = 30s. The flow had periodic boundary conditions in all directions and gravity was
not active, g = 0. inset The total energy in the system decays as a power law beyond t = 10s, so
that E(t)≈λt−2, where λ is an arbitrary constant.
from collision rates to clustering. The solution to the problem is to fix the Kolmogorov length scale
throughout the simulation. MOBILE is capable of resolving scales down to approximately three
times larger the grid resolution. Using this as our limiting factor, three times the grid resolution
will be used to define the Kolmogorov length scale of the flow. The remaining micro-scales can
be calculated relative to the fixed Kolmogorov length scale. Effectively the simulation has an
artificial viscosity which is given by,
(5.18)
ν(t)3 = η4ε(t)
ν(t)= (η4ε(t)) 13 ,
where equations 5.17 have simply been rearranged.
Although the effective viscosity resulting from scaling around the smallest resolved scales is
unnaturally high for the specific contexts being investigated, it has little bearing on the behaviour
of the particles. In our case it is unimportant whether the entire flow field accurately reflects that
of a realistic cloud or river, as the particles are influenced by accelerations that act over a length
scale relatively close to their own radius.
Given our definition of the Kolmogorov length scale, the particle behaviour is best categorised
using the the resolution of the simulation. Therefore, the resolution of the simulation has a
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Figure 5.5: Figure showing the same information as figure 5.4, but in this case the flow was
bounded in the vertical with gravity equal to g =−9.81. inset The decay of the flow is slower when
gravity is included so that E(t)≈λt−1, where λ is an arbitrary constant.
bearing on the particle Reynolds number, Rep. We recall that the Maxey-Riley equation has a
practical region of validity defined by Rep < 5, although the strict mathematical limit, due to
assumptions made in the derivation of the equation, is actually Rep ¿. Our simulations are
conducted in a 1m3 box, consisting of 2563 cells, leading to a spatial resolution of ∆x = 1/256≈
0.0039. Provided the particles investigated have diameters many times smaller than ∆x, then
the requirement on the particle Reynolds number, 2rpρ f (v−u)
µ
< 5, will be satisfied.
Given the fluid velocity field and a method for categorising particle behaviours within it, in
the following section we discuss methods for categorising clustering behaviours.
5.3 Categorising clustering
Before we determine a method to quantify clustering, let us familiarise ourselves with what the
term means. The clustering of the particles is the degree to which they group together in certain
regions of the flow. Inertial particles that are more dense than the fluid cluster because they
are ejected from vortical flow features, causing them to group together between them. Figure
5.6 shows a planar slice through the probability distribution function predicted by the transfer
operator. The simulation was initialised with the velocity field given in equation 5.15, gravity
was inactive and the boundary conditions were periodic. The density ratio R was akin to sand in
water and equal to 0.4.



























































































(d) mean energy dissipation rate
Figure 5.6: The characteristic time and length scales, and the Reynolds number have been
calculated for the bounded test flow using the energy spectra in figure 5.5. Each of the sub-plots
show different characteristic flow measures. Similar results are obtained for the unbounded case.
The Kolmogorov length scale can be seen to be considerably smaller than the smallest scales in the
simulation in (b). In (c) we have plotted the energy dissipation rate ε and an approximation given
by U3/L [6].
are more likely to contain particles than others, shown by the fact that the value of the PDF of
particle positions is higher in certain regions.
The degree of clustering displayed is clearly dependent on the parameter S/R. As S/R
increases, so does the prevalence of more densely populated regions. The scale over which the
clustering occurs is also noticeably dependent on S/R. For S/R equal to 0.25 there is a clear large
scale pattern to the clustering regions. Conversely, for S/R = 0.0188 the clustering is relatively
homogenous throughout the domain. Given a picture of what is meant by clustering, let us
define it quantitively. As in the third chapter, we would like to use the trajectories of individual
particles to verify the transfer operator. The degree of preferential concentration and rate of
sedimentation predicted by the transfer operator should match the particle simulations. Before
a comparison can be made, we must define a clustering measure, but defining a clustering
measure that can be used for both simulation types is difficult. The information from the two
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(a) S/R = 0.0188 (b) S/R = 0.025
(c) S/R = 0.125 (d) S/R = 0.25
Figure 5.7: The images show snapshots of the PDF of particle positions predicted by the transfer
operator in the x− y plane at z = 0.5. The transfer operator predicts increasing particle clustering
as the particle parameter S/R is increased. The spatial scale over which the clustering occurs also
increases so that, in (d), large areas of the flow are devoid of particles. Highly populated regions
are represented by yellow streaks. Note that the colour scale is different in each image to reflect
the full range of the PDFs. The flow was fully developed when the snapshot was taken after 5
simulated seconds.
simulation types is very different. The transfer operator method produces a continuous, but
discretely sampled, representation of particle positions in space. A simulation of many individual
trajectories produces a noisy and statistically non convergent distribution of particles.
The seemingly obvious solution is to produce a cell wise representation of the particle dis-
tribution. First, we bin the particle positions over the same Cartesian grid used by the transfer
operator. The result is an array containing the number of particles per transfer operator cell,
which we denote with Mp(x), where X is a discrete variable representing the cell index. The PDF
of particle positions predicted by the transfer operator is given by Q(X ). To allow comparison
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between Q(X ) and Mp(X ) we normalise both as follows,
(5.19)







where N is the number of cells. A circumflex is used to indicate that the variable has been
normalised. The normalisation ensures that the mean of the distributions is equal to 1.
In the third chapter we binned the particles from the particle simulation over a spatial grid.
We were then able to successfully compare the results produced by the transfer operator with
simulations of large numbers of particles. However, the space discretised in the third chapter was
two dimensional. Many more particles are required in a 3-dimensional space to reach statistical
convergence than in 2 dimensions. Therefore, in 3-dimensions we suffer more from the presence of
noise in the particle distribution. To reduce the influence of the noise in the particle distribution
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8
where M(i, j,k)p denotes the number of particles in cell (i, j,k) of the discretisation.
As a test case let us look at the results of a simulation with N = 2563 cells. We use equation
5.15 as an initial condition for the flow field and simulate Np = 105 particles in a triply periodic
domain. We bin the particles at two different resolutions: at the resolution of the simulation
where there are 2563 cells, and secondly over a grid of 643 cells.
Figure 5.8 shows the particle positions before and after binning in a planar slice through
the middle of the domain. The slice is orientated in the x− y plane and is one cell thick in the
vertical (i.e. z ranges between 31∆z ≤ z < 32∆z). The snapshot was taken after 5 seconds. Figure
5.8(a) shows the actual particle positions in the plane before binning and figure 5.8(b) shows
the number of particles per cell after binning. After binning, one iteration of spatial smoothing
using equation 5.20 is conducted. Figure 5.8(c) shows the PDF predicted by the transfer operator.
Whilst some features appear in both figure 5.8(b) and figure 5.8(c) the agreement is poor. The
features of the flow field that create the majority of the clustering (the smallest vortices) are close
in scale to the grid. Binning over a coarse grid misses the effect of the smallest flow features and
therefore much of the clustering.
Figure 5.9 shows the other extreme. When binning over a high resolution grid, there are
too few particles in the simulation for statistics to converge sufficiently. The clear clustering
behaviour predicted by the transfer operator is completely missed by the particle simulation.
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Figure 5.8: In order to compare the transfer operator predictions to the positions of Lagrangian
particles, we must bin the Lagrangian particle positions in space. A snapshot of particle positions
in a planar slice in the x− y plane at z ≈ 0.5, t = 5, and S/R = 0.0250 is shown for both the
Lagrangian particle simulation and the transfer operator simulations. The choice of resolution
for the binning of particles is difficult: too coarse a grid and the clustering is missed, too fine a
grid and the statistics are extremely noisy. In this figure the particles were binned over a grid of
N = 643 cells.












































Figure 5.9: The same information is shown here as in figure 5.8. However, the grid over which
the particles are binned is much finer with N = 2563. With such a fine grid, too few particles were
simulated to reach statistical convergence.
It is clear that an alternative approach to categorise clustering is required. Let us try to
compare global statistics on the clustering. As in the second chapter, we use histograms of the
PDFs as our comparator. The space of the number of particles per cell is discretised. A count is
then assigned to each discrete bin to produce a histogram, or distribution. Processing the data
in this way is useful because the characteristics of the histograms can be used to characterise
clustering. For example, the more the histogram is skewed to the left the greater the degree of
clustering. Figure 5.10 shows the histograms for three values of S/R: S/R = 0.0188, S/R = 0.1250
and S/R = 0.2500. Distributions are produced for three instances in time to show how the
clustering behaviour changes with the decay of the turbulence.
There is obvious disparity between the distributions produced from the transfer operator
simulation, and those produced from the particle simulation. First let us focus on the transfer
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operator distributions. At S/R = 0.0188 there is very little clustering. The distributions have
modes close to one and show relatively little skewness. At S/R = 0.125 the degree of clustering
predicted by the transfer operator is larger. Wide distribution tails indicate that there are some
bins with many more particles in than others. For S/R = 0.25, even more clustering can be is
predicted by the transfer operator. All distributions are strongly skewed to the left and the tails
have spread further still.














































































































Figure 5.10: In order to compare the clustering predicted by the transfer operator with the cluster-
ing displayed by particles in the Lagrangian particle simulations, we plot frequency distributions
over the number of particles per cell. The further the distributions are skewed to the left, the
greater the degree of clustering. Discrepancies between the frequency distributions predicted by
the transfer operator (dashed line) and the individual particle trajectories (solid blue line) are
due to insufficient numbers of particles in the simulation. As a result, the Lagrangian particle
distributions do not change for the particle simulations. An alternative approach to characterise
clustering in the particle simulations will be used.
Now we turn to the distributions produced from the particle simulations which tell a different
story. Whilst there is a small increase in clustering as the value of S/R increases, it is extremely
subtle. Randomness in the particle distribution dominates and much of the clustering is missed.
We can successfully categorise the clustering predicted by the transfer operator using the
distributions, but are unable to do the same for the particle simulations. To capture the clustering
shown in the particle simulations we need a further approach. Following [7], we introduce the
correlation dimension D. Let P(Y ) denote the probability of finding two particles closer together






jΘ(Y −||xi − x j||)
N2p −Np
, j > i,
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where xi and x j are the positions of two particles, Θ is the Heaviside function and Np is the
number of particles in the simulation. For small Y , P(Y ) ∝ Y D and D can be found by taking
logarithms,
(5.22) D ≈ log10(P(Y ))− log10(λ)
log10(Y )
,
where λ is some proportionality constant. To find D in practice, we fit a power law to P(Y ) for
0<Y /η< 5. In [30] the power law was fitted for 0.1<Y /η< 10, but we find including larger values
of Y dramatically changes the value of D. For Y > 5 the distribution no longer follows a power
law. We will show in the following section that the correlation dimension is extremely successful
for quantifying the clustering of the particles.
5.4 Results
We have conducted simulations in both the unbounded flow and the flow bounded in the vertical
using parameters found in table 5.1 and table 5.2 in section 5.2.4. For each parameter set, a
simulation was conducted using the active tracer equation introduced in second chapter, the full
Maxey-Riley equation solved in the second, and using the transfer operator introduced in the
third. The results are split into three sections. First, a comparison is made between the transfer
operator and the active tracer simulations in the unbounded flow. Then a similar comparison
is made in the bounded flows, where the sedimentation rates of the particles provides us with
further comparators. In the third section we explore the influence of the history force on the
degree of clustering and the sedimentation rates of the particles.
5.4.1 Unbounded flow
Our first observation concerns the dependence of the particle clustering on the energy in the flow.
Figure 5.11 shows the distribution over the number of particles per cell predicted by the transfer
operator. The value of S/R was equal to 0.25. Distributions are plotted for a series of instances in
time to show how the clustering decays along with the flow. Initially, when the energy in the flow
is maximal, the clustering is extremely pronounced. After 10 seconds, the particles have returned
to a more random distribution.
A random distribution categorises the behaviour of passive tracers that follow fluid stream-
lines. Passive tracers in a turbulent flow produce a distribution close to Poissonian because the
turbulent vortices mix them randomly. As the turbulent energy in our flow decreases, the Stokes
number of the particles decreases, and the particles behave more like passive tracers. In fact, the
turbulent eddies serve to homogenise the particle distribution as the simulation progresses.
The question is by how much does the clustering decay relative to the energy in the flow. Let
us turn our attention to the simulations of many individual particle trajectories. The degree
of clustering in the particle simulations can be measured using the correlation dimension, D,
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Figure 5.11: Frequency distributions, over the number of particles per cell, are plotted to inves-
tigate particle clustering predicted by transfer operator. Distributions are shown for a range of
times for a fixed value of S/R = 0.25. The left skewness of the distributions indicates the degree of
clustering. Over time, the energy in the flow decays and the degree of clustering decays with it.
defined in equation 5.22. Figure 5.18 shows the correlation dimension calculated for the particle
simulations for four instances in time: t = 1, t = 3, t = 5, and t = 10 seconds. The correlation
dimension D is plotted as a function of S/R in (a), and as a function of St = SU(t)Rη in (b). Because
we want a clear definition of a timescale for our flow that is not affected by complications of
the effective viscosity discussed earlier, we have chosen to normalise the particle parameters
based on the Kolmogorov length scale and the root mean square velocity U(t). We know that
τn ∝ ηU(t) , and we find defining a Stokes number based on
η
U(t) produces good results. By plotting
the correlation dimension as a function of St, rather than as a function of S/R, the curves collapse
onto one another.
The way the curves collapse so readily onto one another indicates the importance of the
parameter U(t) as a method for categorising particle behaviour. It appears that the degree of
clustering of active tracer particles is linearly dependent on U(t). By extension, it appears that
the degree of clustering is proportional to
p
E(t) .
In figure 5.18 there is an obvious value of St that produces maximal clustering. Maximum
clustering (a minimum value of D) occurs for approximately St = 1 in all cases. In fact, it is well
known that particle clustering in turbulent flows reaches a peak close to St = 1 ( i.e where the
particle response time is close in value to the Kolmogorov timescale) [7, 101].
The mono-modal clustering with St is observed for the particle simulations, but not for the
transfer operator. Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of number of particles per cell for a series of
representative Stokes numbers. The degree of clustering increases continuously for increased
Stokes number, displaying no peak at St = 1. Such discrepancy between the particle simulations
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(a) The correlation dimension, D, is plotted as a
function of S/R.











(b) The correlation dimension, D, is plotted as a
function of St.
Figure 5.12: The correlation dimension, D, is used to measure clustering in the Lagrangian
particle simulations. The correlation dimension is plotted both as a function of S/R and St to
show that clustering is dependent on St and not just S/R. When the root mean square velocity, U,
is taken into account in the Stokes number, the correlation dimension plots collapse onto the same
curve. The most extreme clustering occurs for St ≈ 1 for all time.
and the transfer operator predictions indicates a region of validity for the transfer operator
similar to one found in the third chapter. However, to draw such conclusions we desire a method
of more direct comparison between the methods.























Figure 5.13: Frequency distributions over the number of particles per cell predicted by the transfer
operator, are shown here for a range of Stokes numbers. The higher the Stokes number, the greater




To allow comparison between the transfer operator and the particle simulations, we measure
the skewness of the distributions in figure 5.13. The skewness of each distribution is plotted as a
function of St in Figure 5.14(b). We recall that increased skewness of the distribution indicates
more clustering. In the third chapter we demonstrated that the efficacy of the transfer operator
diminishes around S/R = 0.1≈ St = 1. The limit of validity is therefore no surprise, but reiterates
that the region of usefulness of the method is limited to small Stokes numbers.
In figure 5.14(b) we compare the clustering predicted by the transfer operator directly with
the clustering found in the large particle simulation. To do so, we plot 1/Sk, as a function of
Stokes number on the left vertical axis, where Sk is the skewness of the distributions predicted
by the transfer operator. On the right vertical axis, we plot the correlation dimension as a function
of St. Both axes have been scaled so that the minimum clustering displayed by both is coincident.
A moving average has also been plotted for both data sets to guide the eye. The noise in the data





























































(b) Skewness of transfer operator distributions.
Figure 5.14: (a) Clustering is measured differently for each modelling approach. Skewness of
distributions over the number of particles per cell is used for the transfer operator simulations, and
the correlation dimension is used for the Lagrangian particle simulations. The clustering predicted
by the transfer operator (black diamonds) is plotted together with the clustering predicted by
the particle simulations (red crosses). Both modelling approaches display the same trend up to
St ≈ 1, beyond which the transfer operator continues to predict increases in particle clustering for
increasing St. (b) The skewness of the frequency distributions predicted by the transfer operator
increase with St, but do not display the expected mono modal behaviour as in figure 5.18.
There is a region in figure 5.14 where the rate of increase of clustering is similar for both
simulations. Beyond the expected peak of the clustering, St = 1, the transfer operator begins to
over predict the clustering.
The over prediction of clustering for large Stokes numbers is due to the more massive particles
ignoring the smallest features in the flow field. Rather than accelerate with the flow, they deviate
less from their original trajectories. Similar behaviour can be seen in figure 2.6 in the third
chapter.
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In the third chapter we investigated a simple two dimensional flow field with two periodic
vortices. In that case, instead of particles being attracted to the separatrices, the clustering occurs
along a wider band around the separatrix. The result is that the attractive regions between
the vortices are less sharp for more massive particles and clustering is reduced. It is surmised
that a similar behaviour is happening in the more complicated flow field used in this chapter.
The behaviour arises from particles carrying large amounts of momentum from vortex to vortex.
Each new vortex is unable to impose itself on the particles enough to considerably change the
particle momentum. The transfer operator approach on the other hand, takes into account only
the current position of the particle to predict its future state. As such, a particle does not arrive
in a box with a memory of any previous vortices and the transfer operator is unable to replicate
the peak clustering behaviour. In the case of the transfer operator, larger Stokes number simply
imply increasingly large vortex ejection rates, and consequently increasing clustering. That is
not to say that the transfer operator is unsuccessful, rather that it has a region of validity.
5.4.2 Bounded flow: sedimentation
In the second test case, the influence of gravity is investigated. Preferential concentration of
particles is known to affect the sedimentation rate of particles. In regions where there are many
particles, the sedimentation rates are reduced [102]. The ability to replicate the sedimentation
rate of inertial particles in the continuum limit, allows the influence of preferential concentration
on sedimentation rates to be investigated. Here we show that the transfer operator exactly
predicts the sedimentation rate of the particles in the turbulent test flow.
First let us glean a general understanding of the sedimentation behaviour of the particles.
Figure 5.15 shows two snapshots of a simulation with S/R = 0.0250 at t = 5s (figure 5.15(a))
and t = 10s (figure 5.15(b)). The left hand panel in both cases shows the prediction made by
the transfer operator, whilst the right hand panel shows the distribution of particles from the
particle simulation. In both cases the sedimentation rate is well matched. Further, the particle
distributions match in the horizontal direction too, demonstrating that the variable sedimentation
produced by variability in the turbulence is captured by both simulations. For a quantitative
assessment of the sedimentation rates, we average the particle concentrations over vertical slices
of thickness ∆x. The result is the average concentration of particles as a function of depth. The
process is repeated every second during the simulations for both the transfer operator and the
particles to generate a matrix containing average particle concentrations for a number of depths
and times. The matrix can be plotted as an image, that shows as a colour gradient, how the
spatial distribution of the particles changes throughout the simulation. We recall the variables
M̂p(x, t) and Q̂(x, t) from earlier sections. The variable M̂p(x, t) describes the number of particles
per cell from the particle simulation, and Q̂(x, t) describes PDF of particle positions predicted
by the transfer operator. Averaging in horizontal slices produces two variables that are simply
functions of depth and time, M̂p(z, t) and Q̂(z, t).
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(a) Left: Q̂(x = 0.5, t = 5) and the Right: distribution of particles for 0.45 < x < 0.55 after 5
seconds.
(b) Left: Q̂(x = 0.5, t = 10) and the Right: distribution of particles for 0.45< x < 0.55 after 10s.
Figure 5.15: The transfer operator prediction of sedimenting particles (left) compares well with
the actual locations of particles from Lagrangian particle simulations (right). The snapshots were
taken after 5s (top) and 10s (bottom).
Figure 5.16 shows the distribution M̂p(z, t) compared with Q̂(z, t) by way of contours. Three
representative contour values are chosen, M̂p(z, t)= [0.001,0.1,0.5]. The centre of mass is also
plotted as a function of time for both the transfer operator and the particle simulations. Initially
the centre of mass is exactly halfway up the tank as the particles are homogeneously distributed
in space. By the end of the simulation the particles have sedimented out and the centre of mass is
at the bottom of the tank. For each of the contours and the centre of mass, the transfer operator
and the particle simulations produce excellent agreement.
It is clear that the transfer operator does a good job of representing the sedimentation
statistics of the whole ensemble. What is less clear is whether the clustering of the particles
is accurately captured. An advantage of the sedimentation simulations is that the particle
concentration quickly increases at the bottom of the tank. The increase in concentration greatly
improves the statistical quality of the particle distribution for a certain region of the flow. Better
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Figure 5.16: The distribution of the particles in the vertical predicted by the transfer operator
match exactly with the direct simulation of a large number of Lagrangian particles. The numbers
(0.5, 0.1, 0.01) represent the level sets of the scaled particle density field. For all level sets, the
agreement between the particle simulation and the transfer operator simulation is excellent.
comparisons between the transfer operator and the particle simulations can be achieved in the
regions near the bottom of the tank.
Figure 5.17 shows two snapshots of the bottom few centimetres of the tank where the particle
concentration is high. Again St/R = 0.0250 and the snapshots are taken at t = 5s (figure 5.17(a))
and t = 10s (figure 5.17(b)). There is very strong clustering behaviour at the bottom of the
tank where the particles are trapped vertically. The patterns created by high and low particle
concentrations are well matched in both cases with features appearing in identical locations. Of
course, if both modelling approaches are working as they should, then the two figures should
match: the fact that they match so well, gives us confidence that the transfer operator approach
is successfully capturing the inertial properties of the particles in the turbulent flow.
An interesting observation of the patterns produced in figure 5.17 are the large scale nature
of the features around which the particles cluster. There are features of the flow which are acting
over a much smaller length scale than the shapes produced by the particles. Such clustering
behaviour implies that the particles are successively ejected from smaller vortices to become
aligned in the separatrices between the larger more persistent ones.
5.4.3 Including history
In this section we investigate the influence of the history force on particle clustering and sedimen-
tation rates in turbulent flows. Whilst there are a number of studies investigating the relevance
of various particle forces, there are few studies that investigate the influence of the Basset force
on particle clustering. Recently, however, two studies appeared, one from Olivieri [31] and one
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(a) Left: Q(z =∆x, t = 5) and the Right: distribution of particles for z < 0.1 after 5s.
(b) Left: Q(z =∆x, t = 10) and the Right: distribution of particles for z < 0.1 after 10s.
Figure 5.17: The bottom few centimetre of the tank are densely populated with particles and
provide an opportunity for visual comparison of clustering features. The distribution of particles
at the bottom of the tank predicted using the transfer operator (left) compares well with the actual
particle positions from direct simulation of particle trajectories (right). Features in the clustering
regions of the particles match qualitatively between the two methods.
from Daitche [30] which investigated clustering in the presence of history. Both found the history
force reduced clustering, but disagreed about its significance for different parameter regimes.
Daitche found that the history force greatly reduced clustering for small density ratios but was
insignificant for larger ones such as in raindrop formation. Olivieri on the other hand found that
clustering was reduced for all density ratios provided St was large enough. We aim to ascertain
whether the influence of history is indeed reduced for large density ratios.
We are also motivated to define the region of validity of the transfer operator. Including the
history force in the transfer operator method is extremely complicated. It is important to identify
when history is important so that we can define the region of the parameter space for which the
transfer operator can be used. Where history is significant other modelling approaches should be
adopted.
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We also investigate the role of the history force in a system of sedimenting particles. We
wish to understand its influence on the sedimentation rate of particles, and how its influence
changes as a function of the energy in the flow. In the simple case of a spherical particle falling
under gravity in a quiescent fluid, the influence of the history force is significant in reducing
the terminal velocity of the particle [103]. It is expected therefore, that history will also reduce
particle sedimentation rates in turbulent flows.
The simulations in the previous sections have been repeated with the history force included
using the parameter values in table 5.1 and table 5.2. History is included using the numerical
method detailed in the second chapter. When coupled with the requirements of the fluid solver,
the memory requirements of including history are very large. To make simulations tractable,
we use a shorter history window than in the first chapter. The time for over which the history
integral is evaluated, twin, is set to 1 second rather than the 2 seconds used in the second chapter.
Beyond 1 second, the tail of the history force is approximated using Hinsberg’s exponential kernel
[63]. When history is included, the step size of the method is fixed and the other discrete time
parameters are defined relative to this: ∆tp =∆t f = 2∆t.
We first compare our results to the work of Daitche; for this we recall the correlation dimension
D. The correlation dimension provides a single value that characterises the degree of clustering
displayed by the particles. Daitche found that the clustering peaked (D was at a minimum) at
approximately St = 1, both with and without history. Further, for small density ratios Daitche
found that particle clustering was significantly reduced when history was included, but had a
lesser effect as ρp/ρ f increased.
Figure 5.18 shows the correlation dimension, D, plotted as a function of St for R = 10−3. A
density parameter of R = 10−3 is representative of water in air. Figure 5.19 shows the correlation
dimension D as a function of St for R = 0.4, which is representative of sand in water.




























Figure 5.18: The history force is known to influence particle clustering. Here, the correlation
dimension is plotted as a function of St with R = 10−3, which is representative of water in air.
History significantly reduces clustering as the simulation progresses.
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Figure 5.19: When the particle and fluid densities correspond to sand in water, R = 0.4, clustering
is hugely affected by the history force. The red lines show simulations conducted without history,
and the blue lines show simulations where history was included. History destroys clustering for
all St.
Our results differ from those of Olivieri [31] and Daitche [30]. Daitche in particular found
that particle clustering was reduced for smaller density ratios, but not for the higher density
ratios of raindrop formation. In our simulations, significant clustering reduction can be seen for
both the large density ratio case and the smaller density ratio case in our simulations. For the
case of sand in water the clustering is destroyed by the presence of history.
A possible reason for the discrepancy is in the nature of the turbulence studied. We have
investigated the clustering in a decaying turbulent flow as opposed to a forced turbulent flow. It
is possible that the decaying nature of the flow has a bearing on the degree to which the history
force influences particles. Let us remind ourselves of the form of the history force, FB. The history
force is an integral over all historical acceleration differences between the particle and the fluid,
given by,









As the fluid velocity decays, so does the size of the forces acting on the particles. Consequently,
fluid accelerations from the particles history, when fluid velocities were higher, would be relatively
more significant than acceleration differences from the present. In our flow, the characteristic
velocity, U decays at a rate between t−1 and t−2 (see figures 5.4 and 5.5). The decay rate of U
is greater than the decay rate of the history kernel which decays as t−1/2. If accelerations from
the particle’s history are relatively larger than they would be in a non-decaying flow, then the
behaviour of the particles could be significantly altered. In a forced turbulent flow, as in the one
used by Daitche, U is constant throughout the simulation, meaning historical accelerations would
not be relatively larger than accelerations from the particle’s present.
Of course we are assuming here that the acceleration difference between the particle and
the fluid decays with U which, although likely, is not necessarily the case. To investigate our
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assumption, we have recorded the acceleration differences between the particles and the fluid for
a simulation of 100 particles. The simulation consisted of 128×128×128 fluid cells and the initial
conditions of the velocity field were given by equation 5.15. The remaining parameters are the
same as in table 5.1 and the boundary conditions are periodic in all directions. Figure 5.20 shows
how the acceleration difference of the particles decays relative to U . Clearly the type of flow has
Figure 5.20: History could be particularly potent in a decaying flow because historical accelera-
tions are larger than accelerations in the present. The decay of the acceleration difference between
the particles and the fluid is plotted here as a function of time for 100 particles. The average over
all the particles is shown by the solid black line. Also plotted is the decaying U, the history kernel,
and the Stokes number, to show how each decays relative to one another.
a strong bearing on how influential the history force is likely to be. In decaying turbulence it
should be more significant than in forced turbulence which is exactly what we have found.
Our second investigation is into the influence of history on sedimenting particles in the
bounded flow. Here the density ratio used is representative of sand in water. As in the previous
section, the regions at the bottom of the tank are densely populated with particles. Densely
populated regions provide a good opportunity for visual comparison between the clustering when
history is and isn’t included. As we have found for the unbounded flow, clustering is significantly
affected by the inclusion of the history force in the bounded flow. The reduction in clustering
caused by history is clearly evident in figure 5.21. Figure 5.21 shows a comparison between
the particle positions in the bottom centimetres of the tank when history is and isn’t included.
The snapshot was taken after 5 seconds, and the Stokes number of the particles was St = 0.2.
The densely clustered regions are markedly different with and without history. With history,
the densely populated regions are less sharp, indicating that the clustering is weaker. History
also has an influence on the sedimentation rates of the particles. figure 5.22 shows the average
vertical position of particles as a function of time for the three modelling approaches: active tracer
particles, particles including history, and the transfer operator. History significantly reduces the
sedimentation rate for S/R = 0.25 and S/R = 0.125, but is less influential for smaller S/R. In
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(c) after binning (d) after binning including history
Figure 5.21: Again, the bottom of the tank in the sedimentation simulations provides a good
opportunity for visual comparison between modelling approaches. Particle positions for z < 0.1
after 5s, both without history (left) and with history (right) are plotted. The particle parameters
were given by S/R = 0.025 with R = 0.4 representative of sand in water. The Stokes number of the
particles was St = 0.2.
all cases the transfer operator accurately replicates the sedimentation rate of the active tracer
particles. What is clearly evident is that the history force has an impact on particle behaviour
for both density ratios investigated. The influence is significant for all St numbers for the small
density ratio case of sand in air, but only significant for the raindrop formation case for St > 0.1.
5.5 Conclusions
The clustering and sedimentation behaviour of inertial particles has been investigated in a turbu-
lent cloud-like flow. We have demonstrated that the transfer operator is effective in capturing
the dynamics of the particles for certain regions of the parameter space defined by S and R. The
measure of validity is given by the Stokes number St. For St ≤ 1 the transfer operator approach
appears to work well for active tracer particles. For larger particles, the inertial equation no
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Figure 5.22: The history force reduces particle sedimentation rates and its influence increases as
a function of S/R. The vertical centroid of the particle positions is plotted as a function of time for
three values of S/R. To demonstrate how effectively the transfer operator captures the dynamics
of the active tracer, the sedimentation rates predicted by the transfer operator are also plotted on
each plot.
longer successfully describes the motion of the particles. Rather than display peak clustering
for a value of St = 1, the transfer operator predicts that the degree of clustering will continue to
increase with Stokes number.
In applications where the Stokes number is less than 1 and the history force is insignificant,
our approach is valuable. Where particles are small and numerous, for example in the early stages
of raindrop formation, an Eulerian particle description can provide significant computational
savings. In such applications the deviation of the particles from the fluid flow are sufficiently
small to allow the inertial equation to capture the important dynamics. Although clustering is
less significant in these regions it still plays a role in the dynamics of the particles.
We have also shown that as a statistical representation of the ensemble, our method is
extremely effective. The sedimentation rates of the Lagrangian particle simulations almost
exactly match the sedimentation rates of the transfer operator predictions. Further, the regions
of higher concentration at the bottom of the tank provided evidence that the clustering of
the particles was accurately captured by the transfer operator. The regions of dense particle
concentration very closely matched for both cases as can be seen in figure 5.17. Particles are
strongly attracted to large scale structures in the flow. Such regions are prime candidates for
accelerated aggregation processes such as rapid droplet growth in a cloud.
The obvious capabilities of the transfer operator approach to represent the dynamics of the
inertial particles make it a good candidate for investigations into the influence of the particle
phase on the fluid. It is possible to investigate how the energy spectrum of the turbulence is
affected for a wide range of particle concentrations with no increase in the computational cost of
the simulations.
However, the history force is clearly important for some regions of the parameters space.
When the history force becomes significant, it is necessary to simulate the trajectories of the
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individual particles rather than attempting to approximate their dynamics probabilistically using
the transfer operator. The history force acts to suppress the clustering of the particles. In our
simulations it destroys the clustering for a density ratio akin to sand in water. For the raindrop
formation case the clustering is also reduced but to a lesser degree.
There is a clear transition in figure 5.18 between the region for which history is influential
and the region for which it is not. For St < 0.1 the history force does not influence the clustering
in the raindrop formation case. The same region defines the region for which the transfer operator
successfully captures the clustering of active tracer particles. We conclude that the transfer













We have developed and tested novel modelling approaches for inertial particles, and explored in
detail nuances of their dynamics. Through the first 3 chapters we constructed and verified our
methods in steady paradigmatic vortical flows. In the fifth chapter we applied our methods in
turbulent flows, showing that our Eulerian approach for inertial particles produces good results
when compared with Lagrangian methods. Investigation of emergent ensemble behaviours, in
both steady and turbulent flows, have allowed us to define particle behaviour in terms of simple
understandable phenomena. The following is a summary of the specific works conducted in each
chapter.
In the second chapter, we adapted existing numerical methods for integration of the Maxey-
Riley equation. One approach for reducing the cost of numerical integration of the history
force is to truncate the window of historical accelerations. However, doing so reduces accuracy
significantly. The solution, as pointed out by Hinsberg et al., is to use an exponential kernel
approximation for the tail of the history kernel [63]. Using the work of Hinsberg et al., we make
an adaptation of their tail approximation which allows it to be used in higher order schemes.
We showed that using the exponential kernel gives the same degree of accuracy as calculating
the entire Basset integral, provided the window is sufficiently long. Further we point out that
because the MR equation is a stiff equation, stability is improved by using an implicit method;
this fact seems not to have been noted in the literature. Very small particle Stokes numbers
make trajectories simulated with the explicit Adams-Bashforth method unstable. Although
deviations from fluid velocities are limited for small Stokes, we showed that particles display
inertial properties comfortably below the limit of instability for a step size of t = 10−3. By using
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an implicit method, such as the BDF2, problems of instability are avoided.
Our numerics compared well with an analytical solution of particles migrating radially under
rigid body rotation. Comparison was also made with experimental data from Esperance et al.[3].
With confidence in our numerics, we used our method to investigate the influence of model choice
on particle trajectories in a vortical flow. Specifically, we compared trajectories with and without
history to ascertain when it should be used in later modelling. We found that although history
was less influential for large density ratios, it still played a role for all densities.
In the third chapter, motivated by an Eulerian description of inertial particles, we discretised
a transfer operator that acts on the probability density function of particle positions. Such an
approach has computational complexity independent of the number of particles in the system. In
order to further improve efficiency, we collapsed the dynamics of the particles onto an inertial
manifold, the mathematical description of which was derived by Haller [4]. After reducing the
dynamics of the system, sufficient resolution is achieved to effectively capture the important clus-
tering properties of the particles. The method is compared against simulations containing large
numbers of Lagrangian particle trajectories. Inertial behaviours of the particles are accurately
maintained up to S/R ≈ 0.1, at which point particle behaviours begin to change. Instead of being
attracted to the separatrix dividing vortices, particles are attracted to a wider band of orbits. Our
discretisation of the transfer is unable to capture these dynamics and so its usability is limited to
values of S/R < 0.1.
In the fourth chapter, we compared novel collision detection algorithms with an existing
benchmark approach. Collisions between particles are important in many natural processes,
for example raindrop formation and planetary accretion [25, 69]. Therefore, it is important to
provide methods for modelling collisions that can be used with our transfer operator approach.
Modelling collisions with a discretised transfer operator has algorithmic complexity independent






We also demonstrated that tracking the volumes surrounding trajectories is an effective way
of detecting collisions. However, the said approach requires the calculation of the tangent space,
which is only possible in prescribed analytical flows. For particles advected in a discrete velocity
field, for example the result of a numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, the tangent
space cannot be calculated analytically. For this reason, volume tracking using the tangent space
is only suitable in continuous analytically defined velocity fields.
When comparisons between collision locations are compared between the methods, excellent
agreement is achieved. Remarkably, both approaches produced similar collision rates to the
cell method in the example shown, although the quality of results obtained using the transfer
operator is dependent on particle parameters and grid resolution. Whilst it requires further
development, we are able to show that a collision detection algorithm with algorithmic complexity
independent of the number of particles is achievable using our approach.
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In the fifth chapter we used our methods in a decaying turbulent flow. Our discretisation
of a transfer operator closely matched the clustering of particles in Lagrangian simulations
and exactly matched particle sedimentation rates. Clustering is successfully captured when
the Stokes number is less than 1, but does not produce reductions in clustering for further
increases in St. We also investigated the clustering of particles under the influence of the history
force, as there are discrepancies between findings from different authors [7, 31]. Interestingly,
we found history to be more influential in our decaying turbulent flow than it had been in the
forced turbulence tested by others. It appears that including history in modelling is particularly
important in decaying turbulent flows.
6.2 Common themes
6.2.1 On the history force
Throughout the thesis we check to see how the often neglected history force influences the specific
dynamics relevant to the chapter. We found that history is most influential for small density
ratios for all measured properties. The specific example we continually make reference to is sand
particles in water, ρp/ρ f ≈ 2 or density parameter R ≈ 0.4. For larger density ratios, and the same
value of St, the history force has less of a bearing on particle dynamics. This theme is common for
all properties we investigate: for low density ratios, history reduces the vortex ejection rate, path
deviation, collision rates and clustering. Of course, all these properties are closely related and
are all essentially behaviours that depend on vortex ejection. The radial migration rate controls
how quickly particles reach attractive regions between vortices, which are exactly the regions in
flows where particles cluster and are most likely to collide.
Using steady flows is supremely useful, because the relatively simple dynamics that particles
display within them are easy to understand. Knowledge of particle behaviour in steady flows,
opens channels of understanding towards particle behaviours in more complex flows. Clustering
behaviour is similarly influenced by history in turbulent flows, as it is in steady vortical ones. It
is considered in the literature that particles cluster in regions of low vorticity and high strain
rate [18]. Such regions are analogous to the regions between vortical structures in the steady
flows we investigate in the first three chapters.
In the fifth chapter, we chose to investigate the effect of history on the behaviour of particles in
a decaying turbulent flow. Whilst there are recent studies on the behaviour of particles in forced
turbulence in the presence of history, there are no recent studies to our knowledge that investigate
inertial particles in a decaying flow. We find that historical effects on particle clustering are far
more prevalent in a decaying flow. We attribute this to the difference in decay rates between the
history kernel and the velocity of the fluid. Particle accelerations relative to the fluid decay much
faster than the Basset kernel (O(t−
5
2 ), compared with, O(t−
1
2 )). Recent accelerations are much
smaller than historical ones in a decaying flow. Therefore, the influence of the history force grows
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relative to the other forces as the simulation progresses.
To ensure that our findings were unique to decaying flows, we have investigated clustering in
a steady superposition of ABC flows. The superposition of flows was the same one used for the
initial conditions of the decaying flow in the fifth chapter. Figure 6.1 shows how the correlation
dimension D changes as a function of St with and without history. We find that the history force
has a much reduced effect compared with its influence in decaying turbulence. The results are

































(b) sand in water ρp/ρ f ≈ 2
Figure 6.1: Using the initial condition of the decaying flows from the fifth chapter, we investigate
particle clustering in a steady flow with multiple length scales, with and without history. History
has no effect on clustering for the large density ratio case of water in air, but has a considerable
effect on the clustering for the lower density ratio case. In both cases, the influence of history is
significantly smaller than it was in the decaying flow. These results support Daitche’s findings in
forced turbulent flows [7].
It appears that decisions about including history in an application should be based both
on the value of particle parameters and on the form of the flow. A general rule is not easily
obtained for the type of flow for which history will be most influential. What we can say with
reasonable confidence is that in non-decaying flows, with large density ratios, history has little
influence on vortex ejection, clustering, or particle collisions. Consequently, investigations into
cloud microphysics are safely conducted without inclusion of the Basset force. Even in decaying
flows, for water particles in air, history only begins to reduce particle clustering for St > 0.1.
Whilst shown to be accurate experimentally for small particle Reynolds numbers, the Basset
force with a decay kernel of t−1/2 cannot be used when the particle Reynolds number becomes
too large. It is well known that for finite particle Reynolds numbers, the history kernel decays
faster than the O(t−
1
2 ) version derived by Basset. Our results in decaying flows present a physical
reason for why that must be the case. It is unphysical that disturbances caused by the particles
should decay slower than the flow in which they reside. The reason for the difference is that
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advective terms are ignored in Maxey and Riley’s derivation. Even for the low particle Reynolds
numbers we restrict ourselves to, vorticity transport is dominated by advection far from the
particle. Advection is a much faster process than diffusion meaning that neglecting advection
ignores the largest contribution to the decay of the flow. It is probable that the disturbance
flow around a particle should decay at a similar rate to the overall flow, and thus the influence
of historical accelerations should decay with the fluid. It is only when a decaying flow is used
that the problems with the slowly decaying kernel become obvious. We hope that these results
encourage work on numerical implementations of equations of motion for finite particle Reynolds
numbers.
6.2.2 On parameters of particles
Clear throughout the thesis is the dependance of each of our methods on the St number. Our
discretisation of a transfer operator, Wi j, has accuracy that is dependent on St remaining smaller
than some threshold. Closely related is the degree of clustering shown by particles, which reaches
a peak for St ≈ 1. The influence of history also has a strong dependance on St, with its influence
growing with increasing St until it reaches a maximum at St ≈ 1.
An appropriate definition of the Stokes number for our different flows is not obvious. The
Stokes number is hard to define because it is not always clear which timescale is most relevant
to the particles. In steady flows, we defined T as T = L/U, where we chose L as the periodicity
of the domain, and U as the root mean square velocity. In turbulent flows, T was defined as
the Kolmogorov timescale, which is the timescale that characterises the smallest scales. We
want to understand how the two compare from the perspective of the particles. Looking through
the particle’s eyes, fluid velocities change, both because the particle moves and because of the
unsteady nature of the flow. The timescale, T, needs to reflect how quickly the flow changes from
the perspective of the particle.
In this section, we will compare the results from the various chapters to define exactly how
particle parameters should be normalised in our different flows based on particle behaviour. Let
us use the general consensus that a Stokes number of 1 corresponds to the point where the
particle response time, S/R, is equal to an appropriate fluid timescale T. When this happens, we
see maximal particle clustering in turbulent flows, and maximal influence of the history force.
The question is, what constitutes maximal clustering in the steady flows used in the earlier
chapters?
In the third chapter, we explored in detail the large Stokes number behaviours of inertial
particles that our transfer operator approach is unable to capture. We discovered that at some
crucial parameter value, particles sufficiently ignore fluid streamlines such that they no longer
organise along separatrices for long times. Let us define this phenomenon as analogous to peak
clustering in turbulent flows. In the fifth chapter, we measured clustering using the well known
correlation dimension, D. If we use the same measure to analyse clustering in steady flows, we
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will be able to compare the results and identify an appropriate T for our steady flows. In figure
6.2 we have plotted the correlation dimension as a function of both S/R and St = S/(RT). We find
that for the steady 3-dimensional flows, an appropriate choice for the size of T is the reciprocal of
the root mean square velocity 1/U . Therefore, it appears that 1 is the appropriate length scale in
our steady flows. In the turbulent flow, as before, an appropriate length scale is the Kolmogorov
length scale η. In the 2-dimensional flow a different story emerges, and we find that, when L is











































(b) As a function of St
Figure 6.2: When the correlation dimension is plotted as a function of Stokes, particle clustering
reaches a maximum at St ≈ 1. This is true of a single ABC flow (dashed line), a superposition
of ABC flows (solid line), and a decaying turbulent flow (dotted line). Inset: The correlation
dimension is plotted as function of Stokes in the 2-dimensional flow used in chapters 1, 2 and 3.
Peak clustering occurs at St ≈ 0.4.
Finally, we can link all of the results through a single parameter St = S/(RT), which can be
used to predict the peak influence of history and particle clustering, both in steady flows and
turbulent ones. Whilst peak clustering did not occur at exactly St = 1 for all our flows, it is a
reasonable estimate in all cases. Where a reasonable estimate can be made about the value of St
which will produce peak clustering, then the limit of validity of the transfer operator can also be
reasonably determined.
6.2.3 On model choice
We now review appropriate model choice with reference to particle behaviour. It makes sense to
split the discussion between applications where history is required, and applications where it
is not. Let us assume that the particle Reynolds number is sufficiently small to allow the MR
equation to be used. In this case, where particle density ratios are large, history can be safely
neglected. Where density ratios are smaller, history is important to particle dynamics provided
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the Stokes number is above a certain value. The appropriate value of Stokes is dependent on the
flow, but a reasonable prediction of the importance of history can be made using figure 2.7.
Where possible, it is advantageous to use the discretisation of the transfer operator to model
inertial particles. An Eulerian representation of particle dynamics allows phenomena such
as two-way coupling between the particle and fluid phase to be modelled. It is also efficient
at modelling large ensembles, because increasing the number of represented particles has no
associated performance penalty. Such efficiency makes a transfer operator approach an excellent
candidate for modelling collisions, which is computationally expensive for Lagrangian particles.
Another advantage of the transfer operator is that, in steady flows, the long term state of the
system is given by the eigenvectors of Wi j. Eigenvectors can be calculated with power iteration
algorithms allowing the longterm behaviours to be calculated efficiently.
Our discretisation of the transfer operator may only be used in situations where the influence
of the history force is negligible. Further, because our discretisation of the transfer operator relies
on the inertial equation, its accuracy reduces with increasing St. For St ≈ 1, even qualitative
accuracy is lost due to the fundamental changes in particle dynamics discussed in the previous
section.
In order to optimise numerical efficiency and accuracy, we believe that a multi-method
modelling approach should be considered for applications with a range of particle sizes. An
ideal model would combine the methods we have developed to efficiently model processes with
a broad range of parameter regimes. In instances where there are large numbers of small
particles, the transfer operator approach should be used. As the particle diameter increases in an
aggregation process, such as planetary formation or raindrop growth, the larger particles should
be modelled as Lagrangian particles using the full MR equation. At some point, when particle
diameters exceed several times the Kolmogorov length scale, immersed boundary methods should
be considered which can account for the complex effects of finite particle size on the fluid velocity
field.
For the scales we aimed to represent, our hierarchy of approaches satisfactorily covers a
wide particle parameter space. We have opened the door to investigations of two-way coupling
between small particles and turbulent fluid flows, and identified instances where historical effects
are particularly pronounced. Whilst we primarily investigated density ratios representative of
water in air and sand in water, our methods can be used for any density ratio. The tools we have
provided allow significant further understanding of inertial particles to be developed.
6.3 Further work
Whilst we have explored a number of avenues, and developed several new methods, problems
remain unsolved. Further, the code produced during this PhD contains a number of additional
features that have not been fully explored. These can readily be exploited to answer scientific
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questions. In the following, we detail the areas that are ripe for further research.
6.3.1 The Basset history force
In the fifth chapter, we showed that the Basset history force was particularly significant in
decaying turbulent flows. Our results are different to those conducted by other researchers in
forced turbulent flows. In both cases, comparisons with experimental data would help to verify
the findings of the numerical studies, and to improve understanding of the physical mechanisms
of particle clustering.
Unfortunately, there is limited experimental data with which comparison can be satisfac-
torily made. Difficulties in experiment arise for a number of reasons. Firstly, the conditions
in simulations that are most suited to investigating the influence of history on clustering, do
not coincide with conditions that are readily recreated in the laboratory. To explore specifically
the influence of inertia, clustering is often investigated numerically in zero gravity. Of course,
gravity is always present in real laboratory experiments. Gravitational effects have been shown
to enhance clustering for St > 1 whilst inhibiting it for St < 1 [104]. Therefore, investigations
specifically concerned with inertial effects on particle clustering, will produce different results to
those that include gravity. Another difficulty is maintaining consistent particle concentration.
Sedimentation must be countered by consistent addition of further particles. Finally, accurately
measuring the positions of particles in 3-dimensions in a tank is largely limited to planar views.
Despite the difficulties, some experimental datasets exist for particle clustering in forced
turbulence. Salazar et al. investigated particle clustering in homogenous isotropic turbulence
experimentally. Results were compared with numerical simulations of Lagrangian particles, but
both the pressure term and history term were neglected [105]. Interestingly, Salazar et al. found
that the clustering was under predicted in the simulation. In their experiments, particles were
many times denser than the fluid with ρp/ρ f = 1375. For such a large density ratio and a forced
turbulent flow, the influence of history is expected to be negligible.
Very recently, an experiment was conducted by Petersen et al. [106], which measured particle
clustering for a range of density ratios, in forced, homogenous isotropic turbulence. History
is more likely to influence particle clustering when density ratios are smaller. Consequently,
comparison between their results and numerical simulations of particles with history would be
valuable. Unfortunately, their paper was published on the 14 February 2019, leaving insufficient
time to make any sort of meaningful comparisons.
Experimental data investigating particle clustering in decaying turbulence appears to be
missing in the literature. Such work would be valuable for comparison with our numerical results,
although difficult to measure due to the fast decay rate of unforced flows.
Finally, numerical schemes for forms of the Basset-Bousinesq-Oseen equation valid for finite
Particle Reynolds number are sorely needed. See for example Lovalenti and Brady [53], whose
equation has a faster decaying history Kernel. Their history kernel decays faster than the
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Basset kernel, because advective terms were partially considered in their derivation. Rather than
deriving an equation of motion for particles in a Stokes flow, Lovalenti and Brady used the Oseen
flow. A faster decaying history kernel is expected to reduce influence in decaying turbulence
significantly.
6.3.2 Two-way coupling
A key motivation for the transfer operator approach is that it allows the influence of the particle
phase on the fluid to be explored. It has been found that for high concentrations of particles,
the particle phase influences the energy dissipation rate of the flow [21]. Crucially, our transfer
operator allows the mechanisms of two-way coupling between small particles and the fluid phase
to be explored through buoyancy forcing and momentum transfer, as is considered in studies such
as [107]. Under the approximation that the particle phase can be treated as a fluid of another
density, MOBILE allows consideration of the buoyancy force caused by regions of different density
fluid. Further work is required to include the momentum transfer between the particle and fluid
phase, which can be incorporated by considering that the force imposed on the fluid is equal and
opposite to the force imposed on the particles.
With these methods implemented, we would like to explore the influence of the particles on
the energy spectrum of decaying turbulence and answer questions about the influence of two-way
coupling on the clustering properties of the particles. Does fluid particle feedback increase collision
rates in turbulent flows or reduce them? Can specific particle topologies enhance turbulent energy
whilst others suppress it? For example, if particles appear in dense clusters with some spatial
frequency, are those spatial frequencies excited in the fluid phase?
6.3.3 Improving the transfer operator method
The accuracy of our discretisation of a transfer operator for inertial particles is dependant on
St. For St > 1 the inertial manifold is not a good qualitative prediction of particle velocities. The
number of attractive particle paths increases such that the separatrices are no longer the only
likely long term location of particles. However, where the attractive paths remain unique, particle
velocities occupy a predictable region of the space close to the manifold. For this parameter
regime, the transfer operator approach could be improved by including a small region of the
particle phase space either side of the manifold. By changing the coordinate system so that the






















a transfer operator could be defined that acts on the phase space x(t) = [w(t),y(t)]. In this
alternative phase space, the volume requiring discretisation is dramatically reduced. With only a
small region of the phase space required, the computational requirements of a higher dimensional
transfer operator would be tractable.
It is also possible to improve the remapping algorithm. The remapping method introduced
in chapter 3 only takes into account the translation of the cell centroid. In figure 3.23, we
demonstrated that certain flow features produce erroneous results when only the translation
of the cell centroid is taken into account. For example, a saddle in the particle velocity field
is problematic because the cell centroid can remain stationary, whilst particles move around
it. Similar problems occur where a cell perfectly encompasses a symmetrical vortex. Particle
trajectories circle the vortex centre whilst the centroid remains stationary. By taking into account
the relative motion of the corners of cells, the remapping algorithm could be improved significantly.
Considering corner translation alleviates the problems of symmetrical movement of particles
either side of their centroid.
Despite the simplicity of our approach, remarkable agreement was achieved between La-
grangian and Eulerian simulations, which encourages further improvement of the method.
A discretisation of a transfer operator that can successfully capture the inertial properties
of particles is a useful tool, and one we intend to further develop to include as many physical










COMBINING THE TRANSFER OPERATOR AND MAXEY-RILEY SOLVER
WITH MOBILE
In the fifth chapter, the discretisation of the transfer operator is investigated in decaying turbulent
flows using the Navier-Stokes solver MOBILE. A significant library of functions was created
in this PhD to provide a versatile inertial particle toolbox. In this section a short user guide is
presented for the code.
A.1 Capabilities
A suite of functions has been produced that provides a number of simulation options. These are
primarily split into two categories: simulations using the discretisation of the transfer operator
and simulations of Lagrangian particles. For both simulation types it is possible to simulate in 2
or 3 dimensions with or without gravity for two different test cases: a turbulent jet and a decaying
superposition of ABC flows. Other initial conditions can be straightforwardly implemented
through MOBILE, provided they satisfy the existing boundary conditions.
The code is massively parallel using the open MPI interface for communicating between
processes. Parallelisation is handled by splitting the domain between processes. When particles
pass from one section of the domain to another, they are passed using open MPI’s MPI_Irecv and
MPI_Isend functions. Boundary conditions are passed similarly when the transfer operator is
used.
For the Lagrangian particle simulations, trajectories can be calculated to second order accu-
racy with or without history. A number of options also exist for collision simulations. Particle
collisions can be detected using the cell method detailed in chapter 4. Options for the nucleation
rate, collision type, and collision threshold are provided in input_collisions.dat. For the trans-
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fer operator, density forcing on the fluid phase has also been implemented, although not explored
in this thesis. Density forcing can be switched on by adding the line, MRadvect:=assign(ON); to
the MOBILE input file, input_setup.dat.
A.2 Code structure
The particle toolbox has a separate memory allocation and function library to MOBILE. The aim
was to limit interaction between the phases as much as possible so that the code could be used
with any Navier-Stokes solver. Two intermediary functions are used to communicate between the
fluid and particle phase: MR_init_mobile gets the domain size, allocates memory and applies
initial conditions; MR_update_mobile gets the new velocity fields and calls all updating functions.
Figure A.1 shows the order of the key operations performed by the code within one time step.
Communication with MOBILE is indicated by the red dashed boxes.
The majority of function calls come from MR_update_mobile, which conducts operations in
the following order: gets new velocity field from MOBILE; passes particles between processes;
advects particles using the solver detailed in the second chapter; outputs data to file.
A.3 Input files
Three input files are used for the particle phase: input_MR.dat, MRflowvariables.dat and
input_collisions.dat. Each is presented in a table along with a brief description of each input.
The input file input_MR.dat, contains the majority of inputs and is presented in table A.1.
Capabilities that are specific to either the Lagrangian or Eulerian descriptions of particles are
indicated. Where an input has a number of possible options they are displayed in table A.2. Each
option corresponds to a different input.
An input file is also required to define the initial flow parameters. The flow parameters for an
initial superposition of ABC flows is contained within MRflowVariables.dat, and is presented
in table A.3.
To investigate aggregation processes, such as raindrop formation, an additional input file
is required. Choices can be made about collision types and particle nucleation rates in the file
input_collisions.dat. Each of the inputs is presented in table A.4.
A.4 Output files
Output files can be produced in various formats. For the transfer operator, PNG images of planar
slices through the domain can be produced, as well as a full print out of the PDF of particle
positions to a CSV file. For the Lagrangian particle simulations, particle positions and velocities
can be printed to CSV files. When collisions are detected, collision locations, pairs and particle






N 20000 number of particles Lagrangian
dt 0.001 time step of MR equation solver
pf 1000 fluid density
pp 2000 particle density
v 0.000010 dynamic fluid viscosity
diam 0.0010 particle diameter
histSwitch 0 turns on the history force Lagrangian
PerronSwitch 1 turns on transfer operator. Eulerian
restartSwitch 0 restarts a simulations based on the
latest output files in the folder
collisionsSwitch 0 turns on particle collision detection Lagrangian
imFreq 0.5 frequency of output for particle posi-
tions, PDF and images
binFreq 10.0 frequency of output of full domain
data
imageSwitch 1 turns on image generation Eulerian
nPlanes 3 number of image planes Eulerian
minP 0.0 colour saturation minimum as a fac-
tor of mean concentration
Eulerian
maxP 2.0 colour saturation maximum as a fac-
tor of the mean concentration
Eulerian
plane 0 1 2 orientation of normal to the image
plane (x = 1 y= 2 z = 3)
Eulerian
colScheme 4 4 4 colour scheme: for options see table
A.2
Eulerian
plnHght 0.5 0.5 0.4 position of image plane with orienta-
tion given by ‘plane’.
Eulerian
initPartDens 10000000 Particle number density, N/m3 Eulerian
ParticlePert 1 initial distribution of particles: for op-
tions see table A.2
Eulerian
initTime 0.0 time at which particle phase should
be inserted.
printVels 0 should the velocity field be printed to
file?
Table A.1: The main input file for the particle phase is input_MR.dat. Some inputs are specific
for Lagrangian particle simulations, and some are for Eulerian simulations, in both cases this
is indicated in the table. The format for each input is ‘variablename = value′ and they must
appear in the file in this order. For inputs which turn on or off a capability, e.g ‘printVels’, off= 0
and on= 1.
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Figure A.1: The Maxey-Riley solver and transfer operator code is kept as separate as possible
from MOBILE. Interactions occur once a time step when the new fluid velocities are passed to the
Maxey-Riley solver.
A.4.1 PNG images
Each PNG image is produced for a specific plane orientation, position and time. Separate images
are produced for each process, which can then be stitched back together. The filename convention
for PNG images is based on the orientation plane, the process that produced the file, and the
output time. This combination produces a filename given by “MassDensity<orientation plane:
x = 0, y= 1, z = 2>Plane<process>Proc<time/imFreq>.png", which looks confusing but will be
made more explicit with an example. Consider an image plane oriented with the vertical ‘z’ axis,
produced by the main process, process 0. The image is produced after two seconds and the image
frequency, imFreq, is set to 1. The resulting file name is “MassDensity2Plane0Proc2.png". A
number of different colour schemes are implemented and can be chosen using the colScheme pa-
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colScheme 0=GREY, 1=GREEN, 2=BLUE, 3=RED, 4=COLOUR 10=PINK
ParticlePert 1=HOMOGENEOUS, 2=JET and 3=STRIPES
plane 0= x, 1= y, 2= z
Table A.2: Set of options for the colour scheme, initial spatial distribution of particles, and the
orientation of the normal to the image plane.
Parameter Default value Description
flowConsts 0.09 0.1 0.11 flow constants A, B and C.
kmax 14 number of superpositions




nucleate 1 Turn on particle nucleation.
relaxationFactor 1 The factor by which the collision threshold should
be relaxed.
coalesce 1 Turn on coalescing particles. When set to 0 col-
loidal particles are simply removed from the sim-
ulation.
rainThreshold 0.002 Particles of greater diameter than this are re-
moved from the simulation as rain.
nucleationRate 0.001 Maximum nucleation rate as a proportion of the
total number of particles.
Table A.4: input_collisions.dat provides options for collision simulations.
rameter in input_MR.dat. The options are: 0=GREY, 1=GREEN, 2=BLUE, 3=RED, 4=COLOUR
10=PINK and 11=SAND. An example image is shown in figure A.2.
A.4.2 Particle positions
For the Lagrangian particle simulations, output files contain particle positions and velocities.
Each file is a CSV file which follows a similar naming convention to the PNG images. Each
filename is of the form: “Particle<process>Positions<time/imFreq>.csv". As an example,
the name of a particle position file produced by process 1 after 2 seconds with imFreq set to 0.5
would be “Particle1Positions4.csv". For a space defined by x= [x, y, z] and particle velocity
given by v= [u,v,w], the format of files storing particle positions and velocities is given in table
A.5.
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Figure A.2: A planar slices in the x-z plane using the COLOUR scheme. The image shows regions
with high and low particle concentration in the early stages of a sedimentation simulation.
time x u y v z w label original process current process
# # # # # # # # # #
Table A.5: Particle positions and velocities are printed at regular intervals along with the time,
particle label, original process and current process.
x y z time
# # # #
Table A.6: Collision locations and times are given in collisionLocation.csv.
A.4.3 Collision statistics
When collisions are considered, a user may be concerned with collision locations, times and colli-
sion pairings. As well as the distributions of the particle sizes. Outputs from collision simulations
come in three files: collisionLocation.csv, collisionRecord.csv and particle<process>
Statistics<time/imFreq>.csv. Collision locations are printed in collisionLocation.csv in
the format shown in table A.6.
Collision pairs are given in collisionRecord.csv. Each particle has a unique label attached
to it allowing collision pairs to be tracked. For a collision involving particle A and particle B, the
format of the collision record is presented in table A.7.
Statistics for the whole ensemble are printed in particle<process>Statisitics<time/
imFreq>.csv, the format of which is presented in table A.8. Particle size distributions can be
tracked through time using this file.
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label A diameter A label B diameter B time
# # # # #
Table A.7: Collision labels, times and diameters are given in collisionRecord.csv. Each parti-
cle has a unique label attached to it so that each can be kept track of.
label diameter number of collisions elimination switch
# # # #
Table A.8: Statistics of all particles are printed into files of this format at regular intervals.
Number of collisions indicates the number of collisions a particle has been involved in. Elimination
switch indicates whether or not a particle has been removed from the system. Particles are removed
from the system after a collision if the user has chosen not to allow particles to coalesce. If particles
are allowed to coalesce, then the smaller of the two particles involved in the collision is absorbed












TESTING THE CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY SPECTRUM AND THE
INTEGRAL LENGTH SCALE.
In the fifth chapter we calculated the energy spectrum of the turbulent flows used. In order to test
the calculation of the integral length scale L and the one-dimensional energy spectrum E(||k||, t),





C cos(k0x)+ A sin(k0z)
A cos(k0 y)+Bsin(k0x)
, k0 = 10,
where A = 0.09, B = 0.1, C = 0.11. The flow presented in equation B.1 has one dominant frequency
at ||k|| = 10 and a corresponding integral length scale that should be equal to 2π/k0 = 0.6283.
Figure B.1 shows the energy spectrum for the velocity field given in equation B.1. The peak is





0.6133, where G is the length of one side of the domain.
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Figure B.1: We test our calculation of the energy spectrum E(||k||,0) using the flow defined in
equation B.1. The value of k0 is indicated by the red dashed line. The integral length scale and
energy spectrum are as expected for the test flow.
L























Figure B.2: The magnitude of the velocity field, ||u(x,0)|| is plotted in the plane z =π. The integral
length scale L = 0.6133 is shown to be the distance between the centres of the regular vortical
structures present in the flow.
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